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Executive Summary
This document reviews the current state of the art in geospatial and semantic data management and
performs a first cut evaluation of some well known RDF stores (Virtuoso,
(Virtuoso, OWLIM, Parliament,
Parliam
uSeekM, and
Strabon) with geospatial support, also comparing them to proprietary geospatial databases (PostGIS and
Oracle Spatial). The evaluation is performed by measuring the performance of geospatial SPARQL queries on
the tested stores.
The layout of the document is the following.
following
In Chapter 2, we introduce basic concepts and standards regarding geospatial
eospatial data, with the aim to
provide a common knowledge foundation for the project, and researchers of the Semantic Web community
with limited expertise on geospatial data management.
management
In Chapter 3,, we present the basic concepts of the GeoSPARQL standard, which is the basis for
semantic geospatial data querying in the GeoKnow project. We briefly outline the involved Semantic Web
standards, present previous research and standardization work, and then provide information on the actual
GeoSPARQL standard.
geospatially enabled semantic stores, with
In Chapter 4,, we present the state of the art regarding geospatially-enabled
detailed information regarding their architecture, approach towards indexing, geospatial support,
deployment options, and published performance figures.
In Chapter 5, we present current benchmarks for RDF, and highlight their shortcomings regarding
geospatial support. Further,, the most prominent benchmarks for geospatial systems are presented.
In Chapter 6,, we evaluate existing RDF stores regarding their geospatial support. In order to address
the lack of purposeful benchmarks and procedures for evaluating geospatially-enabled
geospatially
RDF stores, we
present a novel methodology. Our approach builds on generic-purpose
generic urpose methodologies, but caters to the
emerging needs of accurately and objectively evaluating geospatially-enabled
geospatially enabled RDF stores. We present the
data and query workload used, and our experimental setup. Our evaluation results follow, along with the
discovered
ed challenges and future directions.
In Chapter 7 our conclusions are presented, highlighting research areas to be addressed in the project.
project
In Appendix A, we provide analytical information regarding evaluation process, as well as the tools
used (VMs, instructions,
ructions, datasets), enabling the replication of our findings from other research groups.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
CRS
DBMS
DE9IM
FLOSS
GeoJSON
GML
GIS
GPS
IRI
KML
LUBM
LOD
LBS
NGO
OGC
OSM
OWL
RCC
RDBMS
RDF
RDFS
RIF
RSS
SPARQL
SQL
SQL/MM
SRS
SRID
SKOS
TIN
UPI
WKB
WKT
WGS84
W3C
XML

Coordinate Reference System
DataBase Management System
Dimensionality-- Extended 9-Intersection Model
Free/Libre
Libre and Open Source Software
Geographic JavaScript Object Notation
Geography Markup Language
Geographical Information Systems
Global Positioning System
Internationalized Resource Identifier
Keyhole Markup Language
Lehigh University Benchmark
Linked Open Data
Location-based
based Services
Non-governmental
governmental organisation
Open Geospatial Consortium (http://www.opengeospatial.org/)
(
OpenStreetMap (http://www.openstreetmap.org/)
(
OWL 2 Web Ontology Language
Region Connection Calculus
Relational DataBase Management System
Resource Description Framework
Resource Description Framework Schema
Rule Interchange Format
Rich Site Summary (originally RDF Site Summary)
SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
Structured Query Language
SQL Multimedia and Application Packages (as defined by ISO 13249-3)
13249
Spatial Reference System
Spatial Reference system IDentifier
W3C Simple Knowledge Organization System
Triangulated Irregular Network
Universal Part Identifier
Well Known Binary (as defined by ISO 19125)
Well Known Text (as defined by ISO 19125)
World Geodetic System (EPSG:4326)
World Wide Web Consortium (http://www.w3.org/)
(
Extensible Markup Language
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1. Introduction
In recent years, Semantic Web methodologies and technologies have strengthened
strengthen their position in the
areas of data and knowledge management. Standards for organizing and querying semantic information,
such as RDF(S) and SPARQL are adopted by large academic communities,
communities while
le corporate vendors adopt
semantic technologies to organize, expose, exchange and retrieve their data. RDF stores have become
robust enough to support volumes of billions of records (RDF triples),
triples) and also, offer data management and
querying functionalities very similar to those of traditional relational database systems (RDBMS). In this
context, a very challenging problem is the efficient integration of geospatial data management concepts
and technologies into the Semantic Web.
Integrating Semantic Web with
wi geospatial data management requires the scientific community to
address two challenges:
(i) The definition of proper standards and vocabularies that describe geospatial information according
to RDF(S) and SPARQL protocols and, on the same time, represent
represent the principles of established geospatial
standards, such OGC standards, GML, INSPIRE,
(ii) The development of technologies for storing and querying semantically organized geospatial data
efficiently.
As far as the first challenge is concerned, there have
have been several attempts from the Semantic Web
community, for the establishment of a geospatial RDF standard. Early work included the Basic Geo
Vocabulary [GeoPos84] by the W3C, which enabled the representation of points in WGS84, and GeoRSS
[GeoRSSWhite], which provided support for more geospatial objects (lines, rectangles, polygons). In
addition, GeoOWL [GeoOWL] was developed to provide a more flexible model for geospatial concepts.
Furthermore, topological modelling of geometric shapes in RDF is supported
ed by the NeoGeo Geometry
Ontology. However, these ontologies only supported the WSGS84 CRS (thus leading to gross errors in other
CRSs),
), and offered limited support for geospatial operations required in real world GIS workloads.
Recently, GeoSPARQL [OGC12]
[OGC12 has emerged as a promising standard from W3C for geospatial RDF, with
the aim of standardizing geospatial RDF data insertion and query. GeoSPARQL provides various conformance
classes concerning its implementation of advanced reasoning capabilities (e.g. quantitative reasoning), as
well as several sets of terminology for topological relationships between geometries. Therefore, different
implementations of the GeoSPARQL specification are possible, depending on the respective
domain/application. In addition, GeoSPARQL closely follows existing standards from OGC for geospatial data,
to facilitate spatial indexing from relational databases.
In contrast to standardization, there has been less progress w.r.t. the second challenge. Although there
are many RDF stores
res that can efficiently handle large volumes of RDF data, only a few of them, such as
Virtuoso, OWLIM, Parliament, uSeekM, Oracle Spatial, support geospatial RDF data. On top of that, even less
fully support all standardized geospatial features,
features or fully conform to the GeoSPARQL specification. Another
issue is the efficiency of current geospatial RDF management systems, which cannot yet be compared in
terms of performance to typical spatial RDBMS.. Interesting, as well as important, research issues in this
field involve (a) query optimization over distributed Web resources, mixing geospatial data as well as other
search and join criteria, and (b) sampling based approaches for enhancing spatial query plans.
This document reviews the current state of the art in geospatial and semantic data management and
performs a first cut evaluation of some well known RDF stores (Virtuoso,
(Virtuoso, OWLIM, Parliament and uSeekM)
uSeekM
with geospatial support, also comparing them to established geospatial databases (PostGIS and Oracle
Spatial), and an academic geospatial RDF store (Strabon).. The evaluation is performed by measuring the
Page 13
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performance of geospatial SPARQL queries on the tested stores and similar SQL requests against the
DBMS’s.
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2. OGC Standardization for Geospatial
ial Data
In this section we present some well-known
well known standards developed by the Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC).. OGC is an international consortium of companies, software vendors, government agencies and
academia that aims to develop publicly available interoperability
interoperability standards for geospatial data. OGC
standards focus on solutions for geospatial data and services, data processing and geospatial data sharing.
This standardization is being widely accepted and progressively implemented by several open-source
open
and
commercial vendors, and has been recently enhanced with specifications for linked geospatial data as well.
OGC has more than 420 members (companies,
(companies NGOs, agencies or institutions) with a common vision
where everyone benefits from geographic information
information and services made available across any network,
application, or platform. OGC serves as a global forum for the collaboration of developers and users of
spatial data products and services, in order to advance the development of international standards for
f
geospatial interoperability. Its goals include the creation of publicly available standards, which will allow
geospatial content and services to be seamlessly integrated into business and civic processes, the spatial
Web and enterprise computing. It also
als supports the adoption of open, spatially enabled reference
architectures in enterprise environments worldwide,
worldwide and novel applications for geospatial technologies.
Finally, OGC endorses market assimilation of interoperability research through collaborative
collaborativ consortium
processes.
OGC brings together geoprocessing technology users and vendors and provides a formal structure for
achieving consensus on specifications. No single vendor can "set the standard" that enables heterogeneous
systems to interoperate in an open network environment like the Web. Standardization means "agreeing
on a common system." It is important to set standards in order to help people publish, discover, display,
and use digital geospatial data. It serves both providers and users of geospatial
geospatial technology to have an
international, open, inclusive standards-setting
standards setting process. Note that endorsing “open standards” does not
mean that OGC promotes free software or free datasets, as the consortium intends to support different
business models, with a broad range of policies on access to and distribution of geospatial data. So, OGC
standards should be supportive of several models for open access, licensed data, secure distribution, etc.
etc
The OGC Technical Committee has developed an architecture in support
support of its vision of geospatial
technology and data interoperability called the OGC Abstract Specification. This specification provides the
conceptual foundation for most OGC specification development activities. Open interfaces and protocols are
built and referenced against the Abstract Specification, thus enabling interoperability between different
brands and different kinds of spatial processing systems. The Abstract Specification provides a reference
modell for the development of OGC Implementation Specifications.
Next, we outline some fundamental geospatial concepts, as well as a brief description of several OGC
standardizations, since these are being used in data models and query languages for linked geospatial data.
We also examine several aspects of geospatial
geospatial support in current DBMS platforms, with particular focus on
two renowned systems (namely, Oracle Spatial and PostGIS)

2.1 Fundamental Concepts on Geospatial Data Management
Raster and vector are two very different but common data representations used to store geospatial
data, and are both important for managing geospatial information.
Page 15
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Vector data use x and y coordinates to define the locations of points, lines, and areas, or polygons, that
correspond to physical entities in the real world, such as roads, parcels. As such, vector
vec data tend to define
centres, edges and boundaries of entities. In contrast, raster data use a matrix of square areas to define
where physical entities are located. These squares (also called
alled pixels, cells and grids) typically are of
uniform size, and their size determines the detail that can be maintained in the dataset. Because raster
data represent square areas, they describe interiors rather than boundaries, as is the case with vector data.
Vector data is excellent for capturing
pturing and storing spatial details (e.g., networks, administrative boundaries),
boundaries)
while raster data is well-suited
suited for capturing, storing and analyzing information that varies continuously
from location to location (such
such as elevation or temperature). Raster data representations also are used to
store aerial photography and satellite imagery. Vector data may be converted easily into raster, but
conversion from raster to vector usually requires some manual editing.
In the sequel, we cover notions concerning vector
vector data, as handling of raster geospatial data is beyond
the scope of this project.

2.1.1 Features vs. Geometries
Features and geometries are two crucial geospatial concepts. A feature represents a distinct entity in
the real world, which has some spatial location. For example, a shop, a bus stop, a train station, a river, a
forest etc. are all features. Sometimes, the spatial location may not be precisely specified, e.g., the area of
a lake may be varying across time.
A geometry can be any geometric shape, typically a point, a polyline or a polygon, as well as several
more complex variants (e.g., a polygon with holes). This geometry serves as the spatial location of a given
feature using coordinates. A coordinate is set of n scalar values and determines the position of a point in an
n-dimensional space. Depending on the desired resolution and purpose of use,, the
th location may be defined
as one or more geometric shapes.
shapes For example, a train station may take the shape of a point (e.g., its
centroid to be included
ed in a city map), or a region (in a detailed map of more accuracy), and perhaps even
a line (if only its boundary is important). A geometry can be a homogeneous collection (e.g., a multipoint
denoting a set of measurements) or a heterogeneous one (e.g., a polygon along with its centroid can be
considered as the representation of a region). Usually, features should be distinguished from their
geometric representation, but this is not always the case.
Every
very geometry must be always georeferenced at a well defined
defined system of coordinates. Not only does
such georeferencing accurately defines the position of a given geometry, but it also acts as a common
reference so that relationships can be established with other geometries based on their coordinates (e.g.,
overlapping
apping areas or points in close proximity). In that respect, metadata should be maintained regarding
spatial reference systems (SRS) or coordinate reference systems (CRS) with known parameterizations,
which are widely adopted and allow transformations from one to another. Such systems define a set of
rules that specify how coordinates are actually assigned to points.
A spatial reference system includes four basic components:
•

A coordinate system,
system which describes a location relative to some centre.
centre Based on the choice
of centre, we can identify the following basic coordinate systems.
Geocentric
eocentric coordinate system,
system which uses the centre of the Earth and standard X, Y, Z
ordinates.
Geographic
eographic (or geodetic) coordinate system, which uses a spherical surface, where a
point is defined by angles measured from the centre of the Earth to a point on the
surface. These are also known as latitude (horizontal) and longitude (vertical).
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Cartesian coordinate system,
system which assumes a flat surface and enables quick and
accurate measurements over small distances.
•

An ellipsoid, which defines an approximation for the centre and shape of the Earth, because
Earth is not a perfect sphere.

•

A datum, which defines the position of an ellipsoid relative to the centre of the Earth. This
provides
ovides a common reference for measuring locations. WGS84 is a datum widely used by GPS
devices that approximates the shape of the entire planet.

•

A projection,, which transforms positions from the curved surface of the Earth onto a plane. This
is required in order to create a map. Hence, some degree of distortion may occur, as some
locations (e.g., those close to the centre of the depicted area) will have more accurate
coordinates compared to others. There are different types of projections that preserve sizes,
size
angles, or both. In general, Cartesian projections are preferable for smaller areas, as they
require simpler computations without incurring much error. In contrast, spherical ones should
be used for larger areas, in order to take into account the curvature
curvature of the Earth.

Several countries have defined their own projected coordinate reference systems that offer more
precision to measurements over their territory. For instance, the Greek Geodetic Reference System 1987
(GGRS87) is a projection system using datum GRS80 (Geodetic Reference System 1980). A common source
of well defined coordinate reference systems is the European Petroleum Survey Group [EPSG]. Identifiers of
coordinate reference systems assigned by such authorities are commonly used in geospatial
geospati data
standards, e.g., Well-Known
Known Text (WKT).

2.1.2 Geometric Representations
2.1.2.1 Well-Known
Known Text (WKT)
The Well-Known Text representation
epresentation provides a standard textual representation not only for geometric
objects, but also for spatial reference systems, their transformations, etc. WKT is a widely used OGC
standard for representing geometries, as described in “OpenGIS Simple Feature Access - Part 1: Common
Architecture” specification [OGC11].
[OGC1 It has also become the ISO 19125-11 standard, dealing with representation
representati
and manipulation of simple features. A simple feature has all its spatial attributes described piecewise by
geometries in WKT and is restricted to 2-,
2 3- and 4- dimensional space (respectively
respectively ℜ2, ℜ3, ℜ4). So, the
WKT specification mostly concerns 2-dimensional
2
ensional geometries with x, y ordinates, but it also allows z and m
values associated with these geometries and functions to access them. Interpretation of coordinates for a
geometry depends on the spatial reference system always associated with every geometry.
geom
According to
the WKT specification, the spatial reference system is not embedded in the object’s representation, but is
attached separately using appropriate notation.
2.1.2.2 Well-Known
Known Binary (WKB)
The Well-known
known Binary representation [OGC11] provides a portable
portable representation of a geometric
object as a contiguous stream of bytes. It permits exchange of a geometric object by an SQL/CLI client and
an SQL-implementation
implementation in binary form. This representation is obtained by serializing a geometric object as a
sequence
uence of numeric types drawn from the set {Unsigned Integer, Double} and then serializing each
numeric type as a sequence of bytes using one of two well defined, standard, binary representations for
numeric types (NDR, XDR).
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2.1.2.3 Geography Markup Language (GML)
Geography Markup Language is an XML grammar written in XML Schema for the description of
application schemas, as well as for the exchange and storage of geographic information. The key concepts
used by GML to model the world are drawn from the ISO 19100 series
series of International Standards and the
OGC Abstract Specification. The GML standard [OGC07] declares a large number of XML elements and
attributes meant to support a wide variety of capabilities for geospatial data. For example, the GML
standard can encode
de dynamic features, spatial and temporal topology, complex geometric property types,
coordinate reference systems, and coverages.
With such a wide scope, interoperability can only be achieved by defining profiles of GML that deal
with a restricted subset of GML capabilities. GML profiles (i.e., logical restrictions of GML to particular
applications) can be specified through an XML document, an XML schema, or both. There are several
profiles available, e.g., for Points,
oints, Simple Features, RSS, etc. Such GML profiles are different from application
schemas, since they are part of the GML namespaces (OGC
(O GML) and define restricted subsets of GML. In
contrast, application
pplication schemas are XML vocabularies that are application-specific
application specific and are only valid inside
the application-specific
specific namespaces.
The GML Simple Features Profile [OGC10a] and the Simple Features for SQL presented in Section 2.1.3
describe the same types of geometries. However, the GML Simple Features Profile can be also applied to
geometries in three dimensions,, whereas Simple Features for SQL is restricted to only two dimensions. In
the GML Simple Features Profile, a feature can have any number
number of geometric properties, and each
e
geometry should be referenced to a coordinate reference system that has 1, 2 or 3 dimensions.

2.1.3 Geometric Primitives
The “OpenGIS Simple Feature Access - Part 2: SQL Option” standard [OGC10b] has become the ISO
19125-2 standard. It creates a standard SQL schema that supports definition and manipulation of sets of
simple features using SQL. This schema assumes that sets of simple features are stored as relational tables
and each feature is a row in a table. The simple features
features supported by this standard have both spatial and
non-spatial
spatial attributes. The spatial attributes are geometries of specific types and are represented as
geometry-valued
valued columns, while non-spatial
non spatial attributes are represented as columns of typical SQL data
da
types (e.g., numbers, dates, strings). There are also additional tables that are used to store metadata about
features and coordinate reference systems. Each geometric type has a WKT representation that can be used
both to construct new instances of the type and to convert existing instances to textual literals.
Figure 1 depicts the extended geometry model as specified by OGC [OGC11]. The base Geometry
Geometr class
has subclasses for Point, Curve, Surface and GeometryCollection. Each geometric object is always associated
with a Spatial Reference System, which describes the coordinate space in which the geometric object is
defined.
•

Geometry is the root class of the hierarchy. Geometry is an abstract (i.e., non-instantiable)
non
class. All
Geometry classes are defined so that instances of Geometry are topologically closed, i.e., all
represented geometries include their boundary as point sets. The instantiable subclasses of Geometry
are restricted to 0-, 1- and 2--dimensional geometric objects:
o Geometries in 2-dimensional
dimensional space ℜ2 have verticess with coordinate values for x and y.
o Geometries in 3-dimensional
dimensional space ℜ3 have verticess with coordinate values
va
for x, y, z or for x, y,
m.
dimensional space ℜ4 have verticess with coordinate values for x, y, z and m.
o Geometries in 4-dimensional
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Figure 1: Geometry class hierarchy

Interpretation of coordinates is subject to the associated CRSs.. However, all coordinates within a
geometry object should be in the same CRS.. Each coordinate shall be unambiguously associated to a CRS
either directly or through its containing geometry. Typically, but not necessarily, the z ordinate of a point
represents
ts altitude or elevation. The m ordinate represents a measurement (e.g., kilometric reference along
a road).
The following subclasses of Geometry are also defined (most important ones depicted in Figure 2):
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Point.
dimensional geometric object and represents a single location in coordinate space
Point A Point is a 0-dimensional
with x- and y- ordinate values. If required by the SRS,, a point may also have z and m values (e.g.,
altitude and measurement along a linear feature, respectively).
Curve.
dimensional geometry. The subtypes of class curve define the type of
Curve A curve is a 1-dimensional
interpolation that is used between points. A Curve that is simple and closed is a Ring.
LineString.
LineString. A line string is a subtype of curve with linear interpolation between points. A line segment
is defined between each pair of consecutive points. A line string is closed if its start point is equal to its
end point. A line string is simple if it has no self-intersections.
Line.
Line. A line is a line string with exactly two points.
LinearRing.
LinearRing. A linear ring is a line string that is both closed and simple.
Surface.
dimensional geometry. A simple surface may consist of a single “patch” that
Surface A surface is a 2-dimensional
has one “exterior” boundary and zero or more “interior” boundaries (e.g. a polygon with holes). This
class is abstract (i.e., it may not be instantiated). The only instantiable subclasses of Surface are
Polygon and PolyhedralSurface.
Polygon.
Polygon A polygon
on is a simple planar surface and it is defined by one exterior boundary and may have
one or more non-intersecting
intersecting interior boundaries. Each polygon is topologically closed,
closed so no two
boundaries (interior or exterior) cross. However, two boundaries may intersect at a point, but only as a
tangent. The interior of a polygon is a connected point-set
point set while each possible hole defines a
connected component of the exterior.
Triangle.
non collinear vertices and no interior boundary.
Triangle A triangle is a polygon with three distinct, non-collinear
Triangulated Irregular Network.
Network. A triangulated irregular network (TIN) is a polyhedral surface
consisting only of triangle patches.
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Geometry Type

WKT representation

Point

POINT(3 7)

Multipoint

MULTIPOINT(3 7, 4 2, 8 6)

LineString

LINESTRING(1 2, 3 6, 9 4)

MultiLineString

MULTILINESTRING((1 8, 4 4), (4 9, 8 5, 6 2, 1 4))

Polygon

POLYGON((1 2, 6 1, 9 3, 8 5, 3 6, 1 2))

Polygon (with hole)

POLYGON((1 2, 6 1, 9 3, 8 5, 3 6, 1 2), (3 3, 5 5, 6 2, 3 3))
3)

MultiPolygon

MULTIPOLYGON(((1 2, 6 1, 9 3, 3 6, 1 2)), ((4 9, 7 6, 9 8, 4 9)))

GeometryCollection

GEOMETRYCOLLECTION( POINT(4
T(4 5), POINT(7 4), POINT(6 2),
LINESTRING(4 5, 6 7, 7 4, 6 2),
POLYGON((1 2, 6 1, 9 3, 8 5, 3 6, 1 2)) )

Figure 2: Examples of WKT representations for several types of geometric objects
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Geometry Collection.
Collection A GeometryCollection is a geometric object that is a collection of some number
of distinct geometric objects.
M ultiPoint.
dimensional geometry collection
collection whose elements are strictly points, which are
ultiPoint This is a 0-dimensional
not connected or ordered in any way.
MultiCurve.
curve is a 1-dimensional
1 dimensional geometry collection having curves as its elements. This
MultiCurve A multi-curve
class is not instantiable.
MultiLineString.
MultiLineString A multi-line
line string is a MultiCurve (i.e., geometry collection), whose elements are line
strings.
MultiSurface.
surface is a 2-dimensional
2 dimensional geometry collection whose elements are surfaces. The
MultiSurface A multi-surface
interiors of any two surfaces may not intersect. The boundaries of any two surfaces
surfa
may not cross, but
may touch at a finite number of points. This class is instantiable and may be used to represent
heterogeneous surfaces, like collections of polygons and polyhedral surfaces.
MultiPolygon.
polygon is a multi-surface
multi
collection whose elements are polygons. The
MultiPolygon A multi-polygon
boundaries of each polygon may not intersect, but they may touch at only a finite number of points.
Polyhedral Surface.
Surface. A polyhedral surface is a contiguous collection of polygons that share common
boundary segments. Each pair of polygons that touch has a common boundary expressed as a finite
collection of line strings. Each such line string is a part of the boundary of at most two polygon patches.

2.1.4 Spatial Relationships between Geometries
Any spatial feature can be related to another one, e.g., if they are close to each other or whether they
have any overlap. Such spatial relationships (mostly
(mostly topological ones) can be described and checked
against any pair of geometries. The model introduced in [EF91]
[
] offers the ability to describe the relationship
between geometries of different dimensionalities and has led to the 9-Intersection
Intersection Model as illustrated in
Figure 3.. Typically, OGC Simple Feature Access Common Architecture specification [OGC11] uses the
Dimensionality-Extended 9-Intersection
Intersection Model (DE9IM) introduced in [CFO93, CSE94] to describe these
spatial relations between pairs of geometries:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equals(
Equals A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is “spatially equal” to B.
Disjoint(
Disjoint A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is “spatially disjoint” to B.
Intersects(
Intersects A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A “spatially intersects” B.
Touches(
Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A “spatially touches” B.
Touches A:Geometry,
Crosses(
Crosses A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A “spatially crosses” B.
Within(
Within A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is “spatially within” to B.
Contains(
Contains A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A “spatially contains” B.
Overlaps(
Overlaps A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A “spatially overlaps” B.
Relate(
Relate A:Geometry, B:Geometry, intersectionPatternMatrix:String):Boolean, returns true if A is “spatially
related” to B. This is performed by testing for intersections between the interior, boundary and exterior
of these two geometries as specified by the values in the intersectionPatternMatrix (DE9IM) according
to [CFO93, CSE94].
In addition, when geometries also include m coordinates, two functions can be used for checks:

•

•

LocateAlong (mValue: Double): Geometry, which returns a derived geometry collection value that
matches the specified m coordinate value (e.g., the location of an
an accident along at a specific kilometric
reference along a road).
LocateBetween (mStart: Double, mEnd: Double): Geometry, which returns a derived geometry
collection value that matches the specified range of m coordinate values inclusively (e.g., the part of a
road between two kilometric references).
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Figure 3: Topological relations according to 99 -Intersection Model (Egenhofer)

An alternative model [RCC92
RCC92] describes an interval logic referred to as Region Connection Calculus
(RCC) for expressing and reasoning over spatial regions. RCC8 is a subset of RCC, which defines eight
mutually exhaustive pair-wise
wise disjoint relations that can imply all the rest. These relations are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DC(
DC A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is disconnected from B.
EQ(
EQ A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if geometry A is identical with geometry B.
PO(
PO A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A partially overlaps B.
EC(
EC A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is externally connected with B.
TPP(
TPP A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is a tangential proper part of B.
NTPP(
NTPP A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is a non-tangential
tangential proper part of B.
TPPi(
TPPi A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if B is a tangential proper part of A.
NTPPi(
tangential proper part of A.
NTPPi A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if B is a non-tangential
Table 1 illustrates the equivalence between all of spatial relations among the various models.
Table 1: Equivalence of spatial relations according to different models [OGC12, BK12]

SimpleFeatures (OGC)

9IM (Egenhofer)

RCC8 (Randell)

Equals
Disjoint
Intersects
Touches
Within
Contains
Overlaps

Equal
Disjoint
̚Disjoint
Meet
Inside + CoveredBy
Contain + Cover
Overlap

EQ
DC
DC
̚DC
EC
NTPP + TPP
NTPPi + TPPi
PO

2.1.5 Basic Methods on Geometric Objects
The following functions examine the desired representation of a given geometry, checking whether
some condition holds and return a specific property.
•
•

Dimension(
Dimension A:Geometry):Integer, returns the inherent dimension of geometry A, which must be less
than or equal to the coordinate dimension.
GeometryType(
GeometryType A:Geometry):String, returns the name of the instantiable subtype of geometry A as
defined in OGC Simple Features [OGC11], of which geometry A is an instantiable member.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SRID(
SRID A:Geometry):Integer, returns the identifier of the coordinate reference system used for A.
AsText(
WKT) representation.
AsText A:Geometry):String, exports geometry A as its Well-Known Text (WKT
AsBinary(
Known Binary (WKB) representation.
AsBinary A:Geometry):Binary, exports geometry A as its Well-Known
IsEmpty(
IsEmpty A:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A is the empty point set Ø for the coordinate space.
IsSimple(
IsSimple A:Geometry):Boolean, returns true if A has no anomalous geometric points, such as self
intersection or self tangency.
Is3D (A:Geometry): Integer, returns
r
true if this geometric object has z ordinate values.
IsMeasured (A:Geometry): Integer, returns true if this geometric object has m coordinate values.
In addition, there are two methods
method that return a new geometric object:

•
•

Envelope(
Envelope A:Geometry):Geometry, returns the minimum bounding box for A using two direct positions,
one containing all the minimums, the other all the maximums.
Boundary(
eturns the closure of the combinatorial boundary of A, and hence it
Boundary A:Geometry):Geometry, returns
is topologically closed.

2.1.6 Methods
ethods supporting Spatial Analysis
The following methods can be used for geometric analysis and depend on the accuracy of the
coordinate representations and the limitations of linear interpolation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffer(
Buffer A:Geometry, distance: Double): Geometry, returns a geometric object that represents all Points
whose distance from object A is less than or equal to distance.
ConvexHull (A:Geometry):Geometry, returns a geometric object that represents the convex hull of
geometric object A.
Intersection(
eturns a geometric object that represents the Point
Intersection A:Geometry, B:: Geometry):Geometry, returns
set intersection of geometries A and B.
Union(
eturns a geometric object that represents the Point set
Union A:Geometry, B: Geometry):Geometry, returns
union of geometries A and B.
Difference(
eturns a geometric object that represents the Point
Difference A:Geometry, B: Geometry):Geometry, returns
set difference of A and B.
SymDifference(
eturns a geometric object that represents the
SymDifference A:Geometry, B: Geometry):Geometry, returns
point set symmetric difference between A and B.
In addition, there is one method that does not return a new geometric object, but a scalar value:

•

Distance(
Distance A:Geometry, B:Geometry):Double, returns the shortest distance between any two Points in
the two given geometric objects A and B.

2.2 Geospatially-enabled
enabled DBMS
Spatial data is usually related to other types of information (e.g., names, statistics, images, etc.). In
early GIS implementations, spatial data and related attribute information were stored separately. Attribute
information was hosted in a database or stored in a flat file, whereas spatial information was maintained in
a separate proprietary file. ESRI shapefiles are a typical example of this, composed of a .dbf file for the
attributes, a .shp file for geometries and a .shx file for the spatial index [ESRIshp]. But over the past 15
years, the situation has drastically changed. Geopositioning and Location-based
Location based Services have become
almost ubiquitous features for web and mobile applications.
applications. Further, geospatial data infrastructures with
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support for large volumes of vector and raster data,
data are vital for businesses, organisations and government
agencies
ncies in national and international level.
The necessity to treat spatial features as first-class
first class citizens and encode more complex spatial
relationships between them, are the main reasons that led to the emergence of several geospatial DBMS's.
A geospatial DBMS can leverage the power of a DBMS with native geometry types, spatial indices and
extensions that support spatial operations of interest to GIS applications. Apart from geometric
computations, there
here are also advantages from core database infrastructure which are certainly not available
in typical GIS packages, e.g. support for transactions, backups, integrity and validity checks, locking, multimulti
user support,
upport, security/access control. In addition, inherent capacity and scalability are at the disposal of
geospatial users, with support up to terabytes in the case of modern DBMS server clusters. Further, storing
spatial data in the native data types offered by a DBMS also promotes interoperability with a greater
number of applications compared to proprietary formats proprietary of GIS vendors. What's more,
interoperability really matters, as several GIS packages and mapping applications may access directly and
transparently the same spatial data from a single database using ODBC/JDBC, services or API's provided by
the DBMS.
Therefore, several major DBMS vendors have extended their software with native geometry data types
and related capabilities. For instance, Oracle DBMS support the SDO_GEOMETRY type (both the standard
edition with the Locator
tor capability,
capability and the dedicated Oracle Spatial and Graph extension); Oracle's
advanced features include support for GeoRasters, Network, Topology, etc. as well as powerful
geoprocessing and spatial analysis functionality.
functionality. Other platforms like IBM DB2, Informix or Microsoft SQL
Server have spatial extenders including geodetic support. For instance, starting from SQL Server 2008,
Microsoft [MS-SQL-Server]
Server] has included spatial types GEOMETRY and GEOGRAPHY, along with related
rel
spatial
capabilities. Open source DBMS platforms such as MySQL Spatial (recently acquired by Oracle) or PostGIS for
PostgreSQL also include geospatial support, with particular emphasis on the implementation of OGC Simple
Features specifications [OGC10b].
b].
As in our evaluation study we test geospatial capabilities of typical DBMS, we briefly review features in
two widely acclaimed platforms, a commercial (Oracle Spatial) and a FLOSS one (PostGIS for PostgreSQL).

2.2.1 Oracle Spatial and Graph
Oracle is a leading
ng company in integrated business software with more than 370,000 customers
worldwide. Oracle DBMS is its flagship commercial product for data management offering renowned
benefits in terms of high availability, scalability, and performance [OracleDBMS]. Support for RDF data in
Oracle will be covered in Section 4.6. Support for spatial features is provided by the Oracle Spatial and
Graph extension to the Oracle DBMS.
Oracle Spatial and Graph offers
offer advanced capabilities to support high-end
end GIS and location-enabled
business solutions. These extend Oracle Locator, a no-cost
no cost feature of Oracle Database Standard and
Enterprise Editions that provides native spatial data support, indexing of 2D location data, as well as
querying and analytical tools accessible through SQL and standard programming languages. Included, are
also a rich set of operators, functions, and procedures for performing topological queries, spatial join
queries, k-nearest
nearest neighbour search and other spatial analysis operations.
Additional features
atures in Oracle Spatial and Graph offer high performance and powerful analysis for a
complete range of geospatial data (e.g. geocoding, routing, linear referencing, topology management,
raster and gridded data, 3D data) to address demands for a wide range of large-scale geospatial
applications. Oracle Spatial and Graph is designed to make spatial data management easier and more
natural to users of LBS and GIS applications. Once spatial data is stored in an Oracle database, it can be
easily manipulated, retrieved,
rieved, and related to all other data stored in the database.
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Oracle Spatial and Graph supports an object-relational
object relational model for representing geometries, so an entire
geometry is stored in the Oracle native spatial data type for vector data, SDO_GEOMETRY. An Oracle table
can contain one or more SDO_GEOMETRY columns. The object-relational
object relational model corresponds to the "SQL
with Geometry Types" implementation of spatial feature tables in the OGC ODBC/SQL specification for
geospatial features. Many more geometry types
types (including arcs, circles, compound polygons, compound line
strings, and optimized rectangles) are supported according to ISO SQL-MM
SQL MM specification [SQL-MM].
[SQL
Hence,
Oracle Spatial and Graph goes beyond OGC standardization, as well as with support to linear referencing (3d coordinates with measurements) or 4-d
4 features as opposed to strictly 2-d
d geometries in [OGC10b].
Geometries are modelled in a single column of a table and their storage is designed for optimal
performance.
Bulk loading for large amounts of data into an Oracle database is accomplished with a native
SQL*Loader utility. In addition, Oracle also offers a Java Shapefile converter [shp2sdo] that transforms an
ESRI Shapefile into an Oracle Database table for use with Oracle Spatial and Locator. This parameterized
converter loads a shapefile directly into a database table, including both geometric and the rest attribute
data.
trees are available for indexing spatial data of up to four dimensions. An R-tree
R
index is stored in a
R-trees
spatial index table
e maintaining a sequence object to ensure that simultaneous updates by concurrent users
can be made to the index. In case of a large number of insert, update, or delete operations affecting
geometries, performance may be degraded due to degradation in quality
quality of the associated R-tree
R
index.
Tools are offered for checking degradation of index quality and appropriately rebuilding it when necessary.
Oracle Spatial used to also support quadtree indices in previous editions, but this is now deprecated and
use of quadtrees is discouraged.
Oracle Locator and Oracle Spatial and Graph support geospatial features according to several ISO
standards (ISO 13249-3,
3, 19101, 19109, 19111, 19118, 19107). For geospatial applications, Oracle's functionality,
including OGC Web services,
ervices, can be used by third party tools, components and solutions as well as by
Oracle's enterprise applications. They provide a powerful infrastructure for SDI implementations or INSPIREINSPIRE
conformant cost-effective
effective solutions.

2.2.2 PostGIS for PostgreSQL
FLOSS PostGIS extension [PostGIS] adds support for geographic objects to the PostgreSQL objectobject
relational database. PostGIS is developed by a group of contributors led by a Project Steering Committee.
The first version was released in 2001 by Refractions Research
Research [Refractions] under the GNU General Public
License. A stable version 1.0 was released in 2005, whereas in 2006, PostGIS started implementation of
OGC Simple Features for SQL standard (a prior release of the standard in [OGC10b]). As of April 2013, version
versio
2.0.3 is publicly available, but currently is not officially certified as OGC compliant, although it supports or
even supersedes most OGC specifications. There is also support for raster datasets with module PostGIS
Raster integrated in latest versions.
Spatial vector features are stored in an attribute of a PostgreSQL table of special type GEOMETRY or
Already from version 0.9, PostGIS supports all objects and functions in the OGC Simple Features
for SQL specification [OGC10b]. Both WKT and WKB
WKB include information about the type of the object and the
coordinates which form the object. Internal storage requires that all spatial objects include a spatial
referencing system identifier (SRID). However, PostGIS extends this standard in its EWKB/EWKT formats for
GEOMETRY with support for 3D (coordinates with altitude or linear referencing), as well as 4D coordinates
with embedded SRID information. These formats are currently superset of those adopted by OGC (every
valid WKB/WKT is a valid EWKB/EWKT) but
but this might vary in the future. PostGIS also supports circularly
interpolated curves, according to the SQL-MM
SQL
specification [SQL-MM]
MM] and extending the Simple Features for
SQL [OGC10b]. These SQL-MM
MM definitions include 3dm, 3dz and 4d coordinates, but do not allow the
GEOGRAPHY.
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embedding of SRID information. Their respective WKT extensions are not yet fully supported. The GEOGRAPHY
type provides native support for spatial features represented on geographic (WGS84 lon/lat) coordinates
expressed in angular degrees. Because
Because the underlying mathematics is much more complicated, there are
fewer and more costly functions defined for the GEOGRAPHY type than for the GEOMETRY type. Metadata are
collected for each spatial table in order to facilitate query processing.
PostGIS implementation takes advantage of several open-source
open source elements. Most importantly, Proj4
library [proj4] is used to provide coordinate reprojection support within PostGIS. GEOS library [geos] is used
to determine topological relationships using the DE9IM and
and to compute geospatial set operations, offering
major enhancements with handling of topological exceptions and improvements to geometry validation.
Implementation is based on lightweight geometries and indexes optimized to reduce disk and memory
footprint,, allowing servers to increase the amount of data migrated up from physical disk storage into RAM,
and thus improving query performance substantially.
R-tree-over-GiST
GiST (Generalised Search Tree) [HNP95]
[
spatial indexes are employed in the evaluation of
spatial
ial queries. Experiments from PostGIS developers confirm that search speed for native R-Trees and GiST
are comparable. But, they opted for GiST as spatial indexing structure, since R-Tree
R
implementation in
PostgreSQL cannot handle features larger than 8K in
in size and also fails to build the index in case of any null
geometries in the table (i.e., not "null safe"). PostGIS utilizes algorithms for indexing selectivity in order to
provide high performance query plans for queries with mixed (spatial and non-spat
non spatial) predicates.
Regarding data exchange, there is a loader called shp2pgsql, which converts ESRI Shape files into SQL
suitable for loading in PostGIS/PostgreSQL. Inversely, a dumper named pgsql2shp converts PostGIS tables
(or queries) into ESRI shapefiles.. Various other GIS formats (MapInfo, GML, DGN, AutoCAD DXF, etc.) can be
read through GDAL/OGR libraries. Stored geometries can be also accessed through external applications via
ODBC and JDBC. PostGIS data can be used as source for spatial server software
software like MapServer or GeoServer,
as well as for mapping services like WMS, WFS etc.
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3. The GeoSPARQL
SPARQL standard
Several
everal schemes for encoding simple geometry data in RDF have been proposed, like the W3C Basic
Geo vocabulary, which enabled the representation of points in WGS84, or GeoRSS that supported more
geospatial objects (lines, rectangles, polygons). GeoOWL was developed to provide a more flexible model
for geospatial concepts. Furthermore, topological modelling
modelling of geometric shapes in RDF can be done with
the NeoGeo Geometry Ontology. However, these simple vocabularies have certain limitations, like their
inability to specify different datums and coordinate systems (thus incurring gross errors in other coordinate
coordin
reference systems) or are limited to point geometries only (hence not supporting geospatial operations
required in real world GIS workloads).
workloads In contrast, the recently adopted OGC GeoSPARQL standard attempts
to provide a uniform, platform-independent
independent access to geospatial RDF datasets with a rich collection of query
operators.
In the following, we first review some important notions concerning Semantic Web standardizations,
stand
as well as earlier
ier approaches to representation of geospatial features in semantic repositiories. Then, we
present the basic concepts and principles of GeoSPARQL, which will be fully supported in the context of the
GeoKnow project.

3.1 Towards semantic
mantic geospatial standards
3.1.1 Basic Semantic Web standards
In the following sections we give a brief introduction to the established Semantic Web standards for
organizing and querying semantic information. For further details, the reader can refer to [BTG+13, VGT10],
as well to the referred specification web pages.
3.1.1.1 RDF
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [RDF] is a language for representing information about
resources on the Web. RDF intends to organize information in a machine readable format, providing a
common framework for expressing information so it can be exchanged between applications without loss
of meaning.
RDF is based on the idea of identifying entities using identifiers (called Internationalized Resource
Identifiers, or IRIs), and describing resources (entities) in terms of simple properties and property values.
This enables RDF to represent simple statements about resources as a graph of nodes and arcs representing
the resources, and their properties and values. RDF statements are triples (subject,
(su
predicate, object)
consisting of the resource (the subject) being described, a property (the predicate), and a property value
(the object). In particular, the subject can either be an IRI or a Blank node. Every predicate must be an IRI
and the objectt can be an IRI, Blank node or RDF Literal. Literals have datatypes that define the range of
possible values, such as strings, numbers, and dates. A collection of RDF statements (or else RDF triples)
can be intuitively understood as a directed labelled
label
graph,
ph, where the resources are nodes and the
statements are arcs (from the subject node to the object node) connecting the nodes. Finally,
Finally a set of RDF
triples is called RDF Dataset or RDF Graph.
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3.1.1.2 RDF Schema
RDF provides a way to express simple statements about
about resources, using named properties and values.
However, RDF user communities also need the ability to define the vocabularies (terms) they intend to use
in those statements, specifically, to indicate that they are describing specific kinds or classes of resources,
r
and will use specific properties in describing those resources. RDF itself provides no means for defining such
application-specific
specific classes and properties. Instead, such classes and properties are described as an RDF
vocabulary, using extensions to RDF provided by the RDF Schema [RDFS].
The RDF Schema (RDFS) [RDFS] is an extension of RDF designed to describe, using a set of reserved
words called the RDFS vocabulary, resources and/or relationships between resources. It provides constructs
for the description of types of objects (classes), type hierarchies (subclasses),
(subclasses), properties that represent
object features (properties) and property hierarchies (subproperties).
The vocabulary used by RDF Schema is a specialized set of predefined RDF resources with their own
special meanings. The resources in the RDF Schema vocabulary
vocabulary have URIrefs with the prefix
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf schema# (conventionally associated with the QName prefix rdfs:).
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
Vocabulary descriptions (schemas) written in the RDF Schema language are legal RDF graphs. Hence, RDF
software that is not written
n to also process the additional RDF Schema vocabulary can still interpret a
schema as a legal RDF graph consisting of various resources and properties, but will not exploit the
additional built-in
in meanings of the RDF Schema terms.
A Class in RDFS corresponds
nds to the generic concept of a type or category and is defined using the
construct rdfs:Class. Resources that belong to a class are called its instances. An instance of a class is a
resource having an rdf:type property whose value is the specific class. A resource may be an instance of
more than one classes. Classes can be organized in a hierarchical fashion using the construct
rdfs:subClassOf. A property in RDFS is used to characterize instances of a class or a set of classes and is
defined using the construct rdf:Property. The rdfs:domain construct is used to indicate that a particular
property applies to a designated class, and the rdfs:range construct is used to indicate the values of a
particular property. In a similar way with the class hierarchies, RDFS
RDFS provides the rdfs:subPropertyOf
construct for the definition of property hierarchies.
3.1.1.3 OWL
The Web Ontology Language (OWL)
(OWL [OWL] is the standard language for defining and instantiating Web
ontologies. OWL and RDFS have several similarities. OWL is defined
defined as a vocabulary like RDF, however OWL
has richer semantics.
An OWL Class is defined using the construct owl:Class and represents a set of individuals with common
properties. All the OWL classes are considered to be subclasses of the class owl:Thing and superclasses of
the class owl:Nothing. Moreover, OWL provides additional constructors for class definition, including the
basic set operations, union, intersection and complement that are implemented, respectively, by the
constructs owl:unionOf, owl:intersectionOf
owl:inter
, and owl:complementOf and several other constructors like, for
example, owl:oneOf, owl:equivalentClass, etc. Regarding the individuals, OWL allows to specify two
individuals to be identical or different through the owl:sameAs and owl:differentFrom
owl:differentFro constructs. Unlike RDF
Schema, OWL distinguishes a property whose range is a datatype value from a property whose range is a
set of resources. Thus, the OWL Datatype properties are relations between class individuals and XML
schema datatypes and are defined
ned using the construct owl:DatatypeProperty; The OWL Object properties are
relations between class individuals and are defined using the owl:ObjectProperty construct. Finally, two
properties may be stated to be equivalent, using the construct owl:equivalentProperty
ntProperty.
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3.1.1.4 SPARQL 1.0
The SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL)
(
[SPARQL1] is a W3C recommendation and it is
today the de facto query language for RDF data. The evaluation of SPARQL queries is based on graph
pattern matching. A Graph Pattern (GP) is defined recursively and contains triple patterns and SPARQL
operators. The operators of the SPARQL algebra which can be applied on graph patterns are: AND (i.e.,
conjunction), UNION (i.e.,, disjunction), OPTIONAL (i.e., optional patterns, like left outer join) and FILTER (i.e.,
restriction). The triple patterns are just like RDF triples except that each of the subject, predicate and object
parts may be a variable. A sequence of conjunctive triple patterns is called Basic Graph Pattern (BGP). The
SPARQL Where clause consists of a GP. The overall structure of the language resembles SQL with its three
main blocks:
•

•
•

A WHERE clause, which is composed of a graph pattern. Informally speaking, this clause
c
is
given by a pattern that corresponds to an RDF graph where some resources have been
replaced by variables. More
ore complex expressions (patterns) are also allowed, which are
formed by using some algebraic operators. This pattern is used as a filter of the values of the
dataset to be returned.
A FROM clause, which specifies the sources or datasets to be queried.
A SELECT clause, which specifies the final form in which the results are returned to the user.
SPARQL, in contrast to SQL, allows several forms of returning the data: a table using SELECT, a
graph using DESCRIBE or CONSTRUCT, or a TRUE/FALSE answer using ASK.

SPARQL allows four query forms: Select, Ask, Construct and Describe. The Select query form returns a
solution sequence, i.e., a sequence of
of variables and their bindings. The Ask query form returns a Boolean
value (yes or no), indicating whether a query pattern matches or not. The Construct query form returns an
RDF graph structured according to the graph template of the query. Finally, the Describe
D
query form returns
an RDF graph which provides a “description” of the matching resources. Thus, based on the query forms,
the SPARQL query results may be RDF Graphs, SPARQL solution sequences and Boolean values.
Consider the following query: “Give the name and the mailbox of each person who has a mailbox with
domain .cl”. This query can be expressed in SPARQL as follows:
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX ex: <http://example.com/ns#>
SELECT ?name ?mbox
FROM <myDataSource.rdf>
WHERE {
?x foaf:name ?name .
?x foaf:mbox ?mbox .
?mbox ex:domain ".cl"
}

The first two lines in this example form the Prologue of the query, which specifies the namespaces to
be used. In this case, one is the well-known
well known FOAF ontology, and the other one is an example
e
namespace.
The keywords foaf and ex are abbreviations for the namespaces, which are used in the body of the query.
The SELECT keyword indicates that the query returns a table with two columns, corresponding to the values
obtained from the matching off the variables ?name and ?mbox against the graph pointed to in the FROM
clause (myDataSource.rdf), and according to the pattern described in the WHERE clause. It should be noticed
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that a string starting with the symbol ? denotes a variables in SPARQL. In the above query, the WHERE
clause is composed by a pattern with three triples: ?x foaf:name ?name, ?x foaf:mbox ?mbox and ?mbox
ex:domain ".cl", where .cl is a literal. This pattern indicates that one is looking for the elements ?x, ?name
and ?mbox in the RDF graph myDataSource.rdf such that the foaf:name of ?x is ?name, the foaf:mbox of ?x
is ?mbox and the ex:domain of ?mbox is .cl. Thus, an expression of the form {A . B} in SPARQL denotes the
conjunction of A and B, as this expression holds if both A and B holds.
SPARQL provides various solution sequence modifiers that can be applied on the initial solution
sequence in order to create another, user desired, sequence. The supported SPARQL solutions sequence
modifiers are: Distinct, Reduced, Limit, Offset and
and Order By. While the Distinct modifier ensures that
duplicate solutions are eliminated from the solution set, the Reduced modifier simply allows them to be
reduced. The Limit modifier puts an upper bound on the number of solutions returned. Moreover, the Offset
modifier returns the solutions starting after the specified number of solutions. Finally, the Order By modifier,
establishes the order of a solution sequence.
3.1.1.5 SPARQL 1.1
exten
of the SPARQL
SPARQL 1.1 [SPARQL2] is the result of the W3C SPARQL working group on the extension
query language in several aspects.
aspects. SPARQL 1.1 includes the following components: SPARQL 1.1 Query,
Update, Protocol, Service Description, Property Paths, Entailment Regimes, Uniform HTTP Protocol for
Managing RDF Graphs, and Federation Extensions.
E
SPARQL 1.1 tries to eliminate the main limitations of the SPARQL 1.0 version like aggregate functions,
nested queries, update operations, paths, and several other issues. Further, SPARQL 1.1 supports the
following aggregate functions: COUNT, SUM,
SUM, MIN/MAX, AVG, GROUP_CONCAT, and SAMPLE. In addition,
nested queries, which are very important in cases where the result from one query is used as an input to
another query, are also supported. Moreover, in order to implement negation, SPARQL 1.1 has adopted
adop
the
new operators NOT EXISTS and MINUS.
In the SPARQL 1.0 version, a SELECT query may project only variables. SPARQL 1.1 allows the SELECT
queries to project any SPARQL expression. Using the keyword AS in the SELECT clause, the result of a
SPARQL expression
ssion is bound to the new variable specified by AS and this new variable is going to be
projected. In several cases, in order to find a node, it is necessary to express queries that use fixed-length
fixed
paths to traverse the RDF graph. The SPARQL 1.1 Property Paths extends the current basic graph patterns in
order to support the expression of path patterns.
SPARQL 1.0 can be used only as a retrieval query language, since it does not support data
management operators. The SPARQL Update 1.1 component includes several
sev
features for graph
management. The INSERT and INSERT DATA operations are exploited to insert new triples in RDF graphs. In
addition, the DELETE and DELETE DATA operations are used to delete triples from an RDF graph. The LOAD
and CLEAR operations perform
orm a group of update operations as a single action. In particular, the LOAD
operation copies all the triples of a graph into the target graph, while the CLEAR operation deletes all the
statements from the specified graph. Finally, in order to create a new RDF graph in an RDF graphs
repository or to delete an RDF graph from an RDF graphs repository the CREATE and DROP operations are
introduced.

3.1.2 Earlier work on Geospatial RDF
In the Semantic Web community, there have been several attempts for the establishment of a
geospatial RDF standard. Next, we briefly review the most prominent of these earlier approaches.
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3.1.2.1 W3C Basic Geo Vocabulary
This basic RDF vocabulary [GeoPos84] provides a namespace for representing lat(itude), long(itude)
and other information about spatially-located
spatially located things, using WGS84 as its standard reference datum.
This vocabulary explored
ed the possibilities of representing mapping/location data in RDF, so it was not
intended to address all issues covered by OGC. Instead, it was meant to provide just a few basic terms that
can be used in RDF (e.g., RSS 1.0 or FOAF documents) so as to describe latitudes and longitudes. The
motivation for using RDF as a carrier for lat/long information
info
is RDF's capability for cross-domain
cross
data
mixing. Hence, any
ny relevant RDF vocabularies could be used,, without the need for expensive prepre
coordination, or for changes to a centrally maintained schema. This design allows for basic information
about points to be described in RDF/XML, and augmented
augmented with more sophisticated or application-specific
application
metadata.
A minimalistic RDF vocabulary (namespace pos:) is only specified for describing points with latitude,
longitude, and altitude properties.
properties It defines a class pos:Point, whose members are points. Points can be
described using the pos:lat, pos:long
pos:
and pos:alt properties, as well as with other RDF properties defined
elsewhere. The pos:lat and pos:long
long properties take literals in decimal degrees,, and the
t pos:alt property is
expressed in decimal metres about local reference ellipsoid. The vocabulary has not received significant
usage, both within RDF documents, but also as a namespace used within non-RDF
non RDF XML documents, such as
RSS 2.0.
3.1.2.2 GeoRSS
GeoRSS [GeoRSS] has been designed as a lightweight, community-driven
com
driven way to extend existing feeds
with geographic information,, since location should be provided in an interoperable manner enabling
processing, aggregation, sharing and mapping of geographically tagged feeds.
Currently, two encodings of GeoRSS are available:
•

GeoRSS-Simple is a very lightweight format that can be easily added to existing feeds. It supports

•

basic geometries (point, line, box, polygon) and covers the typical use cases when encoding locations.
GeoRSS GML is a formal GML Application Profile,
Profile, and supports a greater range of features, notably
coordinate reference systems other than WGS84 latitude/longitude.

Both formats are designed for use with Atom 1.0, RSS 2.0 and RSS 1.0, although they can be also used
in non-RSS XML encodings.
3.1.2.3 GeoOWL
Geo OWL [GeoOWL] provides an ontology which closely matches the GeoRSS feature model and
utilizes the existing GeoRSS vocabulary for geographic properties and classes. Fragments of GeoRSS XML
within RSS 1.0 or Atom which conform to the GeoRSS specification
specification will also conform to the Geo OWL
ontology. Thus, the ontology provides a compatible extension of GeoRSS for use in more general RDF
contexts.
The ontology consists of a root property _featureproperty which takes as its domain any OWL/RDF
class that can be cast as a geographic feature. A particular subproperty is geo:where which takes as its
range the abstract class _geometry. Subclasses of _geometry include gml:Point, gml:Linestring,
gml:Polygon, and gml:Envelope according to the corresponding GML objects.
bjects. The properties of these classes
are a subset of the corresponding properties defined in the GML model and schema. This represents
GeoRSS GML. Other subproperties of geo:where represent GeoRSS Simple and include geo:Point, geo:Line,
geo:Polygon, geo:Circle, and geo:Box. These properties each take a literal list of doubles as their range, but
are equivalent in definition to geo:where plus the corresponding GeoRSS GML classes and their properties.
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set of subproperties of _featureproperty
geo:relationship, geo:elev, geo:floor, and geo:radius.
Another

include

geo:featurename,

geo:featuretype,

3.1.2.4 NeoGeo Geometry Ontology
NeoGeo Geometry Ontology [NeoGeoOnto] is a still incomplete attempt to establish a vocabulary for
describing geographical regions in RDF. This has started from an initiative of the NeoGeo community
[NeoGeo], the Linked Data community,
community and academia. It aims to support typical geometric objects
(Geometry, Point, MultiPoint, LineString, MultiLineString, LinearRing, Polygon, MultiPolygon,
GeometryCollection), as well as WKT serialization. In addition, object properties such as bounding box,
boundary, exterior, interior or ‘part-of’
‘part of’ are planned. It also provides a vocabulary for describing topological
relations between features based on the RCC8 model
model (e.g., NTPP, overlaps, etc.) [RCC92]. Each coordinate
must be retained as a resource, so polygons and lines are represented with an RDF collection of points,
hence it increases verbosity of the data without significant benefits in terms of expressiveness
expressiven
and query
processing with SPARQL. However, no complex literals are used for geometry representation, so their
parsing is facilitated, which makes it rather attractive for simplified applications.
3.1.2.5 GeoJSON
GeoJSON [GeoJSON] is a geospatial data interchange
interchange format based on JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON). It encodes a variety of geometric data structures, including: Point, LineString, Polygon, MultiPoint,
MultiLineString, MultiPolygon, and GeometryCollection. A GeoJSON object may represent a geometry, a
feature, or a collection of features. Features in GeoJSON contain a geometry object and additional
properties, and a feature collection represents a list of features.
A complete GeoJSON data structure is always an object (in JSON terms). In GeoJSON, an object
obj
consists
of a collection of name/value pairs -- also called members. For each member, the name is always a string.
Member values can be either string, number, object, array or one of the literals: "true", "false", and "null".
An array consists of elements
nts where each element is a value as described above.
3.1.2.6 GeoRDF
GeoRDF was intended as an RDF compatible profile [GeoRDF] for geographic information (points, lines
and polygons). Vocabularies RDFGeom, and its 2d companion, RDFGeom2d, provide an RDF framework that
is extensible via subclassing to all kinds of geometric data, although the class hierarchy is currently only
sparsely populated. The class hierarchy is loosely based on the geometric part of SVG. Since lines, curves,
and transformations are geometric, and not specifically geographical notions, RDFGeom and RDFGeom2d
formulate geometry without reference to any particular application. Properties that connect geometry to
intended interpretations are asserted by application-specific
application
vocabularies.

3.1.3 Recent approaches
proaches to Geospatial RDF
In addition
ition to vendor platforms
platform (to be reviewed in detail in Section 4),, there has been a growing
research interest towards
rds representing and querying geospatial data in RDF. An extension to SPARQL,
termed SPARQL-ST
ST [Per08] proposed a modified SPARQL syntax for specifying spatial queries against data
modelled in a GeoRSS-like
like ontology. This dialect supported data in different
different spatial reference systems,
something missing from many vocabularies such as GeoOWL and the Basic Geo vocabularies. It also
included support for temporal and thematic features. But the proposed query syntax deviates from the
standard SPARQL, whereas exposed
expos data cannot be accessed from third-party
party systems that do not use
SPARQL-ST.
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The issue of adding topological predicates to SPARQL was also examined in [ZHX10]. The proposed
ontology takes advantage of OGC Simple Features [OGC10b] in order to provide a basic
b
set of geometries
and relations. However, relations have to be specifically encoded in RDF whereas there is no support for
multiple CRS in the data. A hierarchical approach is proposed in [HD10], using a meta-level for abstract
space-time knowledge, a schema-level
schema
for well-known models in spatial and temporal reasoning (e.g.,
RCC), and an instantiation-level
level for mappings and formal descriptions. This model refers to various
spatiotemporal statements in the Linked Data clouds and nicely abstracts spatial
spatia knowledge from its
underlying representation. However, mappings must be defined for each dataset at the instantiations level.
A research prototype was presented in [BNM10] that supports a native RDF triple store implementation
with deeply integrated spatial
ial query functionality. Spatial features in RDF are modelled as literals of a
complex geometry type so spatial predicates can be expressed as SPARQL filter functions on this type. This
makes it possible to use W3C’s standardized SPARQL query language as-is,
as s, i.e., without any modifications or
extensions for spatial queries. It is noteworthy that OGC Simple Features relations are used as the
background for posing queries with spatial predicates. This resembles to the approach taken by Parliament
and uSeekM, as SPARQL language requires no modifications when it comes to queries involving the spatial
relations between entities. Characteristics of this prototype system are also evaluated on very large
datasets, observing good performance for typical spatial queries.
queries. This evaluation also includes an interesting
discussion concerning spatial selectivities and reordering of joins when examining queries with both spatial
and thematic criteria.
Most recently (in late 2012),
012), a web portal has been presented [KONA], which supports specification of
spatial queries through a web search interface similar to Google’s. It provides a small vocabulary of
properties and custom spatial operations (like within and nearby) against features from GeoNames
geographical database [GeoNames] using SPARQL. Despite its title,
title, service GeoSPARQL.org implements
neither geometries nor spatial methods prescribed by OGC GeoSPARQL standard.
In parallel to research on geospatial support, Semantic Web technologies have also provided a great
deal
al of schema flexibility useful in analyzing and integrating poorly structured data, e.g., webweb or
community-based
based data, such as map data from the OpenStreetMap project [ALH09]. This LinkedGeoData set
offers a spatial knowledge base, derived from Open Street
Street Map [OSM] and is interlinked with DBpedia
[DBpedia], GeoNames [GeoNames] and other datasets as well as integrated with icons and multilingual
class labels from various sources. It contains over many million triples describing the nodes and paths from
OpenStreetMap.
enStreetMap. The LinkedGeoData set is accessible through SPARQL endpoints running on Virtuoso
platform [Virtuoso], as well as via a REST interface in its most recent release [SLHA12].

3.2 GeoSPARQL
3.2.1 Motivation
Standardization of GeoSPARQL is among the goals of OGC in order to ensure a consistent
representation of geospatial semantic
emantic data across the Web, thus allowing to both vendors and users of data
and applications to achieve uniform access to geospatial RDF data.
data
Geospatial reasoning is critical in a large number of application domains (transportation planning,
hydrology, land use, etc.). Thanks to their ability for inferencing and linkage of data, triple stores have been
increasingly attractive for geospatial processing and reasoning. Core database technology
technolo offers consistency
and integrity for scalable amounts of information, as well as important tools for data indexing, query
optimization, etc. On the other hand, triple stores are much better equipped than relational databases in
order to cope with severall issues, such as multiple joins across entities,
entities queries with variable properties, or
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ontological inference on datasets. Geospatial
G
information often includes complex
compl type hierarchies which
cannot be fully expressed or exploited in typical GIS platforms. For instance, a river can be a waterway, a
transportation route,, and an administrative boundary.
boundary Also, interlinking data sources on the web is of major
importance as well.. For example, points of interest combined with hotel pricing, user recommendations and
driving directions could offer much more refined and personalized travel planning services. Therefore, a
combination of the mature database technology with the knowledge and reasoning capabilities of RDF
stores could be extremely promising, both for the Semantic Web and the Geospatial domains.
domains

3.2.2 Roadplan
OGC Service standards have evolved in the last few years to provide richer hooks to link “things”. For
example the OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards enable several entities to be represented and
linked
nked via URIs: features, sensor types, units, parameters, coordinate reference systems, quality category
types, etc.
The OGC working groups that are most concerned with LinkedData are the GeoSemantics Domain
Working Group (DGW) and GeoSPARQL Standard Working
Work Group (SWG). The GeoSemantics DWG provides a
forum for discussing geospatial semantics requirements, updating the membership on trends related to
Geospatial Semantics, and fostering projects to advance solutions. The GeoSPARQL SWG developed the OGC
GeoSPARQL – A Geographic Query Language for RDF Data 1.0 standard [OGC12].
[OGC12]. Work started in 2009 and
the standard was published in June 2012 covering issues related to representing and querying geospatial
data on the Semantic Web. As analyzed next, GeoSPARQL defines
defines a vocabulary for representing geospatial
data in RDF, as well as an extension to SPARQL for querying geospatial data.
The following organizations took part in the development of the GeoSPARQL specification:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

Australian Bureau of Meteorology
Bentley Systems, Inc.
CSIRO
Defence Geospatial Information Working Group (DGIWG)
GeoConnections - Natural Resources Canada
Interactive Instruments GmbH
Oracle America
Ordnance Survey
Raytheon Company
Traverse Technologies, Inc.
US Geological Survey (USGS).

3.2.3 Challenges
A major consideration is spatial data representation, so that information can be properly indexed and
queried in a platform-agnostic,
agnostic, transparent manner. GeoSPARQL defines a small,
small but concrete ontology for
representing
senting features and geometries, as well as a set of SPARQL query predicates and functions,
function all
according to spatial OGC standards.
standard In order to cope with diverse and incompatible methods for
representing and querying spatial data,
data GeoSPARQL follows the existing OGC standards concerning spatial
indexing
ndexing in relational databases. Hence, spatial ontologies can be combined, indexed and queried along
with other proprietary ontologies from data providers. Equally important, interoperability among compliant
triple stores is achieved, so spatial RDF
RDF data can be commonly accessed and exchanged. In order to be
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functional, this ontology must be simple, providing only the basic spatial features and allowing extensions
depending on the specific use cases.
GeoSPARQL is designed to accommodate systems based
based on qualitative spatial reasoning and systems
based on quantitative spatial computations. Systems based on qualitative spatial reasoning, (e.g. those
based on the Region Connection Calculus [RCC92]) do not usually model explicit geometries, so the
geometries are either unknown or cannot be made concrete. Thus, queries in such systems will likely test
for binary spatial relationships between features rather than between explicit geometries. For example, if it
is known that a monument is inside a park, and the park is inside a city, a qualitative reasoning system
should be able to infer that the monument is in the city through transitivity [BK12]. A quantitative spatial
reasoning system involves concrete geometries
geometries for features, so distances, areas and topological relations
can be explicitly calculated. To allow queries for spatial relations between features in quantitative systems,
GeoSPARQL defines a series of query transformation rules that expand a feature-only
feat
query into a
geometry-based
based query. With these transformation rules, queries about spatial relations between features
will have the same specification in both qualitative systems and quantitative systems. The qualitative
system will likely evaluate the query with a backward-chaining
backward chaining spatial “reasoner”, and the quantitative
system can transform the query into a geometry-based
geometry based query that can be evaluated with computational
geometry. With a common set of topological relations, GeoSPARQL allows conclusions
conclusi
from quantitative
applications to be used by qualitative systems and a single query language for both types of reasoning.
Future extensions are oriented towards definitions of new conformance classes for other standard
serializations of geometry data (e.g.
(e.g. KML, GeoJSON). Developing vocabularies for spatial data, and
expanding the GeoSPARQL vocabularies with OWL axioms to aid in logical spatial reasoning is also
considered as a valuable contribution. Standard processes could also be developed for converting
convert
to RDF
and exposing large amounts of existing feature data represented either in GML-like
GML
formats or in a data
store supporting the general feature model [OGC12].

3.2.4 Components
The GeoSPARQL standard supports representing and querying geospatial data on the Semantic Web.
GeoSPARQL defines a vocabulary for representing geospatial data in RDF, ass well as an extension to the
SPARQL query language for processing geospatial data. It defines a core set of classes, properties and
datatypes that can be used to construct
construct query patterns, such that many useful extensions to this vocabulary
are possible. The recently
ecently released standard [OGC12] establishes several requirements classes and
corresponding conformance classes for GeoSPARQL. Any implementation claiming conformance
confo
with one of
the conformance classes must pass all the tests in an abstract test suite according to the requirements and
conformance test URIs defined in [OGC12].
The GeoSPARQL standard follows a modular design and includes several components. Implementations
Implem
can provide various levels of functionality by choosing which requirements classes to support. For example,
a system based purely on qualitative spatial reasoning may support only the core and topological
vocabulary components. Each of these components
components actually forms a requirements class for GeoSPARQL:
GeoSPARQL
•

A core component defines top-level
top level RDFS/OWL classes for representing spatial objects. The resulting
vocabulary can be used to construct SPARQL graph patterns for querying appropriately modeled
geospatial
atial data. RDFS and OWL vocabulary have both been used so that the vocabulary can be
understood by systems that support only RDFS entailment and by systems that support OWL-based
OWL
reasoning. Implementations must support the SPARQL Query Language for RDF, the
t SPARQL Protocol for
RDF and the SPARQL Query Results XML Format. RDFS classes geo:SpatialObject and geo:Feature must
be used in SPARQL graph patterns for representing geospatial features.
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•

•

•

A topology vocabulary component defines RDF properties for asserting
asserting and querying topological
relations between spatial objects. This requirements class defines a vocabulary for asserting and
querying topological relations between spatial objects. The class is parameterized so that different
families of topological relations
tions may be used, e.g. RCC8 [RCC92], Egenhofer [ER91]. These relations are
generalized so that they may connect features as well as geometries. A DE9IM pattern [CFO93, CSE94]
is used to describe each spatial relation, specifying the spatial dimension of intersections between
interiors, boundaries and exteriors of a pair of geometric objects as explained in Section 2.
Implementations for the OGC Simple Features family must allow properties geo:sfEquals, geo:sfDisjoint,
geo:sfIntersects, geo:sfTouches, geo:sfCrosses, geo:sfWithin, geo:sfContains, geo:sfOverlaps to be used
in SPARQL graph patterns. Similar properties are defined for topological families
fam
based on models by
Egenhofer (e.g., geo:ehMeet) and RCC8 (e.g., geo:rcc8tppi). The GeoSPARQL standard does not impose
that all implementations use the same set of terminology, but it leaves it open for each
implementation to choose which family to support.
su
A geometry component defines RDFS data types for serializing geometry data, geometry-related
geometry
RDF
properties, and non-topological
topological spatial query functions for geometry objects. A single root geometry
class is defined with geo:Geometry.
In SPARQL graph
h patterns, the property geo:hasGeometry is used to link a feature with a geometry that
represents its spatial extent. A given feature may have many associated geometries,
geometries e.g., a station can
be represented as a point, a linear boundary or a polygon.
polygon. Besides,
Besid
the property
geo:hasDefaultGeometry is used to link a feature with its default geometry. The default geometry is the
geometry that should be used for spatial calculations in the absence of a request for a specific
geometry (e.g. in the case of query rewrite). It is possible for a feature to have more than one distinct
default geometry or to have no default geometry.
A literal representation of a geometry is needed so that geometric values may be treated as a single
unit and provides classes for many different geometry types such as point, polygon,
p
curve, arc, and
multicurve. Such an encoding allows geometries to be passed to external functions for computations
and to be returned from a query. GeoSPARQL offers two ways to represent geometry literals and their
associated type hierarchies, namely
namely WKT and GML, allowing implementations to support any or both of
them. The chosen serialization strongly affects the geometry conceptualization. The WKT serialization
aligns the geometry types with ISO 19125 Simple Features, and the GML serialization aligns
ali
the
geometry types with ISO 19107 Spatial Schema. Properties geo:asWKT and geo:asGML link a feature to
its geometry literal representations. Values for these properties use the geo:WKTLiteral and
geo:GMLLiteral data types respectively. WGS84 is assumed as the coordinate reference system for any
geo:wktLiteral that does not specify an explicit spatial reference system URI. Implementations must
allow basic spatial methods against geometries with the standard properties geo:dimension,
geo:coordinateDimension, geo:spatialDimension, geo:isEmpty, geo:isSimple, geo:hasSerialization to be
used in SPARQL graph patterns. In addition, support must be provided for spatial analysis with
geof:distance, geof:buffer, geof:convexHull, geof:intersection, geof:union, geof:difference,
geof:symDifference, geof:envelope and geof:boundary as SPARQL extension functions, in direct
correspondence with the definitions in OGC Simple Features (ISO 19125-1),
19125 1), as discussed in Section 2.
A geometry topology component defines topological
topological query functions that operate as filters against
geometry literals that return boolean values. This class is parameterized for giving flexibility to the
topological relation families and geometry serializations. Implementations must support geof:relate as a
SPARQL extension function using the Dimensionally Extended 9-Intersection
9 Intersection Model (DE9IM), fully
consistent with the relate operator defined in Simple Features (ISO 19125-1).
19125 1). Support is also intended for
SPARQL extension functions geof:sfEquals, geof:sfDisjoint, geof:sfIntersects, geof:sfTouches,
geof:sfCrosses, geof:sfWithin, geof:sfContains, geof:sfOverlaps for the Simple Features model, as well as
for other topological families like RCC8 or Egenhofer. Note that only quantitative applications can make
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•

•

use of these topology functions, while the topological binary properties relate geo:Geometry and
geo:Feature entities, so these latter can be used by quantitative and qualitative applications alike.
An RDFS entailment component defines a mechanism for matching
matching implicit RDF triples that are derived
based on RDF and RDFS semantics. This class is parameterized to give implementations flexibility in the
topological relation families and geometry types that they choose to support. Implementations must
support graph
raph patterns involving terms from an RDFS/OWL class hierarchy of geometry types consistent
with the one in the specified version of OGC Simple Features (ISO 19125-1)
19125 1) or the GML schema (OGC 0707
036).
A query rewrite component defines RIF rules [OGC12] for transforming
ransforming a simple triple pattern that tests
a topological relation between two features into an equivalent query involving concrete geometries
and topological query functions. Feature to feature and feature to geometry topological relations are
achieved by combining the geo:defaultGeometry property and the query rewrite rules. One possible
implementation strategy is to transform a given query by expanding a triple pattern involving a direct
spatial predicate into a series of triple patterns and an invocation
invocation of the corresponding extension
function as specified in the RIF rule. If a geo:Feature is the subject or object of a topological relation, the
query is automatically rewritten to compare the geo:Geometry linked as a default, thus removing the
abstraction
ion for processing. Basic graph pattern matching must use the semantics defined by W3C with
the RIF Core Entailment Regime for the RIF rules geor:sfEquals, geor:sfDisjoint, geor:sfIntersects,
geor:sfTouches, geor:sfCrosses, geor:sfWithin, geor:sfContains, geor:sfOverlaps. Similar transformation
rules are also defined for other models like Egenhofer (e.g., geor:ehMeet) and RCC8 (e.g.,
geor:rcc8tppi). Implementation of this module is optional, so triple stores not supporting query rewriting
are still considered GeoSPARQL compliant.
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4. Geospatially-enabled
Geospatially
Semantic Stores
Support for spatial data in triple stores is still a work-in-progress.
work
There are published datasets that use
the W3C vocabularies [ALH09] and a variety of triple stores that support data represented by these
ontologies [OWLIM, KS07] in WGS84 datum. So, in order to be valid, data in any other CRS must be
reprojected, which may incur some geometric distortion or inaccuracy in measurements. Besides, these
proposals have not exceeded an incubator
incuba state and the respective ontologies never became official W3C
recommendations. Several vendors support spatial data, but not all vendors support the same
representation of data or share the same specifications for spatial queries. Some triple stores use
us W3C
ontologies, others employ OGC specifications, while others have invented their own.
Next, we review advertised features for some widely used triple stores with geospatial support.
support

4.1 Virtuoso Universal Server
Virtuoso Universal Server [Virtuoso] is a middleware and database engine hybrid that combines the
functionality of a traditional relational or object-relational
object
DBMS,, virtual database, RDF, XML, free-text,
free
web
application server and file server functionality in a single system. Rather than having
ha
dedicated servers for
each of the aforementioned functionality realms, Virtuoso is a "universal server"; it enables a single
multithreaded server process that implements multiple protocols. Virtuoso has been developed by the
consortium partner OpenLink and is available in both open source and commercial licenses.
licenses The open
source edition of Virtuoso Universal Server is also known as OpenLink Virtuoso. The open-source data
integration server and the highly efficient and scalable RDF triple store implementation
implemen
in Virtuoso will be
the basis for the GeoKnow spatial knowledge store.

4.1.1 Architecture
Virtuoso is designed with multi-threading
multi
and multi-CPU
CPU support and is a knowledge store and
virtualisation platform that transparently integrates Data, Services, and
nd Business Processes across an
enterprise. Its product architecture enables it to delivery traditionally distinct server functionality within a
single system offering, along the following lines: Data Management & Integration (SQL, XML and EII),
Application
n Integration (Web Services & SOA), Process Management & Integration (BPEL), Distributed
Collaborative Applications. Virtuoso is a high-performance
high
object-relational
relational SQL database. As a database, it
provides transactions, a smart SQL compiler, powerful stored-procedure
stor procedure language with optional Java and
.Net server-side
side hosting, hot backup, SQL-99
SQL 99 support and more. It has all major data-access
data
interfaces, such
as ODBC, JDBC, ADO .Net and OLE/DB.
With respect to RDF data, Virtuoso implements
i
a quad GSPO (i.e., Graph, Subject,
ubject, Predicate, Object). All
quads are stored in one table, where GPS are Internalized
ternalized Resource Identifiers (IRI),
(IRI) whereas O is any SQL
serializable object.
OpenLink Virtuoso supports SPARQL embedded into SQL for querying RDF data stored in Virtuoso's
database. SPARQL benefits from low-level
low level support in the engine itself, such as SPARQL-aware
SPARQL
type-casting
rules and a dedicated IRI data type. SPARQL is translated into SQL when the query is parsed. The SPARQL
endpoint supports both GET and POST requests. Virtuoso also includes a number of powerful extensions that
cover path traversal and business intelligence features. In addition, there is in-built
in
security based on
Virtuoso's support for row level policy-based
policy based security, custom authentication, and
a named graphs. Virtuoso
extends SPARQL so it is possible to download RDF resources from a given IRI, parse them and store the
resulting triples in a graph, with all three operations performed during the SPARQL query execution.
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4.1.2 RDF Indexing
Starting from version 6.00.3126,
6.00.3126 the default RDF index scheme consists of two full indices over RDF
quads plus three partial indices. This index scheme is generally adapted to all kinds of workloads,
regardless of whether queries generally specify a graph. Alternate indexing
exing schemes are possible but will
not be generally needed. The index scheme consists of the following indices:
•
•
•
•
•

PSOG - primary key;
POGS - bitmap index for lookups on object value;
value
SP - partial index for cases where only Subject
S
is specified;
OP - partial index for cases where only Object
O
is specified;
GS - partial index for cases where only Graph
G
is specified.

Many RDF workloads have bulk load and read intensive access patterns with few deletes. The default
index scheme is optimized for these. With these situations this scheme offers significant space savings
resulting in better working set. Typically this layout takes 60-70%
60 70% of the space of a layout with 4 full
indices.

4.1.3 Geospatial
eospatial support
Virtuoso includes spatial database capabilities from version 6.01.3126
3126 onwards. This capability is
specially geared towards geographical data in RDF,
RDF but can be used with SQL as well. Implemented
functions follow the SQL MM spatial specification where applicable,
applicable but the entire SQL MM set of functions
is not yet supported. Virtuoso comes with a function for converting latitude and longitude properties into
geometries. Assuming that the pos:
pos namespace prefix is used, this
his operation reads through all graphs and
for each subject with at least one pos:lat and pos:long, a pointt geometry is made for each distinct lat/long
pair, where lat and long are in the same graph.
With the exception of points, support for other geometric objects is still under developement. As of
April 2013, shapes to be considered in future releases of Virtuoso
Virtuoso include multipoints, linestrings, arcs,
curves, polygons (with inner rings), arcpolygons, multi-linestrings,
multi
multi-polygons
polygons and multi-arcpolygons,
multi
as
well as heterogeneous collections of all listed shapes. Going beyond the respective OGC standard [OGC10b],
[OG
support is planned for geometries with up to four dimensions, i.e., with XY, XYZ, XYM or XYZM coordinates.
Triangulation paths and meshes are currently out of scope. Besides, a tool for importing data from ESRI
shapefiles is under developement, as well
well as conversion to/from WKT representations, and perhaps some
KML and very rudimentary DXF files.
A geometry may occur as an object value in an RDF quad. In such a case, the bare geometry object is
not used, but instead a special RDF typed literal is made with the type virtrdf:Geometry. Such a literal is
automatically indexed in an R-tree
tree index containing all distinct geometries occurring in any quad of any
graph under any predicate. Normally, WGS84 is the SRID
ID of any such geometry. The preferred way of
adding geometries to RDF graphs is done with available utilities (like ttlp), which parse a text string in the
Turtle syntax and insert the result into
in a graph. Application logic must generally be used for constructing
cons
geometries and adding these to RDF subjects. It is easiest for the application to construct a text
representation of the geometries in TTL and to use the ttlp function for loading.
Spatial indexing is performed with a 2-dimensional R-tree implementation.
tation. So, geometries are limited
to two dimensions,
imensions, specifying as spatial reference system either a flat 2-dimensional
dimensional plane or WGS84
WGS
latitude and longitude coordinates
ates with Haversine distances. The default reference system is WGS84 with
coordinates in degrees
egrees of longitude and latitude on Earth (EPSG:4326).
4326). Distances and precisions for WGS84
are in kilometres,, for other systems they are in the same unit as the coordinates. Currently, Virtuoso
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handles only 2-dimensional
dimensional points. No other geometric objects (e.g.,
(e.g., LineStrings or Polygons) are supported
thus far.
With respect to queries, topological
opological operations are also limited to predicates ST_intersects, ST_contains
and ST_within (implementing corresponding OGC functions presented in Section 2.1.4), which can be called
to test whether two geometries are related in different ways. Since these are SQL built-in functions, the bif:
namespace is used as a prefix. Except for the two geometries (i.e., points) to be compared, these
t
functions
are extended with a third argument which gives a precision. Precision is a numeric parameter that specifies
a maximum distance between two points such that the
th points will still be considered to overlap (i.e.,
precision is interpreted as the
he maximum distance between points in order for them to coincide).
coincide)
Predicates do not require the presence of a spatial index but will use one if one is present and one of
the geometry arguments is a column on which there is such an index. A handful of geometric functions are
also available (e.g. ST_distance, ST_SRID, ST_x, ST_y, ST_AsText), and are always prefixed with namespace
bif:, since these are SQL built-in
in functions. Overall,
Overall, Virtuoso geospatial types and functions are not compliant
with the recently adopted standard for GeoSPARQL specifications and namespaces [OGC12].
A spatial index in Virtuoso is implemented as a table holding an R-tree
tree with the bounding boxes of all
geometries along with their identifiers and pointers (i.e., a foreign key) to the actual geometries.
geometries In a
cluster setting the index must be partitioned on the id column. Normally, this table holding the R-tree
R
with
the bounding boxes should not be accessed or modified directly.
If a geometry would be returned to a client application as part of a result set, it is returned as a string
containing its WKT representation. Passing geometries to the server from a client application can be done
either as a WKT string parameter or as numeric coordinate values through available point constructors.

4.1.4 Deployment
Since 2012, Virtuoso supports a column-wise
column wise compressed (column store) representation for RDF,
yielding excellent data compression and increased
increased speed of data access through vectored execution. The
Virtuoso cluster capabilities are also enhanced with improved parallelization and dynamic repartitioning of
data for elastic scaling. The cluster capabilities are limited to the commercial release of Virtuoso.
At its latest version 7.0 (released in April 2013), Virtuoso delivers massively scalable hybrid (RDF Graph
& SQL) DBMS for secure, high--performance,
performance, Big Data management and integration. Columnar storage
strongly reduces the RAM needs of RDF workloads,
workloads, which benefits performance and cost of deployment.
Vectorized execution boosts performance of RDF-oriented
RDF
index-lookup
lookup joins and shared-nothing
shared
cluster
communications. Using column store techniques boosts space efficiency and query performance for RDFR
based Linked Data deployment and management. Virtuoso 7 is three times more compact than prior
releases, thereby utilizing a much smaller memory footprint. It also includes enhanced parallelization based
on vectored execution that enables full platform utilization when handling complex data query and data
loading operations. These enhancements extend from the desktop to the highhigh-availability, shared-nothing
cluster configurations.

4.1.5 Performance
In a previous benchmark in 2009 [w3-stores], a single Virtuoso host loaded 160,739 triples/sec on
LUBM 8000. According to the latest available benchmark (April 2013) [BSBM13]
[BSBM
and for a Business
Intelligence (BI) workload, Virtuoso 7 can load one billion triples at about 27min, compared to 70min
required by its previous
us version Virtuoso 6. According to [BSBM13], its
ts cluster edition 7 accelerates data
loading even more, making it possible to load 50 billion triples in about 6min, and even up to 150 billion
triples with parallelization of load.
load In terms of several types of queries, performance is also superior
compared to other stores according to [BSBM13].
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4.2 Indexing Sail --- uSeekM
The uSeekM library [uSeekM] is an add-on for triple-stores that use the Sesame Java interface
[Sesame]. Most of the functionality in the library is provided through the so called Sail Wrappers that
extend the functionality of a Sesame or third-party RDF database that have a Sail layer. One of these
wrappers, called IndexingSail, extends
xtends an RDF database with additional indexing and querying capabilities,
adding geospatial support, full--text search, and Search-Engine integration (ElasticSearch) for improved
performance, facetted search, resource-based
resource
search, etc.
In particular, the
he IndexingSail extends existing
existin RDF storess with new types of indexes, and with new
SPARQL features (filter functions and virtual predicates) that use these indexes. The IndexingSail is part of
the Open Sahara platform [OpenSahara],
[OpenSahara] but it is distributed under the Apache License in a separate jar,
thus it can be easily used in other projects. OpenSahara builds upon a large number of open-source
open
libraries, frameworks, and development tools.

4.2.1 Architecture
uSeekM adds indexing and querying capabilities,
capabilities, and provides integrations with other tools and
frameworks. The functionality provided by uSeekM includes:
•
•
•

GeoSPARQL: indexing, efficient search, and computations on geometries integrated into the SPARQL
query language. uSeekM support
upports most of OGC Simple Features geometries and relations.
Full Text Search: indexing and efficient search for text (e.g., keyword searching),
searching) integrated into the
SPARQL query language.
Spring framework integration: manage initialization,, connection scope and transactions for Semantic
store with the Spring Dependency Injection framework. This
Th
library contains a
SesameTransactionManager and a LocalConnectionFactory that integrate Sesame with the Spring
Dependency Injection framework for managing transactions and connections.
connections A ConnectionFactory can
be wired into a bean, which will take care of managing a thread-local
th
local RepositoryConnection.
RepositoryConnection

The uSeekM components are designed to work with any triple store that can be exposed with the
Sesame interface.. They have been extensively tested on Sesame's MemoryStore and NativeStore
(OpenRDF), and Bigdata
igdata from Systap (for which they provide special performance optimisations).

4.2.2 Indexing
An IndexingSail must be configured with Indexers. The indexers
ndexers make sure that when data is added or
removed
ved from the database, the required extra indexes are updated. When an IndexingSail is queried,
queried Sail
checks whether the query will benefit from the extra indexes. If so, the query is rewritten. Parts of the
query are answered by the extra indices; parts are
e answered by the original RDF database. USeekM takes
care of replanning the query, and of joining the results from the different sources. It has advanced query
planners that can be optimized for different underlying RDF stores
es and use cases.
The following
g Indexers are currently available:
•

PostgisIndexer, which builds geometry and full-text
full text indexes for statements. Queries can use
GeoSPARQL and Full Text Search features. This indexer requires a PostgreSQL
SQL database (version 8.4 or
newer), with enabled PostGIS
GIS extensions (version 1.5.0 or newer) to build its indexes. Internally the
PostGIS Indexer uses an R--Tree-over-GiST
GiST index for geospatial searches and a Generalized INverted
(GIN) index for text search. Statements containing other types of objects can also
als be indexed. The
additional indexes are used to optimize performance when search results are joined with other
statement patterns.
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•

ElasticSearchIndexer, which builds resource-based indexes.. Queries can use GeoSPARQL and Full Text
Search features. Additionally,
Additionally the resource-based
based indexes are used to speed-up
speed
queries by utilizing the
inverted-indexes
indexes and minimizing the number of required joins for common query patterns. Geospatial
data is indexed with quad-trees
trees or geohashes. This indexer uses ElasticSearch
ElasticSearch to build its indices, i.e., a
Lucene wrapper in an easily scalable architecture.
architecture For
or small databases ElasticSearch is embedded in
uSeekM, but for production systems connection
connect
to a separately installed ElasticSearch cluster may be
required.

4.2.3 Geospatial
ial support
uSeekM supports all object types specified in the OGC Simple Features Implementation Specification for
SQL [OGC10b]. Most operations of OGC GeoSPARQL [OGC12] are supported by both the PostgisIndexer and
the ElasticSearchIndexer. The Query Rewriting Extension for GeoSPARQL is not supported, and there are no
plans to implement support for GML serialization of geometries.. Although uSeekM allows the use of OGC
GeoSPARQL classes and (virtual) properties, their use is discouraged in data and queries
quer
in order to avoid
redundancy. The geometry literal represents the geometric object and there is no need to be wrapped in a
geo:Geometry object. According to the developers, such
such wrapping of geometry literals in geometry classes
could severely limit the possibilities of query
qu
optimizations of an RDF database
atabase with statement-based
statement
indexes, thus resulting into
to sub-optimal
sub optimal performance. Thus, any predicate name can be used, not just
geo:asWKT, to attach a given geometry to any resource or subject.
WKT is used
d to describe 2D or 3D geometries (points, lines, and polygons, etc.).
etc. Currently all
geometries are supposed to use WGS84 as their Spatial Reference System (EPSG:4326).
(EPSG:
Literals may contain
geospatial data by declaring their datatype as wktLiteral. The value
ue should be a valid geometry in WKT
format. Other supported geometry datatypes include base64 encoded version in WKB format, as well as
gzipped and base64 encoded versions of the geometry in WKB or WKT. Geometries
Geometr
must be valid (wellformed). In most casess uSeekM would not check the validity of geometries, because that is an expensive
computation. A function is provided for validity checks of geometries, when data might not be valid.
Most relational and spatial analysis functions (such as within, intersects, overlaps, buffer, and distance)
are also available. These include spatial relationships
r
that PostGIS inherently supports and are implemented
as SPARQL filter functions,, as well as methods for measurements and geometry
geometry processing, as discussed in
Section 2. A GeometryCollection as argument is not allowed for these functions, and the
th result will be
undefined when GeometryCollection is used. The uSeekMSail query planner may decide to run the filter
function as part of a query on the Indexer (PostgisIndexer/ElasticSearchIndexer), or as a filter in the
wrapped Sail. If computed as a query by the Indexer, indexes will be used when they are expected
e
to
improve performance.. Note that topological functions disjoint and relate will never use an index, but with
the PostgisIndexer in most cases they will be executed as a query on the PostGIS
Post
database. When the
filters need only be executed over a small amount of values, the overhead of querying the indexes may be
more than the gain in execution time. In cases where
w
the uSeekMSail
SeekMSail makes an inappropriate decision it is
possible to add <opt:##byrdf> as argument to force execution in the Sail, or reversely <opt:##byindex> to
force a query in PostGIS where possible.

4.2.4 Deployment
A triple-store
store that has a Sesame Sail layer is needed in order to use IndexingSail.
IndexingSail The current
functionality is tested against and has query optimisations for the MemoryStore and NativeStore from
OpenRDF,, and BigdataSail from Systap. It should also work with other triple-stores
triple stores that have a Sesame Sail
implementation (such as AllegroGraph, Neo4J, Mulgara, Owlim, and 4Store). Some triple stores do not offer
a Sail layer, but do have a Sesame Repository interface to access the store (e.g. Virtuoso). IndexingSail can
still be used for such stores, by wrapping the store specific Repository in a RepositorySail first. That will add
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the uSeekM functionality, but since all queries will be parsed
parsed by uSeekM, non-standard
non
SPARQL syntax
extensions of the wrapped database may be lost.

4.3 Parliament
Parliament is a high-performance
performance triple store designed for the Semantic Web,
Web originally developed
under the name DAML DB.. It was later extended by BBN Technologies, Inc.,., for internal use in its R&D
programs, and now is a trademark.
trademark. Parliament was released as an open source
sourc project under the BSD
license in June, 2009. Its current version is 2.7.4 and was released in November 2012. It is so-named
because a group of owls is properly called a "parliament" of owls [Parliament].
The original goal of Parliament was to create a storage mechanism optimized specifically to the needs
of the Semantic Web, and the result was a speed boost for BBN's Semantic Web projects. Since its initial
conception, Parliament has served as a core component of several projects at BBN for a number of U.S.
Government customers.

4.3.1 Architecture
Parliament is an operational, fully featured triple store that runs on a single machine. It represents RDF
data as a list of triples of the form (Subject,
(
Predicate, Object).
bject). This list can be viewed as a directed graph,
where the nodes are subjects and objects,
objects whereas predicates are the edges.
edges The storage structure of
Parliament consists of a resource table, a statement table, and a resource dictionary [KED09]. This dictionary
provides a one-to-one,
one, bidirectional mapping between a resource and its resource ID.
Parliament is a complete triple store and data management solution that is compatible with the RDF,
RDFS, OWL, SPARQL, and GeoSPARQL standards. Parliament incorporates a number of open source third
party packages, including Jetty (a servlet container), Jena and ARQ (a query processor), Joseki (a servletservlet
based implementation of the SPARQL protocol),
protocol), and Berkeley DB (used to implement the resource
dictionary). Parliament directly supports RDF statement reification, enabling efficient storage and lookup of
provenance and other kinds of metadata.
Parliament includes a high--performance rule engine,
ne, which serves as an efficient means of inference.
The rule engine applies a set of inference rules to the directed graph of data in the triple store in order to
derive new facts. This enables Parliament to automatically and transparently infer additional
additiona facts and
relationships in the data to enrich query results. Parliament's rule engine currently implements RDFS
inference plus selected elements of OWL (equivalent classes and properties, and inverse, symmetric,
functional, inverse functional, and transitive
transi
properties).
Parliament is a triple store and a rule engine, but it does not include a query processor. Therefore, it is
typically paired with a third-party
party query processor, such as Jena or Sesame. The core of Parliament is
written in C++, but the integration
egration layers for Jena and Sesame are in Java. The Jena integration includes
some useful extras, such as support for named graphs and temporal and geospatial indexes.

4.3.2 RDF Indexing
Parliament employs an innovative data storage scheme that interweaves the data with a unique index,
based on linked lists and memory-mapped
memory
files [KED09].. This keeps the index small and allows Parliament
to keep the index up-to-date
date with very little extra effort. Because of the index, Parliament can answer
queries efficiently by reordering query execution so that the most restrictive parts of the query are
executed first. The end result is a triple store that can support both fast insertion and fast query, in contrast
to triple stores that favourr query speed at the expense of insertion.
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The index interfaces in the Parliament API include methods for building a record from data, adding and
removing records, finding a record by URI, and finding records by value.
e. Existing indexes include a basic
numeric index for optimizing range queries
quer on numeric property values,, as well as a temporal index, so that
it can efficiently answer queries like "find all events that occurred at the interval between times A and B".
Parliament also includes a spatial index for handling geospatial semantic data.

4.3.3 Geospatial support
Parliament supports GeoSPARQL, allowing GeoSPARQL data to be indexed and provides a query engine
that supports GeoSPARQL queries. Using its geospatial index, Parliament can answer queries like "find all
items located within region X". Parliament’s GeoSPARQL index listens for triples that contain the geo:asWKT
or geo:asGML predicates. Any triple that is added to the graph is checked to see if it matches. At this point,
the index can create a record for the geometry that is represented
represented in the object of the triple and insert it
into the index.
Spatial indexing is based on standard R-trees
trees [Gut84]. The spatial index is integrated in a way that
provides native support for spatial relational queries and efficient storage of the data. The general goal for
this index is to split SPARQL queries with geospatial information into multiple parts, allowing for an
optimized query plan between the spatial components of the query and the components with non-spatial
non
triples to be executed [BK12]. Before
Before the emergence of GeoSPARQL, Parliament indexed data represented in
GeoOWL and allowed RCC8 and OGC Simple Features relations to be queried [Kol08]. Currently it is
implementing GeoSPARQL [OGC12] according to the published standard and conforms to its specifications.
sp
Parliament implements the GeoSPARQL spatial relations (cf. Section 2),
), such as geof:intersects, as
property functions. By using an index, a query can be optimized such that the most selective part is
executed first. The query optimizer splits the query into blocks for execution based on how the variables in
the query are used and what special operations occur in the query. In case of spatial conditions, the
optimizer must choose whether to execute the spatial part first and then match to the graph pattern or vice
versa. Decision of the right path depends on estimates that will incur the fewest result bindings. At present,
query rewriting
ng is not yet supported. In [BK12], several examples are given of a scenario based on a subset
of the GeoNames RDF dataset [GeoNamesRDF] and the USGS GeoSPARQL data for Atlanta, GA. A Parliament
SPARQL endpoint with a GeoSPARQL spatial index has been built,
built, supporting geometries conforming to WKT
and GML serialization and GeoSPARQL queries including those with OGC Simple Features, Egenhofer, and
RCC8 relations (cf. Section 2), the non-topological
non
and common topological query functions.
functions

4.3.4 Deployment
The most common
ommon way to deploy Parliament is to combine it with Jena, Joseki, and Jetty to create a
server application in a single machine. Parliament distribution also allows deployment in any servlet
container, such as Apache Tomcat or Glassfish. BBN Technologies has
as created another triple store called
SHARD, as a proof-of-concept
concept implementation of a distributed triple-store,
triple store, while Parliament is an
operational, fully featured triple store that runs on a single machine.

4.3.5 Performance
An older evaluation in [KED09] against LUBM benchmark indicates that Parliament’s throughput stays
fairly stable at approximately 35k statements per second, whereas the storage scheme requires
significantly less space (500 Mbytes for 4.3 million triples) than the competitor Hexastore platform [WKB08].
However, there seems to be no new performance studies [w3-bench]
[w3 bench] against recent versions.
versions
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4.4 AllegroGraph
AllegroGraph is a commercial, high-performance,
performance, persistent graph database provided by Franz Inc.
AllegroGraph uses efficient memory utilization in combination with disk-based
disk based storage, enabling it to scale
to billions of quads while maintaining superior performance. AllegroGraph supports SPARQL, RDFS++, and
Prolog reasoning from numerous client applications.
applications. At its current release (version 4.10), the emphasis is on
developing additional enterprise functionality, efficiency and overall scalability.

4.4.1 Architecture
AllegroGraph provides a REST protocol architecture, which is essentially a superset
super
of the Sesame HTTP
Client. Adapters
dapters for various languages are directly supported, such as Sesame Jena, Python (using the
Sesame signatures),, and Lisp. There are Open Source Adapters through community projects for C#, Ruby,
Clojure, Scala, and Perl. AllegroGraph is designed
designed for maximum loading speed and query speed. Loading of
quads, through its optimized RDF/XML and N-Quads
N
parsers, is particularly fast with large files. AllegroGraph
is able to automatically manage available hardware resources to maximize loading, indexing
in
and query
capabilities.
DL reasoners are good at handling complex ontologies. They tend to be
Description logics or OWL-DL
complete (i.e. give all the possible answers to a query) but can be totally unpredictable with respect to
execution time when the
e number of triples increases beyond millions. AllegroGraph offers a fast
fas and
practical RDFS++ reasoner, in order to give complete answers even when the number of triples increases
beyond millions. It supports all the RDF and RDFS predicates and some in full
full OWL. AllegroGraph's RDFS++
engine dynamically maintains the ontological entailments required for reasoning and has no explicit
materialization phase. Dynamic materialization
materialization simplifies store maintenance and reduces the time required
between data changes and querying.
AllegroGraph's SPARQL includes a query optimizer, and has full support for named graphs. It can be
used with the RDFS++ reasoning turned on,
on hence for querying
ing over real and inferred triples.
triples In addition,
RDF Prolog provides concise,
se, powerful,
powerf domain-specific reasoning to build high-level
level concepts on top of RDF
data, in cases that require complex rules or numerical processing that are difficult to model with only
RDF/RDFS and OWL. Prolog can also be used on top of the RDFS++ reasoner as a rule based system.
AllegroGraph implements the ACID properties of transaction processing similar to other database
products. It can store a wide range of data types directly in its low level triple representation and supports
most XML Schema types (native numeric types, dates, times, longitudes, latitudes, durations and telephone
numbers). It can also store geospatial and temporal data types as native data structures
struc
and can perform
reasoning efficiently combined
ombined with its indexing and range query mechanisms.
mechanisms Geospatial and temporal
primitives combined with Social Networking Analysis functions form an Activity Recognition framework for
flexibly analyzing networks and events in large volumes of structured and unstructured data. AllegroGraph
also supports free-text
text indexing on the objects of triples whose predicates have been registered for
indexing. It also includes mechanisms for direct
d
reification, federation, Point-in--Time recovery, replication,
etc.

4.4.2 Indexing
AllegroGraph actually stores quints. A triple in AllegroGraph contains 5 slots, the first three being
subject (S), predicate (P),
), and object (O).
(
The remaining two are a named-graph
graph slot (G)
( and a unique Id
assigned by AllegroGraph. The Id
d slot is used for internal administrative purposes, but can also be referred
to by other triples directly. AllegroGraph allows triple-ids
triple ids to be the subject or object of another triple. This
Th
can reduce the total number of triples
triples in the store to a more manageable size, and more importantly,
reduce query time because a single query can retrieve more data. AllegroGraph allows dynamic
d
and
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automatic indexing. Triple-indices
indices are user-configurable,
user
but index management can also be taken care of
entirely by AllegroGraph. By default, all committed triples are always indexed (default: 7 indices).
AllegroGraph currently supports any index combination of S, P, O, G.

4.4.3 Geospatial support
AllegroGraph uses a custom datatype for geospatial features and actually performs a "mapping" into a
strip of space in the index that contains the data. A modified SPARQL syntax offers a GEO operator, which
can take as arguments a Cartesian or spherical point and a radius, a bounding box, or a polygon, and
an it is
used to specify the geospatial conditions of the query.
AllegroGraph provides a novel mechanism for efficient storage and retrieval of 2-dimensional
2
data
such as geospatial coordinates, but it actually supports a more-general
more general notion of 2-dimensional
2
coordinates,
either Cartesian or spherical. The Universal Part Identifier (UPI) type can be used for any encoding of tuples
that can be mapped onto points in a two-dimensional
two dimensional region, e.g., a data set of temperature against timetime
of-day. The added geospatial
ial UPI encodes X and Y ordinates in a way that allows efficient searching. This
Th
UPI type supports up to 256 subtypes which specify how the external numeric ordinates (e.g. degrees,
radians, meters, or nanometers) are converted to and from the geospatial UPI's
UPI's internal representation.
In terms of spatial indexing,
indexing AllegroGraph combines X and Y coordinates
ordinates into a single UPI datum. It
divides the Y range into strips of a known width, with the strip size being chosen to be similar to the
expected typical dimension
nsion of a search region. For instance, if searching for all coordinates is expected to
be within a 1 km bounding box, the width of the Y strips would be chosen as 1 km.
k Geospatial UPIs are
linearly sorted first on the Y strip, then on the X ordinate, and finally on the Y ordinate. Examining data with
a known X range within a single strip is linear and easily optimized, like a linear range query. Thus, the
geospatial UPI representation transforms an area search into a small number of linear searches.
Performance
mance is best if the strip width is similar to the bounding-box
bounding box height, but degrades only linearly
l
with
the number of strips that must be examined, or similarly if the strip width is much smaller than the strip
height.. The effect on performance is that retrieval
retrieval speed for all data within a local region is proportionate to
the number of data to be returned, and is relatively independent of the size of the whole store. However,
there is a subtle limitation concerning the strip segmentation of the geospatial UPI
U datatype that must be
determined in advance, assuming that the typical width of regions of interest are known.
Before adding any geospatial data into the store, it is necessary to define the geospatial subtypes the
store will use. This requires two steps:
steps: defining the subtype and then registering it with the store. A
geospatial subtype is either spherical or Cartesian, has specific X and Y ranges, and a specific Y strip width.
Apart from points, the
he geospatial facility also has support for polygonal regions.
regions. For both Cartesian and
spherical coordinates there are also a few utility functions such as point-inside
inside-polygon-p and polygoninside-polygon-p which test containment of geometries.
geometries. The geospatial component of SPARQL extension is
a work in progress. The geospatial query operations are all defined in terms of points. An AllegroGraph
geospatial query requires a certain set of input; for instance, get-triples-geospatial
geospatial-radius needs a predicate,
a point, and a radius. As of April 2013, there is no support for OGC data types and operations, or for
GeoSPARQL [OGC12].

4.4.4 Deployment
The AllegroGraph Database Server runs natively on Linux x86-64
x86 64 bit. Virtual Machines
Machine and EC2 AMIs are
provided to assist installation in other platforms. AllegroGraph 4.10 uses that same programming API to
connect to local triple-stores,
stores, remote-triple-stores
remote
and federated triple-stores.
stores. A federated store provides
scalability, manageability and easy data archiving.
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4.4.5 Performance
AllegroGraph was the first product to claim 1 billion triples loaded and indexed using standard x86 6464
bit hardware. Later in 2008, an AllegroGraph built (not a modified relational DBMS), NoSQL Graph Database
succeeded to load 10 billion quads on Amazon’s EC2 service. The Latest version 4 of this platform claims to
be the industry’s first OLTP semantic web database.
database Results reported in [AllegroGraph] indicate that tests
against LUBM(8000)* benchmark succeeded to load more than 1.1 billion triples at a rate of 500K
triples/sec,, whereas indexing time was 25 min and total query time less than 13 min.

4.5 OWLIM
OWLIM is a family of semantic repositories [OWLIM] that intend to offer improved scalability, loading
and query evaluation performance for native RDF engines, implemented in Java. They deliver full
performance through both Sesame and Jena and they offer robust support for the semantics of RDFS, OWL 2
RL and OWL 2 QL. OWLIM uses Sesame as a library, taking advantage of its APIs for storage and querying, as
well as the support for a wide variety of query languages (e.g. SPARQL and SeRQL) and RDF syntaxes (e.g.
RDF/XML, N3, N-Triples,
Triples, Turtle). OWLIM is used in a large number of research projects
pr
and software tools
and comes in three versions:
•

•

•

OWLIM-Lite (previously SwiftOWLIM) is designed for medium data volumes (below 100 million
statements) and for prototyping. It is free-of-charge,, easily configurable and performs non-trivial
inference, reasoning and query evaluation entirely in main memory.
OWLIM-SE (Standard Edition, previously named BigOWLIM) is a commercial product that can load tens of
billions of RDF statements, using non-trivial
non trivial inference and delivers multi-user
multi
query performance.
OWLIM-SE
SE is a robust engine with advanced features that bring efficiency when huge volumes of data
from multiple sources are integrated. It uses special-purpose file-based
based indices, which enable it to scale
to billions of statements even on desktop machines.
machines It also offers hybrid querying capabilities that
combine SPARQL with efficient full-text
full text search, geospatial constraints and ranking of query results.
OWLIM-Enterprise (previously known as BigOWLIM Replication Cluster) is a replication cluster
infrastructure based on OWLIM-SE.
OWLIM
It is designed for resilience and parallel query-answering
query
performance through parallel execution of queries on multiple worker nodes,
nodes dynamic configuration of
clusters, as well as automatic fail-over
fail
and synchronization.

4.5.1 Architecture
OWLIM is built around the RDF data model classes from Sesame framework 2.x. Sesame combines all
the syntax related classes in to the Rio component that contains the sterilizers and parsers for the many
RDF syntaxes supported. This component is extensible and users can add support for custom RDF syntaxes.
Sesame is the preferred API to use and the most efficient. The
he SAIL component contains the classes and
interfaces for accessing various storage
storage and inference implementations in a standard way. OWLIM is
implemented as a SAIL plug-in
in to the Sesame framework. At a higher level, the Repository API provides
uniform application layer access to Sesame and includes methods for loading/exporting RDF data, preparing
and executing queries and so on. The framework includes a console application, and a command-line utility
for various administration tasks.
Furthermore, Sesame includes HttpServer and HttpClient components that allow a repository to be
accessed
ssed remotely using Servlet technology. The client side integrates seamlessly with the Repository API
providing uniform access to local and remote repositories. The server side component includes Web
applications for exposing repositories via a standard Servlet
Servlet container, e.g. Tomcat, as well as a Workbench
application that provides commonly used administrative functions that can be accessed via a browser.
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Sesame, as of OWLIM 4.2, fully supports the SPARQL 1.1 Query specification and thus features such as
aggregates, subqueries, negation,
egation, expressions in the SELECT clause, property paths,
aths, assignment, short form
for CONSTRUCT and an expanded set of functions and operators. Federation is not yet supported, but it is
planned for a future release.
The Jena framework
ork for building Semantic Web applications and its rule-based
based inference engine are
supported only from OWLIM-SE
SE (version 3.4 onwards).
onwards Access to OWLIM-SE
SE via the Jena framework is
achieved with a special adapter, which is essentially an implementation of the
the Jena ARQ interface that
provides access to individual triples managed by an
a OWLIM-SE
SE repository through the Sesame API
interfaces.

4.5.2 Indexing
OWLIM offers a full-text technique that allows resources and literals to be searched using either a
proprietary-term
term search technique,
technique or using the integrated Lucene text indexing and search engine. FullFull
Text Search is integrated with SPARQL to allow hybrid queries. It also includes an owl:sameAs optimization,
which offers improvements in performance and usability when
when huge volumes of data from multiple sources
are integrated. Geospatial
spatial extensions use special query constructs and SPARQL extension functions to allow
fast indexing of entities with 2-dimensional
dimensional co-ordinates.
co ordinates. Special indices allow queries to quickly find
fi points
within rectangles, polygons and circles and to compute the distance between points. Besides, OWLIM
includes an RDF rank utility, which can be used for ordering query results by importance, visualization and
many other purposes. Finally, OWLIM-SE
OWLIM
provides methods for efficient
fficient retraction of statements;
statements when
explicit statements are removed from the repository, any implicit statements that rely on a removed
statement are also removed,, thanks to an algorithm that invalidates only those inferred statements
statem
that
can no longer
ger be derived in any other way.
way

4.5.3 Geospatial support
OWLIM-SE has limited support for 2-dimensional
2
geometries that use the W3C Basic Geo vocabulary in
WGS84 Geo Positioning RDF [w3c-geo].
[w3c
Only 2-dimensional
dimensional points are supported using a pos: name space,
so there is no special handling of pos:alt (metres above the reference surface of the Earth). All
A latitude and
longitude values must be specified using decimal degrees, whereas distances
istances must be in units of
kilometres (suffix 'km') or statute
ute miles (suffix 'mi').
OWLIM-SE provides custom query constructions and extension functions for efficiently
eff
processing
certain geospatial constraints. Geospatial
Geo
predicates use namespace omgeo: and related statement
s
patterns
supported by OWLIM-SE
SE are treated differently by the query engine. Before the geospatial extensions can
be used, the geospatial
spatial index must be built (i.e., an R-tree for points only). Increase
ncrease in performance comes
from using a spatial index for the evaluation of special query forms that allow: (i) locations to be found that
are within a certain distance of a point, i.e. using the nearby() function to identify points within the
specified circle on the surface of the Earth;
Earth (ii) locations that are inside rectangles
ngles and polygons through
function within(), where the vertices are defined using spherical polar coordinates.
coordinates
OWLIM-SE also includes a SPARQL extension function for computing the distance between two points
in kilometres. However, none of these data types
types and query constructs is compliant with GeoSPARQL
[OGC12]. Currently, neither is there any support for other geometric objects (e.g., linestrings, stored
polygons etc.), nor for any other topological or spatial functions (cf. Section 2).
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4.5.4 Deployment
OWLIM has been recently available on Amazon AWS. OWLIM SE can be purchased as an EC2 instance
on 4-core or 8-core
core equivalent AWS machines with high memory. The Sesame Workbench interface is also
available for managing repositories, importing
import
and exporting data, and for running
ning queries.

4.5.5 Performance
Extensive experiments using the Amazon EC2 infrastructure are reported in [OWLIM]. Indicatively,
Indicatively
OWLIM Replication
plication Cluster can handle 5 million SPARQL queries per hour. It also shows excellent horizontal
scalability, almost linear up to a 100-node
100
cluster.. Additional benchmarking has been conducted for OWLIMSE and Jena repository implementations against Linked Open Data, BSBM and LUBM,
LUBM also documented in
[OWLIM]. The latest
atest benchmarking against BSBM is reported in [BSBM13].

4.6 Oracle Spatial and Graph
Oracle Spatial and Graph (RDF Semantic Graph) is an option of the Oracle Database 11g Enterprise
Edition, which provides advanced semantic and geospatial data management capabilities [Oracle]. It can be
used to model and analyze data represented as triples for social network, linked data and other semantic
sem
applications. Based on a graph data model, RDF triples are persisted, indexed and queried, like other objectobject
relational data types. Further, it includes a Network Data Model Graph (NDM) that can represent physical
and logical networks used in transportation,
transpo
and utilities and telecommunications.
Oracle Spatial and Graph offers native support for RDF/RDFS/OWL standards, and enables developers to
benefit from a scalable,
calable, secure, integrated, efficient platform for RDF and OWL-based
OWL
applications. Basic
semantic features enable storing, loading, and DML access to RDF/OWL data and ontologies,
ontologies as well as
inference using OWL, RDFS semantics and user-defined
user
rules.. In addition, there is support for SQL querying
of RDF/OWL data and ontologies using SPARQL-like
SPARQL
graph patterns, as well as ontology
ntology-assisted querying of
relational data. Oracle handles named graphs, but also entailments (rules index).

4.6.1 Architecture
Oracle Spatial and Graph features support storing, loading and DML operations on RDF/OWL models.
Each model contains a set of subject – object – relationship triples organized as an RDF/OWL graph of
directed labelled edges. The edge is the relationship that connects a subject node to an object node and is
labelled by a predicate. All RDF triples are parsed and stored in the system as entries in tables under the
MDSYS (i.e., multi-dimensional
dimensional system) schema. An RDF triple {S, P, O}} is treated as one database object. A
normalized, compressed and partitioned storage architecture manages the complexity arising from
repeated usage of typically long URIs and literal values associated with the subjects, objects and predicates
across triples. This provides space-efficient
space
storage that facilitates scalable and efficient loading, querying,
and inferencing.
Oracle Spatial and Graph includes
include a native inference engine for efficient and scalable inference using
the most OWL 2 RL profile. The engine makes the existing native inference for RDF, RDFS, and user-defined
rules more efficient and scalable. Inference can be performed using any combination of these supported
entailment regimes. Additional OWL constructs are supported for: union, intersection, oneOf, OWL 2 property
chains, disjoint properties, and keys.
keys A new rule base supporting the emerging W3C Simple Knowledge
Organization System (SKOS) standard on RDF enables easy sharing of controlled and structured vocabularies
such as thesauri, taxonomies, and classification schemes. Oracle can also handle Virtual Models, i.e., logical
graphs that can be used in a SEM_MATCH query. A virtual model is the result of a UNION or UNION ALL
operation on one or more models and optionally the corresponding entailment.
entailment
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Full SPARQL 1.1 and 1.0 support is provided through SPARQL endpoints and Java APIs using Joseki and
the Jena Adapter for Oracle Database or Sesame Adapter for Oracle Database. RDF/OWL data can be queried
using SQL with the
he SEM_MATCH function.
function This function can be used to search for an arbitrary pattern against
the RDF/OWL models, and optionally, data inferred using RDFS, OWL, and user-defined
defined rules,
rules meeting most
of the requirements identified by the W3C SPARQL
RQL standard for graph queries. From release 11.2, the
SPARQL FILTER, UNION, and OPTIONAL keywords are supported in the SEM_MATCH table function. Queries
can extract more
re semantically complete results from relational data by associating relational data with
ontologies that organize the domain knowledge of the relational data. RDF

4.6.2 Indexing
Semantic network indexes are non-unique
non
B-tree
tree structures for use with models and entailments in a
semantic network. Such indexes enable tuning the performance of SEM_MATCH queries suitable to the
query workload. This can lead to performance benefits,
benefits but might also affect overall performance by
increasing the time required for DML, load,
load, and inference operations. When a new model or a new
entailment is created, a new non-unique
non
B-tree
tree index is also created for each of the semantic network
indexes, and each such B-tree
tree index is in the 'USABLE' status. Including the MODEL_ID column in a semantic
s
network index key may improve query performance. This is particularly relevant when virtual models are
used. After a semantic network index gets created, each of the corresponding non-unique
non
B-tree indexes is
in the 'UNUSABLE' status. Making it usable
usable can cause significant time and resources to be used, and
subsequent index maintenance operations might incur significant performance costs. Hence, a semantic
index can be made usable or unusable for specific models or entailments by calling specific subprograms
su
and specifying 'REBUILD' or 'UNUSABLE' as the command parameter in order to check for any differences in
performance.
Data type indexes are also supported on the values of typed literals stored in a semantic network.
These indexes may significantly
tly improve the performance of SEM_MATCH queries involving certain types of
FILTER expressions. Indexes can be created for several data types, including numbers, strings, dates, and
timestamps. In each of these cases, a non-unique
non
B-tree is created. The suitability
itability of data type indexes
depends on the query workload. Data type indexes on xsd data types can be used for filters that compare a
variable with a constant value, and are particularly useful when queries have an unselective graph pattern
with a very selective filter condition. Appropriate data type indexes are required for queries with spatial or
text filters. While data type indexes improve query performance, overhead from incremental index
maintenance can degrade the performance of DML and bulk load operations on the semantic network. For
bulk load operations, it may often be faster to drop data type indexes, perform the bulk load, and then rere
create the data type indexes.

4.6.3 Geospatial support
Oracle supports storage of geometric semantic data encoded as orageo:WKTLiteral typed literals, and it
provides a set of query functions
ctions for spatial operations. orageo: is a built-in
in prefix used for all spatial types
and operations. orageo:WKTLiteral encodings consist of an optional spatial reference system URI, followed
by a WKT string that encodes a geometry value. Spatial reference system URIs must have a valid spatial
reference system id from Oracle Spatial. If an orageo:WKTLiteral value does not include a spatial reference
system URI, then the default spatial
spatia reference system WGS84 is used. Several geometry types can be
represented as orageo:WKTLiteral values, including point, linestring, polygon, polyhedral surface, triangle,
TIN, multipoint, multi-linestring,
linestring, multipolygon, and geometry collection (cf. Section
Secti
2). Up to 500,000
vertices per geometry are supported for 2-dimensional geometries. Note that spatial types and reference
systems are very close to OGC GeoSPARQL specifications [OGC12], but not identical, as they use different
prefixes.
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Before any SPARQL extension functions are called to query spatial data, a spatial index must be
created on the RDF network, by specifying: (i) SRID: the ID for any valid spatial reference system ID from
Oracle Spatial
al can be used; (ii) a tolerance value for the spatial index, indicating how close together two
points must be to be considered the same point;
point (iii) dimensions as a string encoding dimension
information for
or the spatial index,
index, i.e., ranges for the coordinates of the spatial data.
data No more than one
spatial data type index is supported for an RDF network. orageo:WKTLiteral values stored in the RDF
network are automatically normalized to the spatial reference system
system used for the index, so a single spatial
index can simultaneously support orageo:WKTLiteral values from different spatial reference systems. This
coordinate transformation is done transparently for indexing and spatial computations. When
orageo:WKTLiteral values are returned from a SEM_MATCH query, the original untransformed geometry is
returned.
Several SPARQL extension functions are available for performing spatial queries in SEM_MATCH. Various
topological relationships between geometries
geometrie can be checked with the orageo:relate function, whereas
Oracle also supports k-nearest
nearest neighbour search (orageo:nearestNeighbor) and within distance queries
(orageo:withinDistance). In addition, most basic geometric methods and spatial analysis functions
mentioned in Section 2 are available (orageo:area, orageo:buffer, orageo:centroid,
orageo:centroid orageo:mbr,

orageo:length, orageo:distance, orageo:convexHull, orageo:difference, orageo:intersection,
orageo:intersection orageo:union,
orageo:xor).

4.6.4 Deployment
Oracle Spatial and Graph supports compression, partitioning and Real Applications Clusters (RAC) for
enterprise-class
class performance and scalability. Oracle RAC allows the transparent deployment of a single
graph database across a cluster of servers, providing fault tolerance, performance,
performance, and scalability.
scalability Oracle
RAC provides flexibility for scaling applications and high availability for applications by removing the single
server point of failure. There are tools for high
h
performance bulk load,, whereas scalable
s
partitioning
enhances load and inference performance and concurrent operations for large RDF data sets.
sets Starting from
release 11.2, novel features are available that can
c optimize inference performance for large owl:sameAs
cliques with a compact data structure for inference, perform incremental inference to update entailments
efficiently after triple inserts, and parallel inference on multi-core or multi-CPU
CPU architectures.
architecture Oracle also
offers options for fine-grained
grained security, either at the model level,, or even on individual triples to
conditionally restrict user's access.
access Last, but not least, RDF graph querying, inferencing and loading can
benefit from running on an Oracle
Oracl Exadata Database Machine. This offers load-balancing,
balancing, parallel execution
of tasks, and accelerated performance using Oracle Exadata Hybrid Columnar Compression (HCC), especially
when large data sets or large rules sets or both are involved.

4.6.5 Performance
Oracle’s RDF Semantic Graph has proven
p
scalability over 10 billion triples for RDF/OWL data with up to
75% reduction in storage required with data compression to enhance query, load, and inference
performance [Oracle]. Most recent experiments [Oracle-bench] against LUBM 25K benchmark indicate that
with 3.4 Billion triples in the model and 2.7 Billion triples inferred the storage space including indexes took
over 1 Terabytes and the loading time was 109 min, whereas the inference speed took 160 min, and
an query
throughput was 0.5 Billion triples in 9 minutes. Regarding query performance on Exadata V2, more than 465
million answers generated for LUBM 25K in 274.2 sec.
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4.7 Strabon RDF
Strabon is an academic prototype [KKK12] for semantic spatiotemporal RDF data
dat developed with
support from EU-FP7
FP7 project “TELEIOS” [TELEIOS]. Strabon can be used to store linked geospatial data that
changes over time and offers spatial and temporal selections, spatial and temporal joins, and a rich set of
spatial functions. Strabon
n can model temporal domains and concepts such as events, facts that change over
time etc. through its support for valid time of triples, and a rich set of temporal functions. The query
language supported by Strabon is stSPARQL against data represented in an extension of RDF called stRDF,
which can also capture changes over time.
time Strabon is built by extending the well-known
well
RDF store Sesame
and extends Sesame’s components to manage thematic, spatial and temporal data that can be stored in a
backend relational DBMS.

4.7.1 Architecture
Despite the fact that Sesame is not the most efficient RDF store available,
available, it provides an open-source
platform with a layered architecture and offers a wide range of functionalities.. Most importantly, Sesame is
able to integrate a spatially-enabled
enabled DBMS in order to exploit a variety of spatial data types and operators.
With Strabon, Sesame was extended in order to manage both spatial and non-spatial
spatial RDF data being stored
in the PostGIS module of PostgreSQL. The objective was to create a layer embeddable in Sesame’s software
stack in a transparent way.. This would not affect Sesame’s range of functionalities, so Strabon can be
considered a Sesame Sail that can be placed on top of an existing Sesame installation.
installation
Strabon adheres to the modular architecture of Sesame with three main components:
components
•

•
•

A Query Engine evaluates user requests to the system. Queries are written in stSPARQL language, a
spatially-enabled
enabled dialect of SPARQL. After a query is received, it is parsed and optimized. Then an
execution plan is created and executed, and the results are returned to the client. Sesame’s evaluator
and optimizer have been extended in order to handle stSPARQL queries. Sesame’s parser and
transaction manager were not modified.
A Storage Manager handles all spatial and thematic information in the PostGIS DBMS layer. Sesame’s
components were extended to support geospatial literals expressed in stRDF.
PostGIS [PostGIS] is used both for storage of stRDF data and evaluation of stSPARQL queries.
q

4.7.2 Storage
Bulk loading is used to store stRDF triples using the "one table per predicate" scheme of Sesame and
dictionary encoding. For each predicate table, two B+-tree two-column
column indices are created. For each
dictionary table, a B+-tree
tree index on the id column is created. Every spatial literal is also stored in a spatial
table in PostgreSQL, with its spatial encoding translated into the corresponding PostGIS. The geometry is
transformed into a uniform, user-defined
user
CRS and the original
al CRS is stored in as an attribute in the spatial
table. A B+-tree
tree index on the id column and a GiST spatial index [HNP95] are also created in order to
facilitate spatial searching. Strabon can also store data expressed in RDF using the vocabularies and
encodings
ncodings proposed by GeoSPARQL and query this data using the subset of GeoSPARQL that is closer to
stSPARQL , i.e., the union of the GeoSPARQL core, the geometry extension and the geometry topology
extension as discussed in Section 3.2 [OGC12].
stSPARQL also supports update operations (insertion, deletion, and update of stRDF triples) conforming
to the declarative update language for SPARQL Update 1.1, which is a current proposal of W3C. Besides the
standard formatting of results in RDF stores, Strabon offers KML and GeoJSON encodings, which are widely
used in mapping for Web and mobile applications.
applications
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4.7.3 Geospatial support
New versions of a data model stRDF and a query language stSPARQL have been used for
representation and querying of geospatial RDF data [KKK12], using the OGC standards for WKT and GML
instead of constraints as in previous version. The new version of stSPARQL is an extension of SPARQL 1.1
1
offering functions from OGC Simple Features for the manipulation of spatial literals and support for multiple
coordinate reference systems. This approach resembles OGC standards regarding SQL usage for querying
geographic features and the recently proposed
proposed OGC standard for GeoSPARQL [OGC12].
Data types strdf:WKT and strdf:GML introduced in Strabon closely follow OGC definitions and are used
to represent geospatial literals. There is support for multiple CRS, but WGS84 is considered as the
th default
spatial reference system. Data type strdf:geometry is also introduced to represent the serialization of a
geometry independently of the serialization standard used.
stSPARQL extends SPARQL 1.1 with the model proposed in the OGC Simple
imple Features standard [OGC10b].
By defining a URI for each of the SQL functions of this standard (e.g., strdf:isEmpty), they can be utilized in
SPARQL queries. Similarly, a boolean SPARQL extension function has been defined for each topological
relation (e.g., strdf:contains) in three models: OGC Simple Features [OGC10b] , Egenhofer relations [ER91]
and RCC8 relations [RCC92]. Thus, stSPARQL supports multiple families of topological relations and can
express spatial selections (with
with a FILTER function with arguments a variable and a constant) or spatial joins
(queries with a FILTER function involving two variables).
). New spatial literals can be generated on-the-fly
on
during query time based on pre-existing
pre existing spatial literals, whereas stSPARQL also supports three spatial
aggregate functions (union, intersection, extent).
stSPARQL and GeoSPARQL have been developed independently at about the same time. As claimed in
[KKK12], stSPARQL and GeoSPARQL cannot be compared in terms of their representational power. stSPARQL
has certain limitations
ations compared with GeoSPARQL, since it does not support binary topological relations to
be used as RDF properties.. This topological extension and the related query rewrite extension of
GeoSPARQL anticipate their possible utilization
utilizati by spatial reasoners. GeoSPARQL imposes an RDFS ontology
for the representation of features and geometries, whereas stRDF only requires a specific literal datatype
and allows custom ontologies by the users. On the other hand, stSPARQL as an extension to SPARQL 1.1
overtakes GeoSPARQL
oSPARQL by offering geospatial aggregate functions and update statements. If these features
are omitted from stSPARQL, the remaining ones are a subset of the features offered by the GeoSPARQL
core, geometry extension and geometry topology extension components
components [OGC12]. Thus, Strabon provides
support for these three parts of GeoSPARQL.
Thanks to its Sesame engine, Strabon applies optimizations related to the standard SPARQL part of a
stSPARQL query.. However, it also performs two optimizations specific
fic to stSPARQL.
stSP
The first one
incorporates all extension functions present in the SELECT and FILTER clause of an stSPARQL query into the
query tree prior to its transformation to SQL. Hence, these functions will be evaluated by PostGIS spatial
functions instead of relying on external libraries. The second optimization makes the underlying DBMS
aware of the existence of spatial joins in stSPARQL.
stSPARQL Query trees produced
roduced by the Sesame optimizer fail to
deal with a spatial join appropriately. Instead, using a query graph as an intermediate representation of a
spatial join query, the query tree can be modified with appropriate nodes so that Cartesian products are
avoided. Spatial operations are evaluated by PostGIS using a spatial index (R--tree over GiST), instead of
being evaluated after all the results have been retrieved.

4.7.4 Deployment
Strabon has been developed using Apache Maven and Java. It can be installed using either column
store MonetDB or standard PostgreSQL/PostGIS as backend relational DBMS, usually
usu
in Linux platforms.
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Since this is an academic prototype, there is no indication of it being installed in grid or cluster
environments.

4.7.5 Performance
Evaluation tests of Strabon have been presented in [KKK12] using a workload based on linked data and
a synthetic workload. Strabon
trabon has stored scalable datasets of up to 10, 100 and 500 million triples.
Aggressive tuning of PostgreSQL can increase the performance of Strabon resulting to better response
times. However, it turns out that for queries involving both spatial and non-spatial
spatial criteria, the PostgreSQL
optimizer should be modified in order to estimate accurately the spatial selectivity of a query and produce
better plans by combining this estimation with the thematic
t
selectivity.

4.8 Other Triple Stores
There are many other RDF stores and engines available, but their support for geospatial features is
either planned or limited, or even not considered at all.
For instance, IBM offers the NoSQL Graph Store [IBM-nosql],
[IBM nosql], which provides an optimized way to store
graph triples inside DB2, and is available for all editions of DB2. It offers Java API’s for RDF application
consumers, as well as HTTP based SPARQL querying capabilities. However, there is no indication about
support for geospatial features.
Bigdata [BigData] is a horizontally scaled storage and computing fabric supporting optional
transactions, high concurrency, and high aggregate I/O
I O rates. Bigdata has been designed as a distributed
database architecture running over clusters of hundreds to thousands of machines, but can also run in a
high-performance single-server
server mode. Still, spatial indexing is missing, so support for geospatial queries is
not currently available.
Stardog [StarGog] is a fast, lightweight, commercial RDF database
database for mission-critical
mission
apps. It supports
SPARQL 1.1; HTTP and the SNARL protocol for remote access and control; RDF as a data model; and OWL 2
for inference and data analytics. There is one proof-of-concept
proof concept platform named PelletSpatial [Pellet] from
the developers
evelopers of Stardog RDF. This platform extends the Pellet OWL reasoner with qualitative spatial
reasoning capabilities framework Region Connection Calculus (RCC). GeoSPARQL support is planned in future
releases of Stardog, with no spatial support available
availabl at its most recent commercial release 1.2.1 (May
2013).
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5. RDF and Geospatial Benchmarks
There are many commercial and free database benchmarks with varying approaches to evaluate
system performance, simulate real-world
real
workloads and test platform features. Some benchmarks (like
those from TCP [TCP] or DBT [DBT]) imitate specific business process scenarios and attempt to evaluate
database platforms against synthetic workloads. Another class of benchmarks that include the Wisconsin
Benchmark [BWT83] or Bristlecone [Bristlecone], use variations of typical database operations (select,
project, join, etc.) in order to generate the workloads.
However, none of these established benchmarks examines spatial semantic data and operations. As
geospatial supportt for Web and mobile applications is surging, a key challenge when developing a spatial
benchmark is to define the workloads. Another aspect concerns the spatial operations and functions that
should be tested, since not all of them are offered by major DBMS
DBMS providers; however, this latter task is
largely facilitated by OGC standardization (cf. Section 2).
Next, we review some major benchmarks used for
f evaluating platforms that handle RDF and
geospatial data. Table 2 outlines their classification and some important characteristics.
Table 2: List of RDF and geospatial benchmarks

Benchmark

Data

Year

Focus

Remarks

BSBM

RDF

2008

RDF data

Sparql queries of RDF Data on ecommerce
use cases

DBPSB

RDF

2011

RDF data

Real world sparql query types on RDF
data posed by users on DBpedia

SSWB

RDF

2008

Spatial RDF
data

Sparql queries on spatial RDF data

Sequoia 2000

Geospatial

1992

Vector/Raster

Mostly addressing raster data
management; very limited data volumes
by today’s standards

Jackpine

Geospatial

2011

Vector

Includes a “micro benchmark” for basic
spatial operations and a “macro
benchmark” for six real-world
real
scenarios

5.1 RDF Benchmarks
5.1.1 BSBM
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM)
(
[BSBM09] is the most well known benchmark for evaluating RDF
stores. BSBM aims to satisfy the following three goals:
•
•

The benchmark should allow the comparison of storage systems that expose SPARQL endpoints
across architectures.
The benchmark should simulate an enterprise setting where multiple clients concurrently
execute realistic workloads of use case motivated queries against the systems under test.
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•

As the SPARQL query language and the SPARQL protocol are often used within scenarios that do
not rely on heavyweight reasoning but focus on the integration and visualization of large
amounts off data from multiple data sources, the BSBM benchmark should not be designed to
require complex reasoning but to measure SPARQL query performance against large amounts
of RDF data.

The implementation of the benchmark consists of a data generator and a test
tes driver. The data
generator supports the creation of arbitrarily large datasets using the number of products as scale factor. In
order to be able to compare the performance of RDF stores with the performance of SPARQL-to-SQL
SPARQL
rewriters, the data generator can output two representations of the benchmark data: an RDF representation
and a purely relational representation. The test driver executes sequences of SPARQL queries over the
SPARQL protocol against the tested system.
system. In order to emulate a realistic workload,
wor
the test driver can
simulate multiple clients that concurrently execute query mixes against the system. The queries are
parameterized with random values from the benchmark dataset, in order to handle caching. The test driver
executes a series of warm-up
up query mixes before the actual performance is measured in order to
benchmark systems under normal working conditions. The BSBM benchmark also defines an
a SQL
representation of the query mix, which the test driver can execute via JDBC against relational databases.
This allows the comparison of SPARQL results with the performance of traditional RDBMS.
5.1.1.1 Dataset
The BSBM benchmark adopts an e-commerce use case, in which a set of products is offered by
different vendors and consumers have posted reviews about these products on various review sites. The
benchmark defines an abstract data model for this use case together with data production rules that allow
benchmark datasets to be scaled to arbitrary sizes using the number of products as scale factor. In order to
compare RDF stores with SPARQL-to-SQL
SPARQL
rewriters, the benchmark defines two concrete representations of
the abstract model: An RDF representation and a relational representation.
The data model contains the following classes: Product, ProductType, ProductFeature, Producer, Vendor,
Offer, Review, and Person. Products are described by an rdfs:label and an rdfs:comment. Products have
between 3 and 5 textual properties. The values of these properties consist of 5 to 15 words that are
randomly chosen from
m a dictionary. Products have 3 to 5 numeric properties with property values ranging
from 1-2000
2000 with a normal distribution. Products have a type that is part of a type hierarchy. The depth and
width of this subsumption hierarchy depends on the chosen scale
scale factor. Products have a variable number
of product features which depend on the position of a product in the product hierarchy. Each product type
and product feature is described by an rdfs:label and an rdfs:comment.
Vendors are described by a label, a comment,
c
a homepage URL and a country URI. Offers are valid for
a specific period and contain the price and the number of days it takes to deliver the product. The number
of offers for a product and the number of offers by each vendor follow a normal distribution.
distri
Reviews are
published by reviewers. Reviewers are described by their name, mailbox checksum and the country the
reviewer resides.. Reviews consist of a title and a review text between 50-300
300 words. Reviews have up to
four ratings with a random integer
integ value between 1 and 10. The number of reviews for a product and the
number of reviews published by each reviewer follow a normal distribution. Table 3 gives the number of
instances of each class in BSMB datasets of different sizes.
sizes
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Table 3: Number of entities for various dataset sizes in the BSBM benchmark
10M

200M

1B

10B

50B

150B

284800

569600

2848000

28480000

142400000

427200000

5623

11232

56288

563142

2815554

8446788

19180

47531

93876

167836

423832

796470

1593390

585

2011

3949

7021

22527

42129

84259

Number of Triples
Number of Products

28480

Number of Producers

559

Number of Product Features
Number of Product Types

100M

284

2838

5675

28439

284610

1421729

4264028

569600

5696000

11392000

56960000

569600000

2848000000

8544000000

Number of Reviewers

14613

145961

291923

Number of Reviews

284800

Number of Vendors
Number of Offers

Exact Total Number of Triples
File Size Turtle (unzipped)

1459584

14599162

72989573

218974622

28480000

284800000

1424000000

4272000000

2848000
5696000
10119864 100062249 199945456 999700717 9967546016 49853640808 1,49513E+11
467 MB
48 GB
568 GB
2.8 TB
8.6 TB
4.6 GB
9.2 GB

5.1.1.2 Benchmark Queries
In order to simulate a realistic workload on the system under test, BSBM executes sequences of
parameterized queries that are motivated by the use case. The benchmark queries are designed to emulate
the search and navigation pattern of a consumer looking for a product. This is expressed by twelve query
types. The query sequence
e is given below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Query 1: Find products for a given set of generic features.
Query 2: Retrieve basic information about a specific product for display purposes.
Query 2: Retrieve basic information about a specific product for display purposes.
Query 3: Find products for a given more specific set of features.
Query 2: Retrieve basic information about a specific product for display purposes.
Query 2: Retrieve basic information about a specific product for display purposes.
Query 4: Find products matching two different sets of features.
Query 2: Retrieve basic information about a specific product for display purposes.
Query 2: Retrieve basic information
information about a specific product for display purposes.
Query 5: Find products that are similar to a given product.
Query 7: Retrieve in-depth
depth information about a specific product including offers and reviews.
Query 7: Retrieve in-depth
depth information about a specific product including offers and reviews.
Query 5: Find products having a label that contains a specific string.
Query 7: Retrieve in-depth
depth information about a specific product including offers and reviews.
Query 7: Retrieve in-depth
depth information about a specific product including offers and reviews.
Query 8: Give me recent German reviews for a specific product.
Query 9: Get information about a reviewer.
Query 9: Get information about a reviewer.
Query 8: Give me recent German reviews for a specific product.
pro
Query 9: Get information about a reviewer.
Query 9: Get information about a reviewer.
Query 10: Get offers for a given product which fulfills
fulfill specific requirements.
Query 10: Get offers for a given product which fulfills
fulfill specific requirements.
Query 11: Get all information about an offer.
Query 12: Export information about an offer into another schema.
schem

The above queries cover a large range of the SPARQL functionality. The exact syntax is omitted in this
document, but can be found in [BSBMQue].
[BSBMQue]
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Table 4 summarizes the SPARQL features expressed within each query type:
Table 4: SPARQL features expressed in the query types of the BSBM benchmark

Characteristic
Simple filters
Complex filters
More than 9 patterns
Unbound predicates
Negation
OPTIONAL operator
LIMIT modifier
ORDER BY modifier
DISTINCT modifier
REGEX operator
UNION operator
DESCRIBE operator
CONSTRUCT operator

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10

Q11

Q12

The benchmark defines different query mixes (i.e. is query combinations),, to cover several real world
RDF store usages. Specifically, in the latest version (3.1) three use cases are defined (for detailed
descriptions, see [BSBMUse]).
•

•

•

Explore Use Case.
Case The benchmark query mix of the Explore use case illustrates the search and
navigation pattern of a consumer looking for a product. The query mix consists of 12 distinct queries
that comply with the SPARQL 1.0 Standard
Standard and use different features of the query language.
Explore and Update Use Case.
Case The query mix of the Explore and Update use case consists of the
query mix from the Explore use case that illustrates the search and navigation pattern of a
consumer looking for a product. Additionally,
Additionally the query mix incorporates queries from the Update
use case that simulates the change of the dataset by means of adding new product information,
reviews and offers and deleting outdated offers. Updates are handled using SPARQL 1.1 Update
queries.
Business Intelligence Use Case.
Case This benchmark query mix consists of the query mix from the
Business Intelligence use case that simulates different stakeholders asking analytical questions
against the dataset. The query mix consists of 8 distinct queries representing analytical questions
about the dataset. The queries conform to the SPARQL 1.1 Working Draft, which is already
implemented in several stores.

5.1.1.3 Performance Metrics
BSBM applies the following performance metrics:
1.

Query
ery Mixes per Hour (QMpH). The central performance metric of the BSBM benchmark are query

mixes per hour. The metric measures the number of complete BSBM query mixes that are
answered within one hour.
2. Queries per Second (QpS)
(QpS . In order to allow a more differentiated
ferentiated analysis, benchmark results
should also be reported on a per query type basis. The QpS metric measures the number of queries
of a specific type that were answered by the SUT within a second. The metric is calculated by
dividing the number of queries
queries of a specific type within a benchmark run by the cumulated
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execution time of these queries. The metric must be measured by running complete BSBM query
mixes against the system and may not be measured by running only queries of the specific type.
3. Load time (LT). Cumulative time to load an RDF or relational benchmark dataset from the source file
into the SUT. This includes any time spend by the system to build initial index structures and
generate statistics about the dataset for query optimization.
5.1.1.4 Experimental
perimental Methodology
BSBM applies the following methodology for performing experiments of the dataset:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Load the benchmark dataset. The load performance of the system is measured by loading the
Turtle representation of the BSBM datasets into the triple store
store and by loading the relational
representation in the form of SQL dumps into the database.
Shutdown store, clear caches, restart store. After the dataset is loaded and all indices have been
built,, the store and all associated software components are shut down. The operating system
caches are freed and the store is restarted.
Execute ramp-up
up until steady-state
steady state is reached. In order to benchmark the systems under normal
working conditions, they are warmed them up by executing query mixes until the average
aver
runtime
per query mix stabilizes..
Execute single-client
client test run. The query performance of the systems for a single client is measured
by running 500 BSBM query mixes (altogether 12500 queries) against the systems over the SPARQL
protocol.
Execute multiple-client
client test runs. Afterwards, measurement runs are executed with 2 clients, 4
clients, 8 clients, and 64 clients concurrently working against the system.
system Each run consists of 500
query mixes.
Execute test run with reduced query mix. Previous experiments
experiments showed that the SUTs spent
between 25% and 95% of the overall runtime on only two out of the 25 queries: Query 5 which
contains complex filter expressions for identifying similar products and Query 6 which uses a
regex() function to emulate free text search. In order to allow the systems to optimize their caches
for the less resource intensive queries, Query 5 and 6 are excluded from the query mix and steps 2
to 5 are repeated with this reduced query mix

5.1.1.5 Latest Reported Evaluation Results
In the following
wing we present some indicative performance results produced by BSBM. For detailed
results, see [BSBM13]. Note that the
t presented results are the most recently reported results at the time
this document was been prepared. The specific experiment measures the
the performance of the following RDF
stores:
•
•
•
•
•

BigData (rev. 6528 as of July 02 2012)
BigOwlim (version 5.2.5524) and BigOwlim (version 5.3.5777) for the cluster edition
TDB (version 0.9.4)
Virtuoso (06.04.3132-pthreads
pthreads for Linux as of May 14 2012)
Virtuoso (07.00.3202-pthreads
pthreads for Linux as of Jan 1 2013)

Table 5 and Table 6 report on the measure of Query Mixes per Hour (QMpH) for the Explore and the BI
Use Case respectively. The columns represent the amount of triples in each dataset tested. In all tables,
higher
igher values indicate better performance of the respective store (best results in bold).
bold)
Table 5: QMpH measurements for
fo r the Explore Use Case of BSBM benchmark
BigData

100M
12512.278

200M
10059.94

1B
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14029.453
15381.857
37678.319
47178.82

BigOwlim
TDB
Virtuoso6
Virtuoso7

9170.083
10573.858
32969.006
-

1669.899
8984.789
27933.682

Table 6: QMpH measurements for the BI Use Case of BSBM benchmark
BigData
BigOwlim
TDB
Virtuoso6
Virtuoso7

10M
7.29
121.841
7.468
431.465
-

100M
15.512
35.342
996.795

1B
1.4
2.383
75.236

Equivalently, Table 7 and Table 8 report on the measure of QMpH for the Explore and the BI Use Case
respectively Multiple Clients.
Table 7: QMpH measurements for the Explore Use Case (multiple clients) of BSBM benchmark
Dataset Size
1
1669.899
8984.789
27933.68

BigOwlim
Virtuoso6
Virtuoso7

Number of clients
4
8
2246.865 1081.508
15637.44 14343.73
56714.88 79261.63

64
912.518
2800.053
132686

Table 8: QMpH measurements for the BI Use Case (multiple clients) of BSBM benchmark
Dataset Size 1B
BigOwlim
Virtuoso6
Virtuoso7

1
1.4
2.383
75.236

Number of clients
4
8
3.465
2.323
17.777
21.457
348.666
361.205

64
8.355
134.459

Finally, Table 9 and Table 10 report on the measure of QMpH for the Explore and the BI Use Case
respectively
ively for Multiple Clients in the Cluster mode of the tested stores.
Table 9: QMpH measurements for the Explore Use Case (multiple clients, cluster mode) of BSBM benchmark
Dataset Size 10B

Number of clients
1

8

BigOwlim

16.506

257.399

Virtuoso7

2360.21

4978.511

Table 10:
10: QMpH measurements for the BI Use Case (multiple clients, cluster mode) of BSBM benchmark
Dataset Size 10B

Number of clients
1

8

BigOwlim

0.044

0.12

Virtuoso7

13.078

20.554
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5.1.2 DBPSB
The DBpedia SPARQL Benchmark (DBPSB)
(
[MLAN11] is an effort to create a benchmark based on real
queries posed against existing RDF data, such as DBpedia [DBpedia].. The benchmark proposed a generic
SPARQL benchmark creation methodology which is different from
m previous benchmarking approaches that
resemble relational database benchmarks.
benchmarks In particular, the methodology is based on a flexible data
generation mimicking an input data source, query-log
query log mining, clustering and SPARQL feature analysis.
Further, the applied
plied methodology follows the four key requirements for domain-specific
domain
benchmarks as
postulated in the Benchmark Handbook [Gray91], i.e. it is (a) relevant, thus testing typical operations within
the specific domain, (b) portable, i.e. executable on different platforms, (c) scalable, e.g. it is possible to run
the benchmark on both small and very large data sets, and (d)
( it is understandable.
5.1.2.1 Dataset
The data generation for DBPSB is guided by the following requirements.
requirements
•

•
•
•

The DBPSB data should resemble the original
original data (i.e., DBpedia data) as much as possible.
possible In
particular, the large number of classes, properties, heterogeneous property value spaces,
spaces as well as
the large taxonomic structures of the category system should be preserved.
The data generation process
rocess should allow the generation of various sizes knowledge bases, ranging
from a few million to billion triples.
Basic network characteristics of different sizes of the network should be similar, in particular the inin
and out-degree.
The data generation process should be easily repeatable with new versions of the dataset.

The proposed dataset creation process starts with an input dataset. For the case of DBpedia, it consists
of the datasets loaded into the official SPARQL endpoint. The original
original dataset contains 153,737,776 triples.
Datasets with greater size than the original data are created by duplicating all triples and changing their
namespaces. This procedure can be applied for any scale factors. For generating smaller datasets, two
different
ent methods are supported.
•

•

The first method (called “rand”) consists of selecting an appropriate fraction of all triples of the
original dataset randomly. If RDF graphs are considered as small world graphs, removing edges in
such graphs should preserve the
th properties of the original graph.
The second method (called “seed”) is based on the assumption that a representative set of
resources can be obtained by sampling across classes in the dataset. Let x be the desired scale
factor in percent, e.g. x = 10. The
The method first selects x% of the classes in the dataset. For each
selected class, 10% of its instances are retrieved and added to a queue. For each element of the
queue, its concise bound description (CBD) is retrieved. This can lead to new resources, which
whi are
appended at the end of the queue. This process is iterated until the target dataset size, measured
in number of triples, is reached.

5.1.2.2 Benchmark Queries
The benchmark proposes a series of analysis and mining processes in order to extract "significant"
queries to be used in the benchmark, out of a large query log of real world queries on RDF data (DBpedia).
In what follows, we summarize this analysis process.
•
•
•

Frequently executed queries on the input data source are selected.
Stripping from common syntactic
syntactic constructs (e.g., namespace prefix definitions) is performed in
order to increase the conciseness of the query strings.
A query similarity graph from the stripped queries is computed.
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•

Queries are clustered using a soft graph clustering algorithm. The
e produced clusters are then used
to devise the query generation patterns used in the benchmark.

The SPARQL queries are selected from the produced clusters based on the following features:
features
•
•
•
•

The overall number of triple patterns
pattern contained in the query (|GP|)
The
he graph pattern constructors UNION (UON), OPTIONAL (OPT),
The
he solution sequences and modifiers DISTINCT (DST),
The
he filter conditions and operators FILTER (FLT), LANG (LNG), REGEX (REG) and STR (STR).

The clusters are ranked by the sum of the frequency of all queries they contain. Then, 25 queries are
selected as follows. For each of the features, the highest ranked cluster containing queries having this
feature is chosen.. From that particular cluster the query with the highest frequency is selected. In order to
convert the selected queries into query templates, parts of the query are varied, such as an IRI, a literal or a
filter condition of the query.
The actual queries produced by executions of the benchmark can be found in
n [DBPSBQu].
5.1.2.3 Performance Metrics
DBPSB also adopts the measures of Query Mixes per hour (QMpH) and Queries per Second (QpS) for
measuring the overall performance of any triple store and query-based
query based performance evaluation
respectively. QpS is computed by summing
summing up the runtime of each query in each iteration, dividing it by the
QMpH value and scaling it to seconds. However, since outliers, i.e. queries with very low QpS, significantly
affect the mean value of QpS for each store, the geometric mean of all the QpS timings of queries for each
store is additionally calculated.
5.1.2.4 Experimental Methodology
DBPSB applies the following methodology for performing experiments of the dataset.
dataset
1.

System Restart. Before running the experiment, the triple store and its associated
associate programs are
restarted in order to clear memory caches.
2. Warm-up Phase. In order to measure the performance of a triple store under normal operational
conditions, a warm-up
up phase is used. In the warm-up
up phase, query mixes are posed to the triple
store. The
he queries posed during the warm-up
warm
phase are disjoint with the queries posed in the hothot
run phase.
3. Hot-run Phase. During this phase, the benchmark query mixes are sent to the tested store.
5.1.2.5 Latest Reported Experimental Results
Below, some indicative performance results produced by the benchmark are presented. For detailed
results, see [DBPSBRes].. Note that the
t presented results are the most recently reported results at the time
this document was been prepared. The specific experiment
experiment measures the performance of the following RDF
stores:
•
•
•
•

Virtuoso
Sesame
Jena TDB (version 0.9.4)
BigOwlim

eports on the measure of Queries per Second
Second (QpS) for a dataset of ~300 Million triples, for
Figure 4 reports
several queries. Higher values indicate better performance of the respective store.
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Figure 4: QpS measurements in the DBPSB benchmark

Figure 5 and Figure 6 report on the measures of QMpH and QpS (geometric mean respectively, for
different datasett sizes (compared to the initial dataset containing ~150Million triples), for the four tested
RDF stores.

Figure 5: QMpH measurements for the DBPSB benchmark

Figure 6: QpS (geometric mean) measurements for the DBPSB benchmark

5.1.3 SSWB
The aim of this benchmark [Kol08b] is to incorporate a spatial dimension on the evaluation process of
RDF stores. It extends the Lehigh University Benchmark [GQPH07] by adding spatial locations to several of
the objects that are
e created, as well as adding new spatial entities. Then, new queries are added to the set
that exercise the new data in combination with the old. These queries take into account several factors in
order to function as a useful benchmark; these include selectivity,
sele
, complexity, and level of inference
required.
The purpose of the benchmark is to allow the objective evaluation of the performance of a Spatial
Semantic Web System (SSWS). Primarily, this benchmark provides a black-box
box evaluation of an SSWS. This
can
an be used to objectively compare the performance of two SSWS’s. In the black-box
black
case, the benchmark
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should also provide a good idea of what the strengths and weaknesses of the system are in three areas:
performance of the spatial processing, performance of the non-spatial
spatial processing, and the quality of the
query planner. In addition, the benchmark provides the capacity to do white-box
white box evaluation of an SSWS.
5.1.3.1 Dataset
The initial dataset is created by the LUBM data generator and complies with an ontology about
universities. Each university has alumni, faculty, undergraduate students, graduate students, courses, and
departments. Many relationships are defined between these entities: students take courses, faculty
members teach courses, faculty members belong to departments, etc. The generator takes a “seed” for the
pseudo-random number generator, and always produces the same data for the given seed. This is a
property that the spatial extensions should maintain. For each university, the generator then creates a
random set of faculty, departments, students, and courses. The data generator is given a number of
universities to generate. This allows data sets of arbitrary magnitude to be created.
Spatial locations are attached to many of the entities within the instance
tance data. The spatial locations are
generated relative to one another; the positioning of some of them affects where others can be positioned.
All spatial locations are created in a notional XY plane ranging from (-100,-100)
100) to (100,100). The following
entities
ntities are assigned spatial locations:
•

•

•

University.
niversity. The university gets a spatial location in the form of a rectangle that represents the
university grounds. This is generated to be of random dimensions within specific tolerances. Each
dimension of the university
versity grounds is between 0.003 and 0.006 notional distance units. This
spatial location is the basis for the creation of the spatial locations of all other entities within the
university.
Building. There are two types of buildings: buildings that are used for class and dorm buildings. The
generator creates a random number of buildings on the campus, and assigns each class to a nonnon
dorm building. With this in place, the distance of a given student to a class in which he or she is
enrolled is calculable. These buildings are given random polygon locations distributed by a Poisson
process within the university polygon. Their dimensions range from 0.0001 to 0.0006 notional units.
units
Students and Faculty
aculty are also given a physical location. This physical location represents where the
person lives. Since a large number of people are created, this is the entity with the most potential
capacity to increase selectivity through spatial location. The spatial locations of the people can be
assigned in one of two different ways. In the first, faster, simpler method, the people are assigned
a spatial location within a circular perimeter of the center of the university. The randomly
generated location must be within 0.01 units
units of the center of the university. The second way, which
produces more interesting spatial distributions, involves a weighted Poisson process,

Overall, approximately ten thousand spatial entities are produced per university. Thus the largest data
set used
sed for evaluation, 50 universities, has approximately 500,000 spatial entities.
5.1.3.2 Benchmark Queries
The initial LUBM benchmark contains 14 non-spatial
non
queries. There are four primary types of spatial
queries covered by the query extensions of the benchmark. These query types are spatial location queries,
range queries, spatial joins, and nearest neighbor queries.
•

For the spatial location queries, it is simply a matter of extending some of the additional queries to
also request the spatial location of the entity
entity in question. While this probably should not tax the
spatial indexing of the system, it is worth verifying that the system can handle simple spatial
retrieval efficiently.
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•

•

•

The range queries are also straightforward. Some of the queries are enhanced with a polygon
within which the results must be found. This could be potentially taxing on the system, as there
may be many spatial locations across the notional space to consider.
The spatial join queries that must be considered are overlaps, nonnon-overlaps, and overlapping
buffers of the points and polygons in the data set. These are some of the most computationally
expensive queries in the set, though combining them with ontological semantic queries allows for
a good test of the query planner.
The nearest neighbor
hbor queries require interesting semantics. Since there is an inherent separation
between an object and its spatial location in the representation that has been chosen, the nearest
N objects to a given spatial location are merely ‘untyped’ spatial locations.
location That is to say, one could
not ask for the nearest five students to a building; instead, one could only ask for the nearest five
things to a building. Since this would not be particularly useful, a requiredType statement is added
to the NearestNeighborSet
NearestNeighborSet object. Nearest neighbors of a given type may be a very complex query
to ask of a spatial semantic system, however, since objects are not necessarily partitioned by type.

Most of the extended, spatial queries are based on the initial LUBM queries. Along with maintaining
the properties of the initial 14 queries, there are several spatial considerations that must be dealt with in
the extended queries. These include the selectivity of the spatial ranges, which spatial joins must be
considered, and whether orr not the spatial portions or the ontological portions of the query are more
selective.
For the spatial ranges, much like the selectivity of the ontological portion of the query, a good range is
desired. Some of the spatial ranges should be selective enough
enou that they would make a good first choice in
the query plan; others should be general enough that it would be theoretically better to match the
ontological portion of the query first. While there are quite a few combinations of selectivity that could be
defined, this set of queries covers a representative selection of them. The spatial joins must represent
various types of joins. These include straight polygon to polygon joins, joins of buffers of polygons to points,
and joins of buffers of points to polygons.
gons. Again, these should demonstrate the quality of the query
planner, which may be one of the most important characteristics of a combined spatial semantic system. As
noted in both cases, varying which portion of the query is most selective is quite important. In order to
function well in a variety of situations, the spatial semantic system must be able to differentiate the best
parts of the query to bind first.
Next, we describe the functionality of the extended, spatial queries. The exact syntax of the queries
can be found in [Kol08b].
1.

Query 1. The first query in the set finds graduate students who take a specific graduate course.

Their spatial location is also retrieved. This query requires no spatial calculations, but it is important
to test that mere retrieval of spatial data is efficient. Moreover, it establishes a baseline for
comparison for the next two queries.
queries
2. Query 2. The second query is similar to the first, but it requires that the student’s location be within
a specified range. Here, the range is highly selective, and thus should allow the spatial semantic
system to derive an answer quickly. Comparison of the time taken to perform this query with the
time taken to perform the first query provides insight into both the quality of the query planner and
the efficiency of the spatial processing. Poor performance on 2 and good performance on Query 1
indicates inefficient spatial processing. Good performance on Query 2 and poor performance on
Query 1 indicates inefficient non-spatial
non
processing.
3. Query 3. The third query is much like the second, except that the specified range is no longer
selective. Because selectivity of the non-spatial
non spatial portion is still high, poor performance on this query
compared to Query 1 indicates that the query planner is not
not accurately weighing the selectivity of
the spatial and non-spatial
spatial portions of the query.
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4. Query 4. The next query is the first spatial join within the set of queries. The standard LUBM Query
2 is already relatively complex, requiring a triangular graph relationship between a graduate
student, a university, and a department. However, the new spatial portion requires the student and
the department to be within a specified radius of one another. Comparing the evaluation times of
this query to the base Query 2 indicates how efficient the spatial buffer evaluation is.
5. Query 5. This query finds professors who work for University A in Department B, and live on the
grounds of the university. Here, we would expect the spatial restriction to make the result set
slightly
ghtly smaller but not significantly impact the performance from the analogous non-spatial
non
query.
6. Query 6. Much like the first query, this query adds location retrieval information to the student. This
version requires more inference however, since students are not explicitly stated. The query differs
from Query 1 in that it is much less selective. This gives an indication of how the system handles
the throughput of a large data set. In addition, this query serves as the base for comparison with
the following
g two queries.
7. Query 7. This query adds a very selective spatial range to the query for all students. Because the
range used is selective, the expected result is that this is a faster query than the default Query 6.
Poor or equivalent performance on this query
q
versus Query 6 indicates that the high spatial
selectivity is not being leveraged by the query planner.
8. Query 8. This query is much like the last, except that the spatial location is much less selective.
Because the spatial range is equivalent to the whole area being used by the data generation, the
result set for this query should be equivalent to that of Query 6.. Thus this query provides evaluation
of how efficiently the spatial calculations are being performed over a large dataset. Also, if this
query performs
orms very poorly versus Query 6,
6, it might be an indication that the query planner is
mistakenly prioritizing the spatial portion of the query.
9. Query 9. The last four queries to be added do not have analogues in the base benchmark. The first
looks forr students who attend at least one class that is less than 0.002 notional units away. This is
another calculation-intensive
intensive spatial join. It also requires subclass inference on Student.
10. Query 10. This query finds students who do not take a course that is farther
f
than 0.003 notional
units from their residence. This requires another calculation-intensive
calculation intensive spatial join, coupled with a
somewhat complex SPARQL construct. Extremely poor performance on this query could be an
indicator of attempting the very non-selective
non ective spatial join before the non-spatial
non
join.
11. Query 11. The next query is the first nearest neighbor query. It asks for the five nearest students to
a given building. This is challenging because it requires the filtering of the nearest neighbor set on
an inferred class.
12. Query 12. The final query is the second nearest neighbor query. This query looks for the class held
nearest to a given student. The relation to the class goes through the nearest building to the
student. Again, inference is required to derive
derive that an entity is of the required class to satisfy the
nearest neighbor set.
5.1.3.3 Performance Metrics
The metric used in the experiments based on the benchmark is Query Duration time (in msec).
5.1.3.4 Experimental Methodology/Latest Reported Experimental Results
We have not been able to find recent results on experiments performed with the benchmark. The
results reported in [Kol08b] are outdated and, thus, omitted.
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5.1.4 Other Benchmarks
In this section, we briefly enumerate several other RDF benchmarks available in [w3-bench].
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) is developed to facilitate the evaluation of Semantic Web
repositories in a standard and systematic way. The benchmark is intended to evaluate the
performance of those repositories with respect to extensional queries over a large data set that
commits to a single realistic ontology.
Ontology Benchmark (UOBM) extends the LUBM benchmark in terms of inference and scalability
testing. UOBM ontology and data set.
The SP2Bench SPARQL Performance Benchmark provides a scalable RDF data generator and a set of
benchmark queries, designed to test typical SPARQL operator constellations and RDF data access
patterns.
The Social Network Intelligence Benchmark (SIB) is a benchmark suite developed by CWI and
Openlink taking the schema from Social Networks for generating test areas for RDF/SPARQL.
FedBench is a benchmark
enchmark for measuring the performance of federated SPARQL query processing
[FedB].
Linked Data Integration Benchmark (LODIB) is a benchmark for comparing the expressivity as well
as the runtime performance of Linked Data translation/integration systems.
JustBench analyses the performance of OWL reasoners based on justifications for entailments
[JustB].
The ISLab Instance Matching Benchmark provides for benchmarking instance
instanc matching and identity
resolution tools.
THALIA Testbed tests the expressiveness of relational-to-RDF
relational RDF mapping languages.
Linked Open Data Quality Assessment (LODQA) is a benchmark for comparing data quality
assessment and data fusion systems.

5.2 Geospatial Benchmarks
enchmarks
Geospatial support in traditional RDBMSs varies widely. For example, some platforms have inherent
geodetic support for measurements on spheroids (like Oracle, PostGIS, and Microsoft SQL Server), others
only as an add-on (e.g., DB2,, Informix).
Informix). Besides, spatial indexing comes at different flavours: e.g., R-trees
R
are supported in Oracle (along with quadtrees), but not in Microsoft SQL Server or DB2, which offer a
hierarchical grid instead. Similarly, PostGIS supports an R-tree
tree index based on Generalized
Ge
Search Trees
(GiST) [HNP95].. Geometric representation
representatio is also different: some DBMS implement OGC Simple Features
(like PostGIS, SQL Server, DB2), yet Oracle has its own proprietary geometry object. Until recently, mySQL
only supported OGC functions
ns using minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs), thus offering incomplete
answers. As this variety of features gradually increases, it is imperative for developers and organisations to
quantify cost, to estimate performance and to assess suitability of candidate
te platforms for their business
needs and spatial workloads.
There
here have been a few proposals for spatial benchmarking, but none has been generally adopted in
industry or in academia, either because they seem limited in scope or because they had been designed
desig
for
a particular application. The first, and perhaps best known spatial benchmark is Sequoia
S
2000 [SFGK93],
which was specifically designed for an earth sciences scenario and mostly focuses
focuse on raster data. More
details are given in Section 5.2.1..
In [PYK+97] the design of a parallel version of the Paradise database system is described, along with
its evaluation. Paradise provides an object relational data model, with a set of spatial data types for points,
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polygons, polylines, polygons with holes, and circles. Apart from support for 2-D
D raster images,
images the spatial
data types offer a rich set of spatial operators that can be accessed from an extended version of SQL.
SQL
Paradise incorporatess a number of techniques for parallelizing geospatial database queries and evaluates
their effectiveness using a comprehensive set of queries against a 120 GB geospatial dataset. These queries
were very close to those in Sequoia 2000 benchmark [SFGK93], butt included a number of more complex
queries that stressed the optimizer and query evaluation subsystems of a DBMS far more than does the
Sequoia benchmark against more scalable workloads.
VESPA [PWD+00] is a benchmark for vector spatial databases with a range
range of query and update tasks
that could be executed over synthetic datasets. VESPA covered a range of typical GIS functions, and showed
how the benchmark had been implemented in two systems: the object-relational
object relational database PostgreSQL, and
a deductive object-oriented
oriented database with spatial support. VESPA includes a large number of queries for
evaluating update, set union, containment, overlap, intersect, adjacent, search inside, measurement, and
analysis operations in order to assess scalability and efficiencyy of spatial storage managers. But there are
no evaluation tests against real-world
world datasets, nor any attempt to model such workloads.
Other approaches examine spatial access methods.
methods For instance, [MK03] concerns the performance of
real-time Location Based
ed Services (LBS), whereas BASIS [GPYR99]
PYR99] is strictly towards indexing efficiency and
not other spatial operations. The latest spatial benchmark,
benchmark Jackpine [RSB11],, appeared in 2011 and is
presented in more detail in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Sequoia 2000
5.2.1.1 Datasets
To capture the diversity of problems involving spatial data,
data and the varying granularity of the data,
Sequoia 2000 [SFGK93] proposed three different benchmarks, each of which contains the same data for a
different size study area: regional, national, as well as a world level (but only for rasters). The complete
regional data set is a little over 1 Gigabyte, and the national benchmark is around 18 Gigabytes. Sequoia
also deals with raster data; since in GeoKnow we are only concerned with vector data, we omit details in
data and queries involving rasters.
Regarding points, the benchmark includes names and locations of specific
specifi geographic features
available from the USGS Geographic Names Information System
Syste [GNIS].. There are 76,584 entries in the
regional benchmark, whereas the national benchmark has about 15 times as many points. The size of the
dataset for regional benchmark is
is 1.83 Mbytes, whereas for the national benchmark is 27.5 Mbytes.
For polygonal data, the regions of homogeneous landuse/landcover are chosen, and they were
available from USGS. There are 93,607 polygons in the regional benchmark and about 1.4 million polygons
in the national benchmark. Their respective sizes are 19.1 Mbytes and 286 Mbytes.
For linear data, information about drainage networks has been included in the form of a directed
graph. For the regional benchmark, there are 286,300
286,300 segments, and for the national benchmark there are
about 6.5 million segments. The respective data sets sizes are 47.8 Mbytes and 1.1 Gbytes.
5.2.1.2 Benchmark queries
Sequoiaa includes 11 queries, but some of them deal with rasters. The queries that involve vector data
are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Query 1: Create and load the database and build any necessary secondary indexes.
Query 5: Find the POINT record that has a specific name.
Query 6: Find all the polygons that intersect a specific rectangle and store them in the DBMS.
D
Query 7: Find all polygons that are more than a specific size and within a specific circle.
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•
•
•
•

Query 8: Show the landuse/landcover in a 50 km quadrangle surrounding a given point.
Query 9: Find the raster data for a given landuse type in a study rectangle
rectangle for a given wavelength band
and time.
Query 10: Find the names of all points within polygons of a specific vegetation type and create this as a
new DBMS object.
Query 11: Find all segments of any waterway that are within 20 km downstream of a specific
geographic point.

5.2.1.3 Performance Metrics
Itt is permissible to run the benchmark on any combination of hardware and software that the user
desires. The result of the benchmark should be reported as a collection of 11 numbers indicating the
elapsed time for each task (i.e., execution time per query).
query) The retail price of the hardware on which the
benchmark is run should also be reported. If the entire benchmark can be run, then a single overall
performance number indicating elapsed time per unit hardware cost should
shoul be reported.
reported

performance = (total elapsed time for the benchmark) / (retail price of hardware).
5.2.1.4 Experimental Methodology
First, the data is loaded and then a series of queries are executed against the imported layers. It must
be mentioned that at the time
e this benchmark was proposed (1992), no DBMS offered support for spatial
objects with the exception of PostgreSQL (then called Postgres),
Postgres) which had just started implementing
respective data types and an R-tree
tree index. So, results reported from this benchmark
benchma are not representative
for today’s standards and data volumes. Later
L
on it has not been used consistently for testing performance
of geospatial management platforms. Hence, we omit results
results that are reported in [SFGK93].

5.2.2 Jackpine
The Jackpine spatial benchmark [RSB11] has chosen open-source
source Bristlecone platform [Bristlecone] as
the basis of its development in Java and it can support any database with a JDBC driver implementation. It
provides a “micro benchmark” coverage of basic spatial operations, including
including spatial join queries with
topological relationships, several queries with spatial analysis functions, and data loading queries. In
addition, a “macro benchmark” includes a number of spatial workloads and several queries chosen for six
scenarios (geocoding,
coding, reverse geocoding, map search & browsing, flood risk analysis, land information
management, and toxic spill). Both parts constitute the basis for a standard benchmark that could be widely
used, since it is extensible and new test scenarios can be added. Performance
rformance evaluation has been
conducted against databases in Informix, mySQL and PostgreSQL. Support for a new database requires only
implementing the SQL queries in the corresponding SQL dialect.
5.2.2.1 Datasets
Data based on the TIGER (Topologically Integrated
Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) system
[TIGER] are used in this benchmark. TIGER is produced by the US Census Bureau to support its mapping
needs. It is a public domain data source available for each US state. Jackpine includes the
t TIGER dataset for
the state of Texas as a collection of shapefiles. Texas was chosen as the area of interest, because it is the
largest state in USA, and it contains many interesting and diverse spatial features. Also, GIS data sets
developed by the Cityy of Austin and Travis County are used to develop a number of macro scenarios. These
are both located in the state of Texas, and several of the scenarios combine tables from the TIGER data set
with the Austin and Travis County data. Table 11 shows all the datasets collected as well as their usage in
each particular scenario.
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Table 11:
11: Datasets used for Jackpine benchmark

Database table

Geometry

edges_merge

line

pointlm_merge

Cardinality

Data
file
size (KB)

Index file
size (KB)

Scenario

5895060

1651629

416972

point

13441

920

985

Micro benchmark, Map Search and
Browsing

arealm_merge

polygon

5963

28490

1644

Micro benchmark, Map Search and
Browsing

areawater_merge

polygon

374053

200734

26144

Micro benchmark, Map Search and
Browsing

gnis_names09

point

103413

10225

10562

Map Search and Browsing

s_fld_haz_ar

polygon

3403

70339

267

Flood Risk Analysis

s_gen_struct

line

938

93

71

Flood Risk Analysis

land_use_2006

polygon

404599

162400

36327

Flood Risk Analysis and Land
Information Management

parcels2008

polygon

321578

131808

25179

Land Information Management

hospitals

point

48

7

5

Land Information Management

s_wtr_ar

polygon

3

2813

4

Land Information Management

frontyard_parking
_restrictions

polygon

76

321

7

Land Information Management

landfills

point

79

30

9

Land Information Management

geocoder

address

2587672

214835

8653

Geocoding

cityinfo

point

41660

5836

2974

Reverse Geocoding

Micro benchmark, Reverse
Geocoding, Map Search and
Browsing and Toxic Spill

5.2.2.2 Benchmark queries
Depending on the scenario, different combinations of the datasets are used. The goal of the micro
benchmark is to test the basic topological relationships and spatial analysis functions. The macro benchmark
scenario consists of a series of queries that are executed in sequence and reflect real-world
real
use cases. Most
of these queries involve spatial join or spatial analysis operations. The total time to execute all the queries
in a scenario is considered to be its execution time. Table 12 and Table 13 summarize all queries that make
up each of the scenarios.
Table 12:
12: Queries for micro benchmark in Jackpine
Jackpi ne

Operation

Description

Micro Benchmark Query

Topological relations, all pair joins
Equals

Polygon equals polygon

Find the polygons that are spatially equal to other polygons in
arealm_merge table

Equals

Point equals point

Find the points that are spatially equal to other points in pointlm_merge
table
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Disjoint

Polygon disjoint polygon

Find the polygons that are spatially disjoint from other polygons in
arealm_merge table

Intersects

Line intersects polygon

Find the lines in edges merge table that intersect polygons in
arealm_merge table

Intersects

Point intersects polygon

Find the points
ts in point merge table that intersect polygons in
arealm_merge table

Intersects

Point intersects line

Find the points in point merge table that intersect lines in edges_merge
table

Touches

Polygon touches polygon

Find the polygons that touch polygons in arealm_merge
arealm
table

Touches

Line touches polygon

Find the lines in edges merge table that touch polygons in arealm_merge
table

Crosses

Line crosses line

Find first 5 lines that crosses other lines in edges_merge
edges
table

Crosses

Line crosses polygon

Find the lines in edges merge table that cross polygons in arealm_merge
table

Overlaps

Polygon overlaps
polygon

Find the polygons that overlap other polygons in arealm_merge table

Within

Polygon within polygon

Find the polygons that are within other polygons in arealm_merge table

Within

Line within polygon

Find the lines in edges merge table that are inside the polygons in
arealm_merge table

Within

Point within polygon

Find the points in pointlm merge table that
at are inside the polygons in
arealm_merge table

Contains

Polygon contains
polygon

Find the polygons that contain other polygons in arealm_merge table

Topological relations, given object
Intersects

Longest line intersects

Given the longest line in edges merge table, find all polygons in
areawater_merge table intersected by it

Intersects

Largest polygon
intersects

Given the largest polygon in arealm_merge
merge table, find all lines in
edges_merge table that intersect it

Overlaps

Largest polygon overlaps

Given the largest polygon in arealm_merge
merge table, find all polygons in
areawater_merge table that overlap it

Contains

Largest polygon contains

Given the largest polygon in the areawater merge table, find all points in
pointlm_merge table contained by it

Spatial analysis
Distance

Distance search

Find all polygons in arealm_merge
merge table that are within 1000 distance units
from a given point.

Within

Bounding box search

Find all lines in edges_merge
merge table that are inside the bounding box of a
given specification.

Dimension

Dimension of polygons

Find the dimension of all polygons in arealm__merge table

Envelope

Envelope of lines

Find the envelopes of the first 1000 lines in edges_merge
edges
table

Length

Longest line

Find the longest line in edges_merge table

Area

Largest area

Find the largest polygon in areawater_merge
merge table
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Length

Total line length

Determine the total length of all lines in edges_merge
edges
table

Area

Total area

Determine the total area of all polygons in areawater_merge
areawater
table

Buffer

Buffer of polygons

Construct the buffer regions around one mile radius of all polygons in
arealm_merge table

ConvexHull

Convex hull of polygons

Construct the convex hulls of all polygons in arealm_merge
arealm
table

Insertions
Insert record

Load points

Insert 1000 records in the pointlm_merge
merge table

Insert record

Load lines

Insert 1000 records in the edges_merge
merge table

Insert record

Load polygons

Insert 1000 records in the arealm_merge
merge table

Table 13:
13: Queries for macr
macro
acro benchmark in Jackpine

Description

Query

Macro Scenario

Geocode address

Find the street segment that best matches with the given
street number, name and postal code

Geocoding

Closest city

Find the city that is closest to the given latitude and longitude

Reverse Geocoding

Closest street

Find the street name that is closest to the given latitude and
longitude

Reverse Geocoding

Best place of
interest

Find the location of the place of interest that best matches the
search criteria (by name or type)
type

Map Search and Browsing

Retrieve
landmarks

Find all the points from gnis_names09 table that intersect a
bounding box

Map Search and Browsing

Retrieve points

Find all the points from pointlm_merge table that intersect a
bounding box

Map Search and Browsing

Retrieve lines

Find all the lines from edges_merge table that intersect a
bounding box

Map Search and Browsing

Retrieve land
polygons

Find all the polygons from arealm_merge table that intersect a
bounding box

Map Search and Browsing

Retrieve water
polygons

Find all the polygons from areawater_merge table that
intersect a bounding box

Map Search and Browsing

Protected by
dams

Find the flood risk areas that are protected by one or more
dams

Flood Risk Analysis

Risk area
categories

Determine the total flood risk area in acres grouped by risk
area category

Flood Risk Analysis

Flood insurance
required

Which residential property owners are required to carry flood
insurance

Flood Risk Analysis

High risk
industrial

Which industrial complexes are in high risk flood areas

Flood Risk Analysis

Residential
properties

Determine the average property value per sq foot for SingleSingle
Family Residential properties

Land Information Management
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Number of
nearby hospitals

How many residential properties have a hospital within one
mile

Land Information Management

Properties near
hospitals

Determine the average property values within a one mile
radius of all hospitals

Land Information Management

Lake properties

Find any 10 properties within 100 feet of the three major lakes

Land Information Management

Parking
restrictions

Which office buildings have front yard parking restrictions

Land Information Management

Un-permitted
properties

Find all the commercial properties that are built on unun
permitted landfills

Land Information Management

Segment on spill
point

Determine if the toxic spill point is on any segment of any
waterway

Toxic Spill

Downstream
segments

Find all segments of any waterway that are within 20 mile
downstream of the spill point

Toxic Spill

5.2.2.3 Experimental Methodology and Performance Metrics
The benchmark uses a JDBC connection pool and creates the connections before the actual execution
of the queries. This ensures that the overhead of establishing a connection to the database is not accounted
for in the metrics (elapsed time). Since the benchmark uses JDBC to connect to databases and execute
queries, the test harness could be run in a different machine than the actual databases. However, to avoid
taking network delays into consideration, the test
test harness was run in the same machine as the database
server. Only one database was run at any time. During each benchmark scenario execution, a warmup run
was first performed, followed by three successive iterations. The benchmark has been used in [RSB11] for
comparing PostgreSQL, MySQL and Informix. They measured the average elapsed time to execute the
benchmark queries in each platform.
The first step in the evaluation was to measure the ramp-up
ramp up time for our experimental testbed. They
measured the time it takes to load all the datasets in the three databases (MySQL, PostgreSQL and
Informix), create the necessary indexes (both spatial and non-spatial)
non spatial) and update the statistics used by the
query optimizer. Results are shown in the following Table 14 :
Table 14:
14: Loading time for datasets in Jackpine

Dataset

MySQL

PostgreSQL

Informix

pointlm_merge

5.786s

1.648s

31.9s

arealm_merge

9.099s

2.355s

19.1s

4min 56.061s

1min 48.983s

20min 2.1s

74min 25.482s

34min 42.839s

436min 53s

80 min

37 min

7.5 hrs

areawater_merge
edges_merge
Total

Since query run times differ by orders of magnitude within a single database, in Jackpine they
preferred a measure insensitive to the influence of a long-running
long running query. Hence, they used a geometric
mean over all queries, where each time result is normalized to a reference DBMS. Since only PostgreSQL
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supports all the queries in the benchmark, this wass chosen as the baseline DBMS. The overall score is
computed for only those queries that are supported by all three databases. The overall database score is:

where N is the total number of queries, and the reference DBMS is PostgreSQL. Separate scores are
calculated for the micro and macro benchmarks, as reported in Table 15 for each database (higher is better).
Although Informix has a much higher score on the microbenchmark, the particular mix of queries used in
the macro scenarios lead to a lower score. Note that all databases were untuned when used in
benchmarking.
Table 15:
15: Overall
Overall scores for geospatial DBMS tested with Jackpine

Query Set

PostgreSQL

MySQL

Informix

Microbenchmark

1.00

2.21

5.84

Macrobenchmark

1.00

1.06

0.32
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6. Evaluating Geospatially-enabled
Geospatially enabled RDF Stores
In this section,
ection, we describe the methodology we created and implemented in in order to evaluate the
the following RDF stores with geospatial support:
support
•
•
•
•
•

Virtuoso Universal Server 7.0 (ColumnStore edition);
Parliament 2.7.4;
Indexing Sail – uSeekM 1.2.0--a5;
OWLIM-SE 5.3.5849 (trial version, expired on 01/04/2013);
Strabon RDF 3.2.3.

We have also successfully installed AllegroGraph Free 4.10, but it was proven particularly cumbersome
to convert geometric data into the custom format required by this platform. Hence, this triple store was
excluded from further
rther consideration in the experiments.
For comparison, we
e have also conducted similar tests on two renowned geospatial DBMS:
•
•

Oracle Spatial 11gR2;
PostGIS 1.5.3 for PostgreSQL 9.1.
9.1

Essentially, these tests establish a baseline for evaluating performance and scaling attributes of current
approaches to management of geospatial data in RDf stores. In addition, they demonstrate challenging
issues regarding storage, indexing, scalability and robustness, when compared to mature geospatial support
in DBMS’s. Last,
t, but not least, this performance analysis provides some valuable quantitative metrics that
can be used for prototypes produced later in the project.
Next, we describe the datasets used in the experiments, as well as the types of spatial queries
specified in order to check compliance with the OGC GeoSPARQL standard [OGC12], and also to get some
indication of their performance against real-world
real
data.

6.1 Datasets
OpenStreetMap [OSM] data for Great Britain covering England, Scotland, and Wales as of 05/03/2013,
were downloaded in ESRI shapefile format [OSM_GB]. Additional datasets were downloaded from UK’s
Ordnance Survey [OS], but were not actually used, as this data essentially forms the basis of OSM data for
Great Britain. Of the available OSM layers, only those
ose concerning road network (roads), points of interest
(points) and natural parks and waterbodies (natural) were actually utilized. From each original layer, only
the most important attributes were retained, as detailed in Table 16.
These layers were chosen as representatives for each geometry type, as they were most meaningful
for queries involving multiple layers, and they also contained many more features
fe
compared to other
similar layers. For instance, the railway network available in the same OSM dataset includes only 61262
features (i.e., less than 3% of the road features).
All data was used “as is”, without modifying geometric or descriptive information. Features were
already referenced in WGS84, so no transformation was necessary. In terms of descriptive information, the
unique OSM identifier was kept as the reference label for each feature, whereas attributes for name and
type (if not null), were retained as string literals.
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Table 16:
16: Data contents of OSM layers (ESRI shapefiles)

OSM
Layer

Geometry
type

Description

Attributes
examined

File size
(MBytes)

Number
of features

Points

Point

590390

LineString
(spaghetti)

shape,name,
osm_id, type
shape,name,
osm_id, type

74.3

Roads

706

2601040

Natural

Polygon

Points of general interest (bus stop, pub,
hotel, traffic signal, place of worship, etc.)
Road network characterized according to
OSM classification (motorway, trunk,
primary, secondary, tertiary, residential etc.)
Surfaces like parks, forests, waterbodies
(lakes, riverbanks etc.).

shape,name,
osm_id, type

152

264570

6.1.1 Conversion to Geometry Triples
In order to use geographical data in triple stores, the respective geometries of the datasets had to be
converted into the format imposed from each platform used in the evaluation tests.
tests In order to prepare
such data we developed a generic purpose utility, TripleGeo,, based in the open source utility
geometry2rdf [geo2rdf].
In fact, TripleGeo can take as input not only ESRI shapefiles, but may also access spatial tables
hosted in Oracle or PostGIS databases. Further, it copes
pes with most common spatial data types, like points,
linestrings and multi-linestrings,
linestrings, polygons and multi-polygons.
multi polygons. In addition, it may also make on-the-fly
on
transformation of a given dataset into another projection system (e.g., data from a national reference
refe
system like GreekGrid87 to WGS84). Geometries can be exported in varying serialized formats, most
typically in WKT as prescribed by the recent GeoSPARQL standard [OGC12].
[
. However, there is also support
for namespace pos: of the WGS84 GeoPositioning
Geo
vocabulary [GeoPos84] and Virtuoso’s namespace for
custom point geometries virtrdf:.
Execution is parameterized with an INI file that declares user choices concerning the conversion. When
initiated, this process iterates through all features in the original
original dataset and emits a series of triples per
record. Every geometric feature is turned into a properly formatted triple, according to the specified
vocabulary. Additional descriptive attributes, like identifiers, names, types etc.,
etc. can be extracted as well.
well For
the time being, these attributes are exported as literals, without taking into account any underlying
ontology. Results are written into a file in a standard format for triples, like RDF/XML, Turtle, N-triples,
N
etc.

6.2 Query Workload
As no existing RDF benchmarking is relevant to spatial processing and analysis, we have focused on
creating rich and diverse geospatial semantics in our query workload,, representing real world needs and
uses of geospatial systems.. We have followed the guidelines proposed in [Kol08b
b] for spatial Semantic Web
systems, but we have adjusted the queries and included several more categories that make sense in
geospatial analysis. According to [Kol08b]
[Kol08 ] there are four primary types of spatial queries that must be
covered: location queries,
ueries, range queries, spatial joins, and nearest neighbour queries.
In addition to these types, we also specify queries performing spatial aggregates, involving both
descriptive and spatial criteria, calculating aggregates, or involving negation. Hence, the following
categories have been specified,, also listed in Table 17:
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Table 17:
17: Operations tested during evaluation study

Symbol

Operation/Query semantics

BL

Bulk Loading of data into triple store or DBMS.

SI

Cost of Spatial Indexing on all stored geometries.

BL+SI

Total cost for Bulk Loading and Spatial Indexing.

L1

Find the geographic location of entity ‘Westminster Abbey’.

L2

Which entity is at coordinates (x,y)?

R1

Retrieve all points within a given rectangle of area about 1250 km .

R2

Retrieve all roads intersecting a given rectangle of area about 31400 km .

SJ1

Get all road segments traversing a forest.

SJ1a

Variant of SJ1,
o
ST_CROSSES with OVERLAPBYDISJOINT.
OVERLAPBYDISJOINT
SJ1, replacing operator

SJ2

Get all distinct pairs of points within a distance less than 50 meters from each other.

SJ2a

Variant of SJ2,
SJ2, with a LIMIT 100 or LIMIT 1000 modifier.

kNN1

Find the 3 closest points of interest to a given location.

kNN1a

Variant of kNN1,
kNN1, with an additional distance filter to eliminate irrelevant candidates.

kNN2

Find the 3 points of interest closest to a given road segment.

kNN2a

Variant of kNN2,
kNN2, involving point geometries only.

G1

Return the portions of any motorway overlapping with a given zone (e.g., a flooded area).

G2

Take the geometric union of all segments of a given road (e.g., Barnaby Road).

G3

Compute a buffer around a given road (e.g., Barnaby Road).

D1

Find all pubs within a given rectangle.

D1a

Variant of D1,
D1, applying a circle or radius 20 km.

D2

Find all pubs within a square of side 200 km centred at Westminster.

D2a

Variant of D2,
D2, applying a circle or radius 100 km.

A1

Count points of interest within each forest area.

N1

Locate pubs farther than 5 km from any bus stop (e.g., difficult to reach by public transport).

2

2

6.2.1 Location queries
For the spatial location queries, it is simply a matter of requesting
request
the spatial location of a given
feature. Probably this operation would not care about the presence of any spatial indices, but still it is
important to assure
sure that the examined system can manage simple spatial retrieval efficiently.
Two indicative location queries were prepared for the datasets:
L1:
L1 Find the geographic location of entity ‘Westminster Abbey’. This query involves no spatial
operation, but simply
mply returns one or more geometries.
geometries Depending
ending on the database contents, multiple
points may have the given name (the Abbey itself, a metro station, bus stops, etc.). This query can be
expressed in standard GeoSPARQL as follows:
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SELECT ?f ?fID ?fType ?fWKT
WHERE {
?f rdf:type poi:points .
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom geo:asWKT ?fWKT .
?f rdfs:label ?fID .
?f rdf:type ?fType .
?f poi:name "Westminster Abbey"@en
};

L2:
L2 Which entity is at coordinates (x,y)? This query resembles a click on a digital map and it utilizes a
topological relationship in order to identify which feature contains the given coordinates. It has the
following GeoSPARQL rendition for specific lon/lat values:
SELECT ?f ?fID ?fName
WHERE {
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom geo:asWKT ?fWKT .
?f rdfs:label ?fID .
?f poi:name ?fName .
FILTER (geof:sfContains(?fWKT,
(?fWKT, "POINT (-0.1305258
( 0.1305258 51.4991461)"^^geo:wktLiteral))
};

6.2.2 Range queries
Range (or “window”) search is also typical in spatial analysis. For instance, a query may specify a
polygon within which the results must be found. An area of interest is usually given as a list of coordinates.
Different areas can be tested (e.g., covering different percentages of the map extent),
extent in order to assess
advantages of spatial indexing over varying selectivities. This search would certainly benefit from a spatial
index, as many spatial locations may be found inside the given area of interest.
interest The extent of this area is
important, as it could incur significant execution cost. As argued in [Kol08b],
], if a spatial range is selective
enough, then the queryy plan should evaluate it first in order to reduce the burden for other non-spatial
non
criteria in the query. Otherwise, the spatial operation should be executed after any other ontological criteria.
criteria
Two indicative range queries were prepared for the datasets.
datasets
R1:
R1 Retrieve all points within a rectangle of about 1250 km2. A rectangle covering a small area
(equivalent to a circle of 20km radius) is given as a WKT literal in the following GeoSPARQL statement,
which involves the required topological operator:
SELECT ?f ?fName ?fWKT
WHERE {
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom geo:asWKT ?fWKT .
?f poi:name ?fName .
FILTER (geof:sfWithin(?fWKT,
(?fWKT, "POLYGON ((-1.332893
((
51.739361, -1.332893
1.332893 51.785259, -1.176338
51.785259, -1.176338
1.176338 51.739361, -1.332893 51.739361))"^^geo:wktLiteral))
};

R2:
ntersecting a rectangle of about 31400 km2. A rectangle covering a larger area
R2 Retrieve all roads intersecting
(equivalent to a circle of 100km radius) is given as a WKT literal in the following GeoSPARQL statement:
SELECT ?f ?fName ?fWKT
WHERE {
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom geo:asWKT ?fWKT .
?f roads:name ?fName .
FILTER (geof:sfIntersects
geof:sfIntersects(?fWKT, "POLYGON ((-2.81643 51.6576, -0.277148
0.277148 51.6576, -0.277148
54.1969, -2.81643 54.1969, -2.81643
2.81643 51.6576))"^^geo:wktLiteral))
51.6576))
};
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6.2.3 Spatial Join queries
A spatial join involves some spatial operation between two entire datasets, hence it is one of the most
expensive type of queries. In this case only a limited
limited number of combinations are possible, as we test
against only three datasets. Still, these
the queries may be very indicative about each platform’s capabilities,
capabilities as
diverse topological operations may be involved (overlaps, contains, crosses, etc.) This could be a very tough
task for the RDF store and should demonstrate the quality of its query planner, as it must cope with
numerous spatial features and optionally with other criteria.
criteria
Two indicative spatial join queries were prepared for the datasets:
SJ1:
SJ1 Get all road segments traversing a forest. Topological operator crosses is used to identify pairs of
matching features from the linear and the polygonal dataset using this standard GeoSPARQL expression:
SELECT ?r ?rName ?z ?zName
WHERE {
?r rdf:type roads:roads .
?r geo:hasGeometry ?rGeom .
?rGeom geo:asWKT ?rWKT .
?r roads:name ?rName .
?z rdf:type zones:natural .
?z geo:hasGeometry ?zGeom .
?zGeom geo:asWKT ?zWKT .
?z zones:name ?zName .
FILTER (geof:sfCrosses(?rWKT,
(?rWKT, ?zWKT))
};

SJ2:
SJ2 Get all distinct pairs of points within a distance less than 50 meters from each other. This query
performs a very intensive self-join
join on geometries, using an ε-distance join against points (here ε= 50m):
SELECT ?r ?rName ?z ?zName
WHERE {
?r geo:hasGeometry ?rGeom .
?rGeom geo:asWKT ?rWKT .
?r poi:name ?rName .
?z geo:hasGeometry ?zGeom .
?zGeom geo:asWKT ?zWKT .
?z poi:name ?zName .
BIND (geof:distance(?rWKT,
(?rWKT, ?zWKT,uom:metre) AS ?dist) .
FILTER ((?dist < 50) && !sameTerm(?rGeom, ?zGeom))
};

6.2.4 Nearest-neighbour
neighbour queries
For a given spatial feature, a k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) search returns its k closest geometries,
typically under a Euclidean distance. Support for this query is missing even in major DBMS’s, e.g., Oracle
Spatial includes it, but this is not the case for PostGIS, DB2, SQL Server. Hence, it may
m not be inherently
supported by several semantic stores.
store However, itt might be simulated by first computing distances and
then using the 'LIMIT k' modifier so as to return toptop k qualifying triples. Of course, the cost of a top-k search
may be considerable with respect to a native k-NN
NN spatial operator. However, this is a useful spatial
operation and it would be interesting to verify whether a semantic engine can provide even an indirect
response.
Two indicative k-NN queries were prepared for the datasets:
kNN1:
NN1 Find the 3 closest points of interest to a given location. For a point with specific lon/lat
coordinates, this query can be specified in GeoSPARQL with the inclusion of LIMIT k:
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SELECT ?pName
WHERE {
?p rdf:type poi:points .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom geo:asWKT ?pWKT .
?p poi:name ?pName .
BIND (geof:distance(?pWKT, "POINT (-0.1305258
( 0.1305258 51.4991461)"^^geo:wktLiteral, uom:metre) AS
?dist)
}
ORDER BY ASC (?dist)
LIMIT 3;

kNN2:
NN2 Find the 3 points of interest closest to a given road segment. In the following rendition in
GeoSPARQL, the road segment is specified by its label (in this case, its OSM identifier 456):
SELECT ?rName ?pName
WHERE {
?r rdf:type roads:roads .
?r geo:hasGeometry ?rGeom .
?rGeom geo:asWKT ?rWKT .
?r rdfs:label "456"@en .
?r roads:name ?rName .
?p rdf:type poi:points .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom geo:asWKT ?pWKT .
?p poi:name ?pName .
BIND (geof:distance(?pWKT, ?rWKT,uom:metre) AS ?dist)
}
ORDER BY ASC (?dist)
LIMIT 3;

6.2.5 Geoprocessing / Spatial aggregation
This class of queries return new, derived geometries, as opposed to others which simply list features
and geometries. Hence, any
ny intersection(s) or unions over geometric features must be calculated and
returned as answer. Such queries are specifically intended to verify support for spatial analysis according to
OGC Simple Features standard (cf. Section 2).
Three indicative queries were prepared for this class:
G1:
eturn the portions of any motorway
motor
overlapping with a zone (e.g., a flooded area) of a given
G1 Return
geometry. This query first identifies any segments intersecting the given polygon of interest, and then
calculates and returns the cropped segments as well as all those completely within the area:
SELECT ?ovlpSegment
WHERE
{
?r rdf:type roads:motorway .
?r geo:hasGeometry ?rGeom .
?rGeom geo:asWKT ?rWKT .
BIND (geof:intersection(?rWKT,
(?rWKT, "POLYGON((-2.278685
"POLYGON((
53.059966,-2.269199
2.269199 53.088424, -2.231255
53.094748,-2.137976
2.137976 53.097910,-2.137976
53.097910,
53.097910,-2.017820 52.991983,-1.
1.995686 52.884475,
-2.133233 52.862341,-2.221769
2.221769 52.911352,-2.277104
52.911352,
52.938229,-2.343505
2.343505 52.950877,-2.394097
52.950877,
53.014117,-2.383030
2.383030 53.077357,-2.278685
53.077357, 2.278685 53.059966))"^^geo:wktLiteral) AS ?overlap) .
FILTER (geof:sfIntersects
geof:sfIntersects(?rWKT, "POLYGON((-2.278685 53.059966,-2.269199
2.269199 53.088424,
-2.231255 53.094748,-2.137976
2.137976 53.097910,-2.137976
53.097910,
53.097910,-2.017820
2.017820 52.991983,-1.995686
52.991983,
52.884475, -2.133233
2.133233 52.862341,-2.221769
52.862341,
52.911352,-2.277104 52.938229,-2.343505
2.343505 52.950877,
-2.394097 53.014117,-2.383030
2.383030 53.077357,-2.278685
53.077357,
685 53.059966))"^^geo:wktLiteral) )
};
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G2:
G2 Take the geometric union of all segments of Barnaby Road. This spatial aggregate is not supported
by OGC, as it may involve multiple spatial features. Hence it cannot be expressed in GeoSPARQL. Existing
function geof:union applies to two geometries only, so a variant expression can provide the concatenation
of every distinct pair of consecutive segments identified thanks to topological function geof:sfTouches:
SELECT ?concat
WHERE
{
?p roads:name "Barnaby Road"@en .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom geo:asWKT ?pWKT .
?p rdfs:label ?pID .
?q roads:name "Barnaby Road"@en .
?q geo:hasGeometry ?qGeom .
?qGeom geo:asWKT ?qWKT .
?q rdfs:label ?qID .
FILTER (geof:sfTouches(?pWKT,
(?pWKT, ?qWKT) && (str(?pID) < str(?qID)) ) .
BIND (geof:union(?pGeom,
(?pGeom, ?qGeom) AS ?concat)
};

G3:
G3 Compute a buffer around a given road. The width of this buffer zone is defined in specific units
(e.g., metres) in standard GeoSPARQL:
GeoSPARQL
SELECT (geof:buffer(?pWKT,
(?pWKT, 100, uom:metre) AS ?buf)
WHERE
{
?p
p roads:name "Barnaby Road"@en .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom geo:asWKT ?pWKT .
};

6.2.6 Queries with spatial & descriptive criteria
Such queries include a meaningful non-spatial
non spatial criterion along a spatial predicate and are intended to
examine whether the query planner can benefit from selectivities of different query portions (i.e., spatial
and non-spatial).
Two indicative queries were specified involving different sizes for spatial ranges and diverse
distribution of features for the given non-spatial
non
criterion.
D1:
D1 Find all pubs within a given rectangle. This example applies a small square area around Oxford
(equivalent
equivalent to a circle of radius 20km),
20km), with low density of points for this category:
SELECT ?f ?fName ?fGeom
WHERE {
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom geo:asWKT ?fWKT .
?f poi:name ?fName .
?f rdf:type poi:pub .
FILTER (geof:sfWithin(?fWKT,
(?fWKT, "POLYGON((-1.524454
"POLYGON((
51.492470,-1.524454
1.524454 51.996423, -1.008726
51.996423,-1.008726
1.008726 51.492470,-1.524454
51.492470,
51.492470))"^^geo:wktLiteral))
};

in a square of side 200 km centred at Westminster. This example applies a much
D2:
D2 Find all pubs within
more extended area against an expectedly increased density of points (including greater London):
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SELECT ?f ?fName ?fGeom
WHERE {
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom geo:asWKT ?fWKT .
?f poi:name ?fName .
?f rdf:type poi:pub .
FILTER (geof:sfWithin(?fWKT,
(?fWKT, "POLYGON((-1.384372
"POLYGON((
50.216711, -1.384372
1.384372 52.768513, 1.148099
52.768513, 1.148099 50.216711, -1.384372 50.216711))"^^geo:wktLiteral))
};

6.2.7 Aggregation queries
This type of queries combines aggregation with spatial predicates,
predicates, since for
f each distinct geometry,
computations must be made against other entities in its interior. The following query first involves a spatial
join between points and polygons based on containment, and then
then for any qualifying cases a count is
computed.
A1:
withi each forest area. In standard GeoSPARQL,
GeoSPARQL it can be expressed as
A1 Count points of interest within
follows:
SELECT ?zName (COUNT(?pID) AS ?no_points)
WHERE {
?p rdf:type poi:points .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom geo:asWKT ?pWKT .
?z geo:hasGeometry ?zGeom .
?zGeom geo:asWKT ?zWKT .
?z zones:name ?zName .
?z rdf:type zones:forest .
FILTER (geof:sfContains(?zWKT,
(?zWKT, ?pWKT))
}
GROUP BY ?zName ;

6.2.8 Negation queries
This kind of queries involves a NOT EXISTS clause. Negation is a typically costly operation and here it is
also coupled with a spatial predicate,
predicate, which makes its evaluation even more difficult for the optimizer and
the query processor. We have specified an example query involving different types
t
of points, hence
additional ontological predicates must be evaluated apart from the spatial criterion:
N1:
N1 Locate pubs farther than 5 km from any bus stop (e.g., difficult to reach by public transport).
SELECT ?pName
WHERE {
?p rdf:type poi:pub .
?p geo:Geometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom geo:asWKT ?pWKT .
?p poi:name ?pName .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?f rdf:type poi:bus_stop .
?f geo:Geometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom geo:asWKT ?fWKT .
FILTER (geof:distance
geof:distance(?pWKT, ?fWKT, uom:metre) < 5000)
}
};
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6.3 Experimental Setup
For the experiments, we
e have setup a XEN hypervisor on an evaluation server (Intel
(
Core i7-3820 CPU
at 3.60GHz with 10240KB cache)), which is capable of hosting a group of Virtual Machines
M
(guest VMs). Each
VM used in the experiments was given 8GB
GB RAM, 2GB swap space, 4 (virtual) CPU cores and 40GB disk of
storage space. During each experiment, only the VM being evaluated was active.
Due to different deployment specifications of each triple store platforms, the following prebuilt Linux
images were supported and provided as a starting point for creating VMs: Debian
ebian 6.x "squeeze" testing,
testing
Centos 5.9 final, Centos
entos 6.4 final.
We evaluated the following RDF Stores and geospatial RDBMS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtuoso Universal Server 7.0 (ColumnStore edition)
OWLIM-SE (Trial version 5.3.5849)
5.3.5849
uSeekM ver. 1.2.0-a5
a5 (on top of PostgreSQL 8.4 and PostGIS 1.5)
Parliament 2.7.4 quickstart
Strabon RDF version 3.2.3 (on top of PostgreSQL 8.4 and PostGIS 1.5)
Oracle 11gR2 (incl. Spatial) Standard Edition 11.2.0.1.0
PostgreSQL 9.1, PostGIS 1.5.3

In the Appendix we provide analytical information regarding the experimental setup, potential
transformation of data sets required,
required the queries executed (including rewriting when needed), and the
observed results. Further, we provide download links for the actual VMs (pre-installed, ready to use), as
well asthe datasets used in the evaluation [AthEval].. In this manner, any interested researchers can
experiment with semantic geospatial data and replicate our findings without devoting
de
several weeks in
troubleshooting and initializing the required software.
Although most of the installed platforms provided a Web interface and SPARQL endpoints, all data
loading and query execution was performed locally in order to avoid network delays
del
in performance
measurements. In some cases (uSeekM, Parliament), bootstrap code has been written in Java for
interacting with the triple store. This code undertakes to insert data or execute queries and get evaluation
measurements, without resorting to typical Web interfaces provided by each engine. Especially for queries,
time corresponds to processing time in the store, i.e., without taking into account the costs of reporting
their actual results.
Measurements were performed in cold cache and include the following quantities
uantities:
•
•
•

•

The amount of triples inserted in the store.
store. If applicable, any limitations on the supported amount of
triples are also indicated.
Data insertion time using bulk loading (BL
BL).
BL). The total time includes insertion of geometry and nonspatial triples (e.g., concerning name or type literals).
Spatial indexing (SI
(SI)
SI ) cost,
cost if index is available.. For some triple stores (e.g., in Virtuoso, uSeekM), the
spatial index is created or adjusted whenever a geometry gets inserted in the store. In this latter case,
only the combined measurement (BL+SI
(BL+SI)
BL+SI ) is given, which includes the data insertion and spatial
indexing.
Evaluation time for typical queries with spatial operations. When supported, the typical query workload
presented in Section 6.2 was used, offering eight different categories with several examples per
category. In some cases, due to platform limitations,
limitations variant queries were expressed in order to expose
geospatial support of each engine. Overall, eight different types of queries with several variations were
successfully expressed in each platform, although some not directly comparable in semantics.
semantics Query
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variants
ariants as well as some detailed remarks about execution in each platform are available in the
Appendix.

6.4 Evaluation Results
Our goal in this evaluation study is to compare the performance and real-world
real
relevance of
geospatially-enabled semantic repositories against FLOSS and proprietary geospatial databases (PostGIS and
Oracle Spatial, in particular). Next, we discuss our findings concerning execution time and robustness of the
tested platforms after experimentation for typical queries against geospatial datasets.

6.4.1 Geospatial Support
Not all types of geometric objects are supported in each system used in the tests.
tests Some of the
examined triple stores (Virtuoso, OWLIM-SE)
OWLIM SE) are seriously limited, as they only allow storage of points.
Hence, their collection of spatial operators is also limited. Others (uSeekM, Parliament) allow most OGC
geometries with a wealth of GeoSPARQL operations and are very close to the functionality offered by
widely acclaimed DBMS’s like Oracle Spatial and PostgreSQL/PostGIS.
PostgreSQL
Point geometries are typically offered by all triple stores tested in the experiments, although at a
differing degree concerning spatial referencing, indexing, topological operations, and geometric functions.
Triple stores hosting points only (like
(li Virtuoso or OWLIM-SE)
SE) proved quite efficient, but spatial analysis is
severely limited when no other vector data (like linestrings or polygons) are allowed.
Geometries are typically represented as WKT literals or similar variants. This proves that this OGC
representation is capable to capture most shapes along with their spatial reference in a uniform and
interoperable manner. Variations used in Virtuoso and OWLIM-SE
OWLIM SE refer specifically to points, which is the
simplest geometric form. In addition,
addition ad-hoc polygons or circles used in queries do not follow OGC
formatting, as those two platforms prefer a simplified form for their representation,
representation assuming that every
shape is referenced in WGS84 system. But such expressions diverge from WKT and cannot be considered
conside
a
viable solution for complex geometries. AllegroGraph opts for a peculiar geometric format, but this requires
some custom preprocessing of original geometries as well as definition of geometric subtypes that will be
used in the triple store. Apparently,
Apparently, this adds some considerable overhead for insertions, whereas it also
renders spatial expressions less intuitive and more difficult to express.
Interestingly, there are no two triple stores with identical geometric representations. Even Parliament
and uSeekM (which both implement GeoSPARQL) have a few differences, most notably in namespaces for
WKT literals and variations in a few spatial functions. Hopefully, such discrepancies will be remedied in
forthcoming releases, but even these minimal deviations clearly demonstrate the necessity for a common
standardization in geospatial RDF stores.
Regarding spatial indexing, it seems that R-trees
R
[Gut84] are preferred in triple stores, as they are an
established, provably efficient structure and widely used in geospatial DBMS’s as well. Two triple stores
(uSeekM, Strabon) make use of PostGIS infrastructure, so they build GiST indexes on geometries [HNP95],
which are basically equivalent to a more efficient R-tree
R
in two dimensions. Again, the
t only exception to
the R-tree family of indexes amongst the examined platforms is AllegroGraph, which offers a custom
indexing structure based on strips across both axes, and whose size must be specified in advance
depending on the geometries that should be indexed.
indexed
A matrix outlining a qualitative comparison of all tested platforms regarding their support for
geospatial data and operations is depicted in Table 18:
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Table 18
18:: Qualitative comparison of triple stores on geospatial support

Platform

Supported
geometries

Geometry literals

Data storage

Spatial
indexing

idiom
Language idio
m

Virtuoso
Universal
Server 7.0
(ColumnStore)
(ColumnStore)
OWLIMOWLIM -SE
5.3.5849

Points only

Custom
namespace in
WGS84

Internal database,
also accessible via
interactive SQL

R-tree

Points only for
storage;
hoc polygons
ad-hoc
in queries only
most OGC
geometries incl.
polygons,
points, lines
most OGC
geometries incl.
polygons,
points, lines
most OGC
geometries incl.
polygons,
points, lines
Points and
simple polygons

WGS84 Geo
Positioning RDF
vocabulary

File repository for
all statements
and indices

R-tree

WKT

hosted inside
PostgreSQL +
PostGIS

GiST

A few topological
operators as SPARQL
filters; not compliant to
GeoSPARQL
A few custom
topological operators as
SPARQL filters; not
compliant to GeoSPARQL
GeoSPARQL

WKT

File repository for
all statements
and indices

R-tree

GeoSPARQL

WKT, GML

hosted inside
PostgreSQL +
PostGIS

GiST ,
+
B -tree

Custom

File repository for
all statements
and indices

Close, but not fully
compliant to GeoSPARQL
(differing prefixes &
spatial functions)
A few custom
topological operators as
SPARQL filters; not
compliant to GeoSPARQL
Close, but not fully
compliant to GeoSPARQL
(differing prefixes &
spatial functions)

uSeekM
1.2.0--a5
1.2.0

Parliament
2.7.4

Strabon RDF
3.2.3

AllegroGraph
Free 4.10

geolocation
format

Oracle RDF
11gR2

most OGC
geometries incl.
polygons,
points, lines

WKT

Internal database,
also accessible via
SQL

Custom

stripes

R-tree

6.4.2 Performance Results
Several aspects of the data and queries influence heavily the expected performance of a given
systems. Concerning the data, these factors include the complexity of geometries as well as the amount of
spatial features that require indexing. With respect to queries, primary characteristics involve spatial
semantics, selectivity, as well as the presence of expensive operators like join,, geoprocessing or negation.
Despite its importance in knowledge systems, inferencing has not been examined in this evaluation study,
as the focus was predominantly on assessment of geospatial support. Hence, tested queries required no
inference at all. Quantitative results from the evaluation study are shown in Table 19.
•

Spatial Indexing
First, it must be pointed out that spatial
s
indexing cost varies widely among platforms,
platforms as illustrated
in Figure 7.. Of course, Virtuoso and OWLIM-SE
OWLIM
must build an R-tree
tree over about 590,000 points and
this is relatively an easy task, hence the resulting cost (less than a minute) is more than acceptable.
Besides, Parliament has to deal with millions of more complex geometries (not only points, but
also lines and polygons) and the R-tree is built in less than 3 hours; the cost is considerable, but not
prohibitive.. In contrast, uSeekM seems very problematic in that respect: as all geometries are
inserted into PostGIS backend, the index must be frequently updated and the combined operation
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takes unacceptably long time (about 33 hours in total to insert all layers, including their indexing).
Strabon took even longer
ger to import all data into its PostGIS backend (more than 43 hours in total),
apparently due to internal reorganization and indexing of geometries. This is orders of magnitude
higher compared to the indexing cost in DBMS’s (less than 7 minutes for all layers in the worst
case), and clearly sets a challenging task for improvement in triple stores.

.
Figure 7: Time
T ime for importing and indexing datasets in several triple stores and DBMS platforms

•

•

•

Query semantics
Query semantics
antics involving spatial expressions, functions and topological predicates is another
concern. Query syntax is quite differing among triple stores, with the exception of those adopting
GeoSPARQL (i.e., uSeekM, Parliament). In some cases, only basic functionality
functio
is provided, such as
in Virtuoso or OWLIM-SE.
SE. But even if typical queries are supported (like range search or distancedistance
based joins), more advanced forms of spatial analysis are completely absent, like support for
derived geometries or aggregates against
aga
spatial features (cf. Sections 6.2.5 and 6.2.7).
Query selectivity
In terms of selectivity, the examined queries vary widely. For instance, range query R1 involves a
small area with sparse distribution of points, whereas query R2 specifies a much wider area (in
London) with the highest density of sought points. By supporting queries that vary in selectivity, a
system can perform
rform well both when the result set is small (R1
R1)
R1 and when the result set is
potentially quite large (R2
R2).
R2
Expensive queries
ome queries require just an
Presence of expensive operations also varies from query to query. Some
entity and some of its properties, so they are quite straightforward to execute (L1,
L1, L2).
L2 However,
others incur huge overhead to the query processor, such as spatial joins or negations. Specifically:
Starting from spatial joins, SP1 was only answered by PostGIS in less than 5 minutes and its
variant SJ1a for Oracle Spatial in about 17 minutes, whereas all triple stores either did not
support the operation or failed to provide an answer. Similarly, execution of SJ2 remained
incomplete after several hours in all systems, with only partial
al results reported after some
time for its variant SJ2a. As distance joins are quite natural in geospatial analysis, this
seems a major deficiency.
deficiency
Nearest-neighbour
neighbour queries (kNN
kNN)
kNN are also quite frequent in spatial processing and have
important applications.
applications. That’s why they are natively supported in Oracle Spatial and
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indirectly (with a LIMIT k modifier) in PostGIS. Indirect support was also provided in
Virtuoso, OWLIM-SE
OWLIM SE and Parliament; especially Virtuoso provided answers rather fast (less
than a second) with execution times even comparable to Oracle Spatial.
Support for geoprocessing and spatial aggregation is a serious flaw for most triple stores.
Whereas DBMS’s are competent to provide derived geometries fast (usually, in less than
one second),, triple stores offer rudimentary or no functionality at all. For instance, only
GeoSPARQL implementations in uSeekM and Parliament can compute buffers, but cannot
unify several geometric objects into one single feature (also not specified in GeoSPARQL).
GeoSPARQL)
Virtuoso and
nd OWLIM-SE
OWLIM SE cannot support any of those operations,
operations as they concern strictly
point geometries.
geometries
Quite interestingly, negation (i.e., a NOT EXISTS clause with spatial criteria) was supported
in all systems, at least in query syntax. However, only Virtuoso and
an Oracle Spatial provided
correct answer. In all other platforms, either the query was still executing after many hours
without any results, or the returned answer was reported almost instantly and was
evidently wrong (Parliament).
Regarding queries with spatial
s
and descriptive criteria (D1
D1,
variants) it seems
D1 D2 and their variants),
that the presence or mixed conditions in WHERE clause poses certain difficulties to the query
optimizer. Such requests take much longer to execute than e.g., range queries. Perhaps,
this occurs because of joins are not reordered or maybe the spatial filter does not make use
of the available spatial index
index (e.g., this currently occurs in Parliament [BK12]). Future
versions of query optimizers
optimizer should be able to optimize queries automatically.
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Table 19:
19: Performance statistics for tested triple stores and geospatial DBMS’s

Measure
ment
Triples
Records
BL
SI
BL+SI
L1
L2
R1
R2
SJ1
SJ1a
SJ2
SJ2a
kNN1
kNN1a

Virtuoso
only))
(points only

OWLIM--SE
OWLIM
only))
(points only

uSeekM
(all layers)

2675212
N/A
N/A
N/A
19199 ms
604 ms
44 ms
1587 ms

3265602
N/A
15300 ms
18100 ms
N/A
23 ms
18 ms
254 ms

25796782
N/A
N/A
N/A
118451387 ms
516 ms
145 ms
2249 ms

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A
N/A

incomplete
after 6 hours

Strabon RDF
(all layers)
25796782
N/A
N/A
N/A
156585209 ms
305887 ms
225965 ms

Oracle Spatial
(all layers)

PostGIS
(all layers)

25796652
N/A
20491671 ms
10393209 ms
N/A
496 ms
211015 ms
231077 ms

N/A
3455983
1464000 ms
291313 ms
N/A
71 ms
23 ms
24 ms

N/A
3456000
473356 ms
412772 ms
N/A
63 ms
5 ms
14 ms

1847901 ms

402740 ms

incomplete after
4 hours

incomplete after
4 hours

15317 ms
N/A

12964 ms
295462 ms

crashed after
submission

N/A

N/A

N/A

1023189 ms

N/A

incomplete after
>8 hours

incomplete after
>6 hours

incomplete after
4 hours
first 100 results in

incomplete after
2 hours
first 100 results
in 341 ms

incomplete after 2
hours
first 100 results in

N/A

first 1000 results
in 49034 ms

N/A

N/A

237 ms

11743 ms

crashed after

N/A

157196 ms
17290 ms

crashed after
submission

N/A

Parliament
(all layers)

32 ms

140896 ms
N/A

143540 ms

N/A

1756 ms

223422 ms

223 ms

12150 ms

crashed after

N/A
17952 ms
512 ms

N/A
19643 ms
225 ms

N/A
1133 ms
14335 ms

172382 ms
697655 ms

926 ms

252 ms

385 ms

171515 ms

2108014 ms
N/A

but no results!
kNN2
kNN2a
G1
G2
G3

7385 ms

crashed after

1455190 ms

but no results!

246 ms
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

147485 ms
N/A
2255 ms
82 ms

N/A

N/A

100 ms

N/A

N/A
177268 ms
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Measure
ment
D1

Virtuoso
only))
(points only

OWLIMOWLIM-SE
only))
(points only

uSeekM
(all layers)

N/A

396 ms

4772 ms

D1a
D2

109 ms
N/A

N/A
2426 ms

N/A
21489 ms

D2a
A1

2358 ms
N/A

N/A
N/A

2572596 ms

incomplete after
90 min

N1

N/A

incomplete after
5 hours
incomplete after
>8 hours

Strabon RDF
(all layers)
crashed after
submission
N/A

crashed after
submission
N/A
517917 ms
976174 ms

Parliament
(all layers)

Oracle Spatial
(all layers)

PostGIS
(all layers)

254768 ms

53 ms

20 ms

N/A
328862 ms

N/A
726 ms

N/A
136 ms

N/A

N/A
727360 ms

N/A
21001 ms

221245 ms

first 100 results in

incomplete after
30 min
594 ms
(but no results!)

248759 ms
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6.4.3 General Remarks from Practicing with Triple Stores
Next, we briefly outline some impressions regarding “user’s feeling” after working with several
geospatially-enabled
enabled triple stores.
Most triple stores offer a Web interface and SPARQL endpoints that can be used as a workbench for
controlling the service and submitting
mitting queries. In addition, they offer API’s for custom interaction with the
store. We have used Java API’s offered by Parliament, uSeekM, and OWLIM-SE
OWLIM SE in order to prepare bulk
loading and query operations.
With the exception of AllegroGraph, there is no
o indication about mapping capabilities. Of the rest, only
Strabon offers exporting of geometric results from queries in KML format, and thus indirect representation
on maps.

Parliament seems somewhat unstable, probably due to the considerable data volumes that the store
had to manage. The most annoying fact was that datasets
d
had to be imported four times, because the
spatial index was causing serious troubles when resuming the service,, and no processing could be
performed. In contrast, when no spatial index
inde was built, the service started up and resumed
resume operation
normally. In addition, killing
illing the server process by any means other than graceful shutdown may result in
corrupt knowledge base files.. This had to be done several times during tests. If spatial indexing
ind
is created
and Parliament shuts down, then it could not be mounted again. As a workaround, the spatial index was
deleted before shutting down Parliament,
Parliament, and rebuilt from scratch when restarting the service.
service

uSeekM was also problematic is some cases, especially on handling or k-NN
NN queries, when execution
crashed unexpectedly some time after submission. Support for spatial joins should also be key challenge for
improvement in the future.
RDF engines than utilize a DBMS as their repository (e.g., uSeekM, Strabon)) can really take advantage
of its geospatial support for storing various geometries and answering most types of spatial queries. But
they really suffer when it comes to bulk loading of spatial features, because
because the index (typically, an R-tree)
R
is prebuilt to host all geometries and requires reorganization upon new entries (or deletions or updates on
geometries). Instead, those with native support for storing triples in their own structures cope far better
with massive insertions.
Last, but no least, it was evident that performance of spatial operations in triple stores is poor
compared to the one in geospatial DBMS’s; sometimes it is orders of magnitude worse, even without any
use of inferencing. On the other hand, triple stores offer support for interlinking spatial features, which is
absolutely out of scope even for advanced or commercial DBMS’s.

6.5 Challenges and Future Directions
From the conducted evaluation it can be clearly concluded that the optimization potential for triple
stores is huge and justifies one of the primary research goals of the GeoKnow project. Next, we identify
several challenging research topics that may be attractive to the geospatial and linked data communities:
•

•

Performance of spatial indexing for triple stores should be improved, as it is evident when compared to
similar functionality offered
fered from several DBMS's. Hence,
Hence, building or updating the spatial index should
be performed faster and the index structure should be able to host many more geometric
geo
shapes apart
from points.
Query optimization could be based on deep sampling with geospatial predicates. Mixed queries should
be able to take advantage of the spatial index during their evaluation, based on selectivities of
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•

•

•

•

•

•

geometries. With such a policy, only those resources that match the spatial component will be
retrieved, rather than spatially filtering all bindings that match a given query. Practically, selectivity
estimation without precomputed statistics can be accomplished
accomplished on actual sample data collected as the
query plan is constructed. This can be the used to reorder joins when multiple spatial and non-spatial
criteria are involved.
GeoSPARQL compliance for many triple stores is still an objective. Quite disappointingly,
disappoint
no query
expression was exactly the same in different stores throughout our evaluation and it required an effort
to identify all major and minor differences in syntax. Some stores are more mature in this respect (e.g.,
uSeekM, Parliament, Strabon RDF),
RDF), although not yet fully implementing the recent standard for
GeoSPARQL.. Other engines do not follow GeoSPARQL specifications, although in several cases this
would only mean renaming functions and namespaces for the geometries supported in the store (e.g.,
(e.g
Virtuoso). Nevertheless, adopting OGC standards for geospatial processing would greatly facilitate
interoperability and data exchange among users and organizations.
Importing spatial features currently requires particular attention, due to differences in
i geometric
representations, namespaces, spatial reference systems etc. To remedy this situation, compliance to
GeoSPARQL standard could enable development of conversion utilities that enable interoperability
between different spatial formats, e.g., from files
files (like GML, KML, shapefiles) or spatial DBMS (such as
Oracle, PostGIS) to triple formats (turtle, N3, RDF/XML, etc.).
Implementation of query rewriting rules. Among the most important additions should be a query
rewriting rule for transforming a simple triple pattern that tests a topological relation between two
features into an equivalent query involving concrete geometries and topological query functions.
As geospatial data frequently represent geographic features, support for map rendering would be a
precious tool for analysis and could attract more people to use triple stores.
stores The growing interest on
geospatial DBMS over the past decade indicates that interconnection of spatial data infrastructure with
commercial or open-source
source GIS platforms
platforms provides a wider user community, an increased number of
applications, and leads to further improvements in terms of processing efficiency and offered
functionality.
Data modeling for versioning. As resources in RDF data have global identifiers as URIs, this makes it
possible to manage versions in a much more sophisticated way, as well as querying for changes
between one version and the next. So, metadata for provenance of geospatial
spatial information should be
maintained mostly from external sources. However, in case that existing geometries get modified, this
requires a much more advanced mechanism for the reconciliation of conflicting updates.
Integration of temporal and spatiotemporal semantics.
semantics With a temporal component, the model can be
used for representation
tion and querying of linked geospatial data that changes over time (e.g., boundaries
of land parcels, water levels in lakes or rivers etc.).
etc.). With spatiotemporal support, movement of spatial
entities can be linked with other thematic data and provide
pro
a wealth
th of information about moving
objects (e.g., vehicles, cargo containers, etc.).
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7. Conclusion
In this deliverable we reviewed the current state of the art in geospatial and semantic data
management. We have examined issues concerning performance, scalability,
scalability, expressiveness, real-world
real
relevance, as well as conformance with existing standards (particularly OGC and W3C). We first provided an
extensive overview of fundamental concepts on representation and querying of geospatial features, with
particular emphasis
phasis on OGC standardization. Next, we documented geospatial support in several semantic
repositories most widely known in the Semantic Web and Linked Data communities. We also covered topics
related to RDF, OWL, SPARQL and GeoSPARQL languages, as well as existing benchmarks and recent
research trends. Last, but not least, we designed and conducted an evaluation study for some well known
RDF stores (Virtuoso, OWLIM, Parliament, uSeekM,
uSeekM Strabon)) that provide geospatial support. We also
compared their performance
mance against widely used geospatial databases (PostGIS and Oracle Spatial) in terms
of bulk loading, spatial indexing and query execution time. We utilized properly converted Open Street Map
data as a very large data source, and typical geospatial queries as workloads. Our findings offer a baseline
for evaluating performance and scaling attributes of current approaches, and provide quantitative metrics
for evaluating the performance of prototypes that will be produced later in the project.
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Namespaces used as RDF Prefixes in queries
bif:

Built-in
in functions in Virtuoso
OGC GeoSPARQL datatypes & relational properties

geo: <http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql#>

OGC GeoSPARQL functions

geof: <http://www.opengis.net/def/function/geosparql/>
geor: <http://www.opengis.net/def/rule/geosparql/>

OGC GeoSPARQL rules

OGC GeoSPARQL GML representations

gml: <http://www.opengis.net/ont/gml#>
ogc: <http://www.opengis.net/>

OWLIM-SE
SE geospatial support

omgeo: <http://www.ontotext.com/owlim/geo#>
orageo: <http://xmlns.oracle.com/rdf/geo/>

Oracle’s built-in
in prefix for spatial types and operations

owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
pos: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>

WGS84 Geo Positioning: an RDF vocabulary

rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22
rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf
sf: <http://www.opengis.net/ont/sf#>

OGC GeoSPARQL spatial functions

uom: <http://www.opengis.net/def/uom/OGC/1.0/>

OGC GeoSPARQL measurement units

virtrdf: <http://www.openlinksw.com/schemas/virtrdf#>

Virtuoso’s prefix for RDF data

xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>

Namespaces for the tested datasets, also used as RDF Prefixes in queries
poi: <http://geoknow.eu/uk_points#>

Points of Interest (point)

roads: <http://geoknow.eu/uk_roads#>

Road network (linestring)

zones: <http://geoknow.eu/uk_natural#>

Natural parks and waterbodies (polygon)
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9. Appendix
Next, we provide detailed information regarding the experimental setup, potential transformation of
data sets required, the queries executed (including rewriting when needed), and the observed results.
Pre-installed,
installed, ready to use VMs for all tested
tested platforms, their respective datasets used in the
evaluation, along with instructions are available from http://wiki.geoknow.eu/Internal:WP/2/Tools.
http://wiki.geoknow.eu/Internal:WP/2/Tools

9.1 Execution Details for Tests in Triple Stores
9.1.1 Tests in Virtuoso Universal Server
Virtuoso is not GeoSPARQL compliant, so every sf:wktLiteral had to be turned into virtrdf:Geometry in
order for queries to work properly.
properly Coordinates must be always given in WGS84 reference system. The
preferred way of adding
ding geometries to RDF graphs is using the ttlp command in the Turtle syntax for
inserting the result into a graph.. A geometry may occur as an object value in an RDF quad. In such a case,
the bare geometry object is not used but instead a special RDF typed literal is made with the type
virtrdf:Geometry. Such a literal is automatically indexed in an R-tree
R tree index containing
containi all distinct geometries
occurring in any quad of any graph under any predicate. Normally, WGS84 (EPSG:4326)
(EPSG:
is the SRID of any
such geometry.

TripleStore
Virtuoso Universal Server 7.0
(ColumnStore edition)

OS version
Linux Debian 6.x
squeeze (64-bit)

CPU
Intel Core i7-3820 with
4 (virtual) CPU cores

RAM
8 GB

Disk space
40 GB

All statements in SPARQL were executed from Virtuoso iSQL command interface. Each command was
always prefixed with a SPARQL directive, in order to be executed as a SPARQL statement. These are the
statements used in the experiments:
experiments
•

To create a graph:
CREATE GRAPH <http://localhost:8890/geoknow/uk_tests>;
Done. -- 5 msec.

•

To import geometric points in NTRIPLES format (includes spatial index cost, performed automatically):
automatically)

DB.DBA.TTLP
.DBA.TTLP
(file_to_string_output
('/home/virtuoso/packages/points_virt.nq'),
'http://localhost:8890/geoknow/uk_tests', 512);

'',

Done. -- 13377 msec.

•

To import descriptive information about points in NTRIPLES format:

DB.DBA.TTLP
(file_to_string_output
('/home/virtuoso/packages/points_rest.nq'),
'http://localhost:8890/geoknow/uk_tests', 512);
Done. -- 5822 msec.

•

L1 query:
SELECT ?f ?fID ?fType ?fGeom
WHERE {
?f rdf:type poi:points .
?f geo:Geometry ?fGeom .
?f rdfs:label ?fID .
?f rdf:type ?fType .
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?f poi:name "Westminster Abbey"@en
};
16 Rows. -- 604 msec.

•

L2 query:
SELECT ?f ?fID ?fName
WHERE {
?f geo:Geometry ?fGeom .
?f rdfs:label ?fID .
?f poi:name ?fName .
FILTER (bif:st_within ( ?fGeom , bif:st_point (-0.1305258,
( 0.1305258, 51.4991461), 0.001))
};
1 Rows. -- 44 msec.

•

R1 query: No polygons are supported in Virtuoso RDF for either storage or querying,
querying so a variant was
submitted for query R1, involving an ad-hoc
ad hoc circle of 20km around a point given in lon/lat coordinates
(instead of a rectangle or polygon):
polygon
SELECT ?f ?fName ?fGeom
WHERE {
?f geo:Geometry ?fGeom .
?f poi:name ?fName .
FILTER (bif:st_within ( ?fGeom , bif:st_point (-1.176338,
( 1.176338, 51.739361), 20))
};
2843 Rows. -- 1587 msec.

•

R2 query: Cannot be executed in Virtuoso, as polygons or lines are not supported in the triple store.

•

SJ1 query: Cannot be executed in Virtuoso, as polygons or lines are not supported in the triple store.

•

SJ2 query: Only spatial joins between points datasets are supported. In this study, only one such dataset
exists, containing points of interest,
interest so a self-join
join on geometries is tested. The following statement
starts emitting partial results after 20 minutes, but proceeds very slow, and has not concluded after 6
hours:
SELECT ?pName ?qName ?dist
st
WHERE {
?p geo:Geometry ?pGeom .
?p poi:name ?pName .
?q geo:Geometry ?qGeom .
?q poi:name ?qName .
BIND (bif:st_distance (?pGeom , ?qGeom) AS ?dist) .
FILTER ( (?dist < 0.05) && !sameTerm(?pGeom, ?qGeom) )
};

•

kNN1
kNN 1 query is indirectly supported with a LIMIT k modifier:
SELECT ?pName ?dist
WHERE {
?p geo:Geometry ?pGeom .
?p poi:name ?pName .
BIND (bif:st_distance (?pGeom , bif:st_point (-0.1305258,
( 0.1305258, 51.4991461)) AS ?dist)
}
ORDER BY ASC (?dist)
LIMIT 3;
3 Rows. -- 237 msec.
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•

kNN2a
kNN2 a query:: Original query involves linear geometries, which are not supported in Virtuoso. So, a
variant query involving only points is submitted with a LIMIT k modifier, searching for k=3 points
closest to the point with OSM id: 430203044 :
SELECT ?qName ?pName ?dist
WHERE {
?q geo:Geometry ?qGeom .
?q rdfs:label "430203044"@en .
?q poi:name ?qName .
?p geo:Geometry ?pGeom .
?p poi:name ?pName .
BIND (bif:st_distance (?pGeom, ?qGeom) AS ?dist)
}
ORDER BY ASC (?dist)
LIMIT 3;
3 Rows. -- 246 msec.

•

Geoprocessing queries G1, G2, G3:
G3 Cannot be executed in Virtuoso, as there is no support for derived
geometries through spatial functions (e.g., union, intersection, etc.). Not even simple functions (area,
length, perimeter etc.) are allowed, because only points can be stored.

•

Query D1a
D1 a: This variant query actually uses a circle of radius 20km around Oxford town hall, since
polygonal areas cannot be specified:
SELECT ?m ?mName
WHERE
{
?m geo:Geometry ?geo .
?m poi:name ?mName .
?m rdf:type poi:pub
i:pub .
FILTER (bif:st_within ( ?geo , bif:st_point (-1.25644,
( 1.25644, 51.755489), 20))
};
305 Rows. -- 109 msec.

•

Query D2a
D2a: Again, this is a variant of the query, as it actually uses a circle of radius 100km around
Westminster, since polygonal areas cannot be specified in Virtuoso:
SELECT ?m ?mName
WHERE
{
?m geo:Geometry ?geo .
?m poi:name ?mName .
?m rdf:type poi:pub .
FILTER (bif:st_within ( ?geo , bif:st_point (-0.1305258,
( 0.1305258, 51.4991461), 100))
};
7585 Rows. -- 2358 msec.

•

Query A1 cannot be executed, because polygonal
polygon areas cannot be stored in triples or defined in queries
in Virtuoso.

•

Query N1:
N1
SELECT ?pName
WHERE {
?p rdf:type poi:pub .
?p geo:Geometry ?pGeom .
?p poi:name ?pName .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
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?f rdf:type poi:bus_stop
stop .
?f geo:Geometry ?fGeom .
FILTER (bif:st_distance (?pGeom, ?fGeom) < 5)
}
};
841 Rows. -- 2572596 msec.

9.1.2 Tests in OWLIM-SE
SE
TripleStore
OWLIM-SE
(Trial version 5.3.5849)

OS version
Linux Debian 6.x
squeeze (64-bit)

CPU

RAM

Intel Core i7-3820 with
4 (virtual) CPU cores

8 GB

Disk space
40 GB

OWLIM is not GeoSPARQL compliant, so every sf:wktLiteral must be turned into geometries in WGS84
at namespace pos: in order for queries to work properly.
properly All testing against OWLIM-SE involving every
necessary action (bulk loading, indexing, and queries) was performed by modifying a sample Java code
which allowed interaction with the store.
•

First, 3265602 triples were successfully imported in the store, which included geometries, names, and
types of OSM point entities. No data concerning linear or polygonal features was
w inserted, as such
geometries are not supported in OWLIM-SE.
OWLIM

•

Spatial indexing (an R-tree
tree over 2-dimensional
2 dimensional point features) must be created before any topological
operation is applied. Otherwise, spatial operations would not return any results. Spatial indexing is
performed against geometries using this dummy command,
d, as soon as the data was in store:
ASK { _:b1 omgeo:createIndex
geo:createIndex _:b2. }

•

L1 query:
SELECT ?f ?fID ?fType ?lat ?long
WHERE {
?f rdf:type poi:points .
?f pos:lat ?lat .
?f pos:long ?long .
?f rdfs:label ?fID .
?f rdf:type ?fType .
?f poi:name "Westminster Abbey"@en
};
16 result(s) in 23ms.

•

L2 query:
SELECT ?f ?fID ?fName
WHERE {
?f pos:lat ?lat .
?f pos:long ?long .
?f rdfs:label ?fID .
?f poi:name ?fName .
?f omgeo:nearby(51.4991461
(51.4991461 -0.1305258 "0.001km") .
};
1 result(s) in 18ms.

•

R1 query: Polygons can be specified in queries involving topological functions:
functions
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SELECT ?f ?fName ?lat ?long
WHERE {
?f pos:lat ?lat .
?f pos:long ?long .
?f poi:name ?fName .
?f omgeo:within("51.739361"
("51.739361" "-1.332893"
"
"51.785259"
"51.739361" "-1.176338"
1.176338" "51.739361" "-1.332893"
"
) .
};
832 result(s) in 254ms.

"-1.332893"
1.332893"

"51.785259"

"
"-1.176338"

•

R2 query: Cannot be executed in OWLIM-SE, as polygons or lines are not supported in the triple store.

•

SJ1 query: Cannot be executed in OWLIM-SE, as polygons or lines are not supported in the triple store.

•

SJ2a query: Only spatial joins between points datasets are supported. In this study, only one such
dataset exists, containing points of interest, so a self-join
self join on geometries is tested. The following
fol
statement runs very slowly, perhaps due to numerous qualifying pairs:
pairs
SELECT ?p1 ?p2 ?dist
WHERE {
?p1 pos:lat ?lat1 .
?p1 pos:long ?long1 .
?p2 pos:lat ?lat2 .
?p2 pos:long ?long2 .
?p2 omgeo:nearby(?lat1
(?lat1 ?long1 "0.05km" ) .
BIND (omgeo:distance(?lat1,
(?lat1, ?long1, ?lat2, ?long2) AS ?dist) .
FILTER( ?dist < 0.05) .
FILTER (str(?p1) < str(?p2)) .
}
ORDER BY ASC( ?dist );

When using LIMIT k modifier, then k=1000 results are returned in 49034 ms. But without specifying any
LIMIT, the system eventually crashes (in that test, after 793229 ms).
•

kNN1
kNN 1 query is indirectly supported with a LIMIT k modifier:
SELECT ?p1 ?dist
WHERE {
?p1 pos:lat ?lat1 .
?p1 pos:long ?long1 .
BIND (omgeo:distance(?lat1,
(?lat1, ?long1, "51.4991461", "-0.1305258")
"
AS ?dist) .
}
ORDER BY ASC( ?dist )
LIMIT 3;
3 result(s) in 11743ms.

•

kNN2a query: Original query involves linear geometries, which are not supported in OWLIM-SE. So, a
variant query involving only points is submitted with a LIMIT k modifier, searching for k=3 points
closest to the point with OSM id: 430203044 :
SELECT ?qName ?pName ?dist
WHERE {
?q rdfs:label "430203044"@en .
?q poi:name ?qName .
?q pos:lat ?lat1 .
?q pos:long ?long1 .
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?p pos:lat ?lat2 .
?p pos:long ?long2 .
?p poi:name ?pName .
BIND (omgeo:distance(?lat1,
(?lat1, ?long1, ?lat2, ?long2) AS ?dist) .
}
ORDER BY ASC (?dist)
LIMIT 3;
3 result(s) in 7385ms.

•

Geoprocessing queries G1, G2, G3:
G3 Cannot be executed in OWLIM-SE, as there is no support for derived
geometries through
h spatial functions (e.g., union, intersection, etc.). Not even simple functions (area,
length, perimeter etc.) are allowed, because only points can be stored.

•

Query D1:
D1

SELECT ?f ?fName ?lat ?long
WHERE {
?f pos:lat ?lat .
?f pos:long ?long .
?f poi:name ?fName .
?f rdf:type poi:pub .
?f omgeo:within("51.492470"
("51.492470" "-1.524454"
"
"51.996423"
"51.492470" "-1.008726"
1.008726" "51.492470" "-1.524454")
"
.
};
356 result(s) in 396ms.

•

"-1.524454"
1.524454"

"51.996423"

"
"-1.008726"

Query D2:
D2

SELECT ?f ?fName ?lat ?long
WHERE {
?f pos:lat ?lat .
?f pos:long ?long .
?f poi:name ?fName .
?f rdf:type poi:pub .
?f omgeo:within("50.216711"
("50.216711" "-1.384372"
"
"52.768513"
"50.216711" "1.148099" "50.216711" "-1.384372")
"
.
};
9033 result(s) in 2426ms.
.

"-1.384372"
1.384372"

"52.768513"

"1.148099"

•

Query A1 cannot be executed, because polygonal
polygon areas
eas cannot be stored in triples in OWLIM-SE.

•

Query N1:
N1 This query is executed, but has not concluded after 90 minutes:
SELECT ?pName
WHERE {
?p rdf:type poi:pub .
?p pos:lat ?lat1 .
?p pos:long ?long1 .
?p poi:name ?pName .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?f rdf:type poi:bus_stop .
?f pos:lat ?lat2 .
?f pos:long
:long ?long2 .
BIND (omgeo:distance(?lat1,
(?lat1, ?long1, ?lat2, ?long2) AS ?dist) .
FILTER( ?dist < 5) .
}
};
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9.1.3 Tests in uSeekM
TripleStore
uSeekM ver. 1.2.0-a5 (on top of
PostgreSQL 8.4 and PostGIS 1.5)

OS version
Linux Debian 6.x
squeeze (64-bit)

CPU
Intel Core i7-3820 with
4 (virtual) CPU cores

RAM

Disk space

8 GB

40 GB

Loading triples into uSeekM includes spatial indexing, as all data is hosted within PostgreSQL/PostGIS.
No utility found to deactivate spatial index during bulk insertions. So, GiST indexes were forced to get
updated very frequently. This explains the excessive time it took to import all data into the repository.
Insertion of OSM points, lines and polygons was carried out through a custom command-line
command
interface
developed in Java especially for GeoKnow tests. Bulk import was performed in several pieces, due to the
large amount of features in the datasets. In total, 25796782
82 triples have been inserted,
inserted including geometric
and ontological information (types, names, labels).
labels)
Execution of several queries is problematic:
•

Query R2 starts executing, but it crashes after 167922 ms with no results.

•

Query kNN1 is working only if an additional condition like FILTER( ?dist < 2000) is used to narrow
down candidates. In that case, query kNN1a
NN1 a concludes normally and relatively fast:
3 results in 17290 ms.

•

Query kNN2 starts executing, but it crashes after 147485 ms with
w no results.

•

Query G1 returns qualifying geometries (cropped at the boundary of the polygon), but not a unified
section representing the sequence of all partial overlaps:
overlaps
64 results in 2255 ms.
.

•

Query G2 is executed, but with no results. Perhaps, edge-matching
matching of OSM geometries is problematic.
0 results in 82 ms.

•

Query G3:
G3: In uSeekM, the width of the buffer zone is specified in the units of the coordinates (i.e.,
decimal degrees for datasets in WGS84):
SELECT (geof:buffer(?pWKT, 0.000001) AS ?buf)
?buf
WHERE
{
?p roads:name "Barnaby Road"@en .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom geo:asWKT ?pWKT .
};
3 results in 100 ms.

•

Query D2 starts executing, but it crashes after 21489 ms with no results.

•

Query A1 executes
tes very slow,
slow and has not returned any results after 5 hours.

•

Query N1 executes
tes very slow,
slow and has not returned any results after more than 8 hours.
hours
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9.1.4 Tests in Parliament
TripleStore
Parliament 2.7.4 quickstart

OS version
Linux CentOS 6.4
(64-bit)

CPU

RAM

Intel Core i7-3820 with
4 (virtual) CPU cores

8 GB

Disk space
40 GB

Insertion of OSM points, lines and polygons was carried out through a custom command-line
command
interface
developed in Java especially for GeoKnow tests. Bulk import was performed separately for geometric and
non-spatial features for each layer. In total, 25796652 triples have been inserted,
inserted including geometric and
ontological information (types, names, labels).
labels) A few geometric objects (130 polygonal features) were not
inserted, as their geometries were considered invalid during conversion.
WKT literals for geometries must be prefixed with sf: and not with geo: as [OGC12] specifies.
Otherwise, queries return no results. This inconsistency will be remedied in future releases of Parliament.
A SPARQL query is used to build the spatial index for 3455961 triples (those actually containing WKT
literals):
INSERT {}
WHERE {
<urn:x-arq:DefaultGraph>
arq:DefaultGraph> <http://parliament.semwebcentral.org/pfunction#enableIndexing>
"true"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean>
};
Done -- 10393209 ms.

Quite surprisingly, iff spatial indexing is created and Parliament shuts down, then
th it cannot be mounted
again! To avoid repetition of this phenomenon, as
a a workaround, the spatial index was deleted before
shutting down Parliament.
A custom Java program was also developed for testing the queries and measuring execution time.
Query syntax is following GeoSPARQL specifications, except for WKT literals, as mentioned before. So, every
appearance of a geo:wktLiteral must be replaced by sf:wktLiteral in all query expressions in Section 5.2.3,
and they can become syntactically correct for the Parliament query processor.
Execution of several queries is problematic:
•

Query SJ1 is running very slowly. Even when setting LIMIT 100, no results recei
eceived after 4 hours!

•

Query SJ2 is also running very slowly. A modifier condition
c
like LIMIT 100 was
wa used, in order to verify
that some results can be computed.
computed In that case, query SJ2a
SJ2 a concludes normally and relatively fast:
100 results in 2108014 ms.
ms

•

Query kNN1 is working only if an additional condition like FILTER( ?dist < 20000)
20
is used to narrow
down candidates. In that case, query kNN1a concludes normally and relatively fast:
3 results in 143540 ms.

•

Query G2 is executed, but with no results. Perhaps, edge-matching
matching of OSM geometries is problematic.
0 results in 512 ms.

•

Query A1 executes very slowly, but has not finished running after 30 minutes.

•

Query N 1 executes normally, but it returns no results (which is wrong!):
0 results in 594 ms.
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9.1.5 Tests in Strabon
abon RDF
TripleStore
Strabon ver. 3.2.3 (on top of
PostgreSQL 8.4 and PostGIS 1.5)

OS version
Linux Debian 6.x
squeeze (64-bit)

CPU
Intel Core i7-3820 with
4 (virtual) CPU cores

RAM

Disk space

8 GB

40 GB

Loading triples into Strabon RDF includes spatial indexing, as all data is hosted within
PostgreSQL/PostGIS. No utility found to deactivate spatial index during bulk insertions. So, GiST indexes
were forced to get updated very frequently. This explains the excessive time it took to import
impor all data into
the repository.
Insertion of OSM points, lines and polygons was carried out through a custom command-line
command
interface
available from the platform. Bulk import was performed in several pieces, due to the large amount of
features in the datasets. In total, 25796782 triples have been inserted,, including geometric and ontological
information (types, names, labels).
labels) The only difference from typical geometric WKT literals (e.g., those
inserted in uSeekM) is that the namespace before each geometry is
i strdf: instead of geo:, as required by
Strabon RDF. The same difference also applies to all geometric operators and functions, so instead
GeoSPARQL specific geof:, the prefix strdf: is used in queries.
All queries were executed through the offered Java utility QueryOp provided by the platform, which also
measures execution times per query (these times are reported in Section 6.4). Here are some more details
about evaluation of several queries:
queries
•

Query L2 differs only in namespaces regarding geometry literal and operators and is executed normally,
normally
but with a very increased execution time compared to other
o
stores:
SELECT ?f ?fID ?fName
WHERE {
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom strdf:hasGeometry ?fWKT .
?f rdfs:label ?fID .
?f poi:name ?fName .
FILTER (strdf:contains(?fWKT, "POINT (-0.1305258
( 0.1305258 51.4991461)"^^strdf:WKT))
};
1 result in 225965 ms.

•

Query R1 differs in namespaces only from the typical syntax given in Section 6.2.2, but soon it crashes
issuing a ‘java.lang.NullPointerException’, without any results.

•

Query R2 has a similar syntax,
syntax but it executes normally with results:

SELECT ?f ?fName ?fWKT
WHERE {
?f geo:hasGeometry ?fGeom .
?fGeom strdf:hasGeometry ?fWKT .
?f roads:name ?fName .
FILTER (strdf:intersects(?fWKT, "POLYGON ((-2.81643
((
51.6576, -0.277148
0.277148 51.6576,
-0.277148
54.1969,
-2.81643
2.81643
54.1969,
51.6576))"^^strdf:WKT))
};
Executed in 1847901 ms.

•

-2.81643

Query SJ1 is running very slowly and it has not returned any results received
ved after 4 hours!
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•

Query SJ2 is also running very slowly with no results after more than 6 hours.

•

Query kNN1 is working only if an additional condition like FILTER
LTER (?dist < 0.02) is used to narrow
down candidates. In that case, query kNN1a concludes normally but without reporting any results:
0 results in 171515 ms.

•

Query kNN2 executes without errors,
errors but it returns no results at all:
0 results in 1455190 ms.

•

Query G1 runs without issuing any error messages, but it returns an empty geometry as its result:
result
1 results in 177268 ms.
ms

•

Query G2 starts executing,, but it crashes with no results after about 172 seconds with a
‘java.lang.NullPointerException’.

•

Query G3:
G3: In uSeekM, the width of the buffer zone is specified in the units of the coordinates (i.e.,
decimal degrees for datasets in
i WGS84):
SELECT (strdf:buffer(?pWKT, 0.000001) AS ?buf)
WHERE
{
?p roads:name "Barnaby Road"@en .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom strdf:hasGeometry ?pWKT .
};
3 results in 697655 ms.

•

Query D1 starts executing, but it crashes soon after submission with no results.
results

•

results
Query D2 starts executing, but it crashes soon after submission with no results.

•

Query A1 executes normally,, and provides results after some time:
SELECT ?zName (COUNT(?pID) AS ?no_points)
WHERE {
?p rdf:type poi:points .
?p geo:hasGeometry ?pGeom .
?pGeom strdf:hasGeometry ?pWKT .
?z geo:hasGeometry ?zGeom .
?zGeom strdf:hasGeometry ?zWKT .
?z zones:name ?zName .
?z rdf:type zones:forest .
FILTER (strdf:contains(?zWKT, ?pWKT))
}
GROUP BY ?zName;
Executed in 517917 ms.

•

Query N1 also executes normally,
normally despite the presence of a NOT EXISTS operator.
operator
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9.2 Execution Details for Tests in Geospatial DBMS
9.2.1 Tests in Oracle Spatial
DBMS
Oracle 11gR2 (incl. Spatial)
Spatial
Standard Edition 11.2.0.1.0

OS version
Linux CentOS 6.4
(64-bit)

CPU

RAM

Intel Core i7-3820 with
4 (virtual) CPU cores

Disk space

8 GB

40 GB

Oracle Spatial 11gR2 provides a Java utility 'SampleShapefileToJGeomFeature', which enables
conversion and bulk loading of existing
exis
shapefiles. Thus, all three layers were directly
direct imported into tables
in Oracle Spatial. Only 17 point geometries failed to be converted, as they were deemed invalid according
to Oracle Spatial specifications.
Thanks to the import utility, spatial metadata are automatically inserted in system table
in the database, so they can be readily used for spatial indexing with R-trees
using typical CREATE INDEX commands on the geometric attribute.
user_sdo_geom_metadata

Queries were executed using Oracle SQL*plus utility. Next, we provide their syntax and some remarks:
re
•

Query L1:
L1
SELECT osm_id, geom
FROM points
WHERE name = 'Westminster Abbey';
8 results in 71 ms.

•

Query L2:
L2

SELECT osm_id, name
FROM points P
WHERE SDO_RELATE(P.geom,
(P.geom, MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2001, 4326,
51.4991461, NULL),NULL,NULL), 'mask=ANYINTERACT')
'mask=
= 'TRUE';
1 result in 23 ms.

•

MDSYS.SDO_POINT_TYPE(
MDSYS.SDO_POINT_TYPE(-0.1305258,

Query R1:
R1
SELECT
ELECT osm_id, name, geom
FROM points
WHERE SDO_INSIDE(
( geom, MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2003, 4326, NULL,
MDSYS.SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1003,1),
O_ARRAY(1,1003,1), MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(-1.332893,51.739361,
1.332893,51.739361,
-1.332893,51.785259, -1.176338,51.785259,
1.176338,51.785259, -1.176338,51.739361, -1.332893,51.739361)))='TRUE';
1.332893,51.739361)))='TRUE';
2200 results in 24 ms.

•

Query R2:
R2
SELECT osm_id, name, geom
FROM roads
WHERE SDO_RELATE(geom, MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2003, 4326, NULL,
MDSYS.SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1003,1), MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(-2.81643,
MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY( 2.81643, 51.6576,
-0.277148, 51.6576, -0.277148,
0.277148, 54.1969, -2.81643, 54.1969, -2.81643, 51.6576)),
'mask=ANYINTERACT')='TRUE';
')='TRUE';
918186 results in 15317 ms (time without reporting results!).
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•

Query SJ1:
patial operator ST_CROSSES has not an exactly corresponding one in Oracle Spatial.
SJ1 OGC spatial
Operator OVERLAPBYDISJOINT is a close analogue in this variant SJ1
SJ 1 a:
SELECT R.osm_id, R.name, Z.osm_id, Z.name
FROM roads R, natural Z
WHERE SDO_RELATE(R.geom,
(R.geom, Z.geom, 'mask=OVERLAPBYDISJOINT')='TRUE';
'mask=
0 results in 1023189 ms.

•

Query SJ2 was running, but very slowly when searching for the complete answer. So, a LIMIT 100
modifier was used in the following variant SJ2a:
SJ2a
SELECT P.osm_id, P.name, Q.osm_id, Q.name
FROM points P, points Q
WHERE SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE(P.geom,
SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE(P.geom, Q.geom, 'distance = 50 unit=Meter') = 'TRUE'
AND P.osm_id < Q.osm_id
AND ROWNUM <=100;
100 results in 341 ms.

•

Query kNN1 also returns the distance between neighbors:
SELECT name, sdo_nn_distance(1)
sdo_nn_distance
AS dist
FROM points
WHERE SDO_NN(geom, MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2001, 4326,
MDSYS.SDO_POINT_TYPE(-0.1305258,51.4991461,NULL),NULL,NUL
0.1305258,51.4991461,NULL),NULL,NULL),'sdo_num_res=3
L),'sdo_num_res=3 unit=meter',1)
= 'TRUE'
ORDER BY dist ASC;
3 results in 32 ms.

•

Query kNN2 also returns the distance between neighbors:
SELECT R.name, p.Name, sdo_nn_distance(1)
sdo_nn_distance
AS dist
FROM roads R, points P
WHERE R.osm_id = 456
AND SDO_NN(P.geom,
(P.geom, R.geom, 'sdo_num_res=3 unit=meter', 1) = 'TRUE'
ORDER BY dist ASC;
3 results in 223 ms.

•

Query G1:
G1

SELECT SDO_GEOM.SDO_INTERSECTION(geom,
SDO_GEOM.SDO_INTERSECTION
MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2003, 4326, NULL,
MDSYS.SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1003,1), MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(-2.278685,53.059966,
MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY( 2.278685,53.059966,-2.269199,
53.088424,-2.231255,53.094748,
2.231255,53.094748,-2.137976,53.097910,-2.137976,53.097910,-2.017820,52.991983,
2.017820,52.991983,
-1.995686,52.884475,-2.133233,52.862341,
2.133233,52.862341,-2.221769,52.911352,-2.277104,52.938229,
2.277104,52.938229,-2.343505,
52.950877,-2.394097,53.014117,
2.394097,53.014117,-2.383030,53.077357,-2.278685,53.059966)),
2.278685,53.059966)), 0.005)
0
FROM roads
WHERE SDO_RELATE(geom,
(geom, MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2003, 4326, NULL,
MDSYS.SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1003,1), MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(-2.278685,53.059966,
MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY( 2.278685,53.059966,-2.269199,
53.088424,-2.231255,53.094748,
2.231255,53.094748,-2.137976, 53.097910,-2.137976,53.097910,-2.017820,
2.017820, 52.991983,
-1.995686,52.884475,-2.133233,52.862341,
2.133233,52.862341,-2.221769,52.911352,-2.277104,52.938229,
2.277104,52.938229,-2.343505,
52.950877,-2.394097,53.014117,
2.394097,53.014117,-2.383030,53.077357,-2.278685,53.059966)),
2.278685,53.059966)),
'mask=ANYINTERACT')='TRUE';
14569 results in 19643 ms.

•

Query G2:
G2
SELECT SDO_AGGR_UNION(SDOAGGRTYPE
UNION(SDOAGGRTYPE(geom, 0.005)) AS concat
FROM roads
WHERE name='Barnaby Road';
1 result in 225 ms.
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•

Query G3:
G3 Works when buffer width units are expressed in decimal degrees (standard for WGS84
data):
SELECT SDO_GEOM.SDO_BUFFER(R.geom,
SDO_GEOM.SDO_BUFFER
M.diminfo, 0.00001) AS buf
FROM roads R, user_sdo_geom_metadata M
WHERE m.table_name = 'ROADS'
AND m.column_name = 'GEOM'
AND R.name='Barnaby Road';
3 results in 252 ms.

•

Query D1:
D1

SELECT name, geom
FROM points
WHERE type='pub'
AND SDO_INSIDE(geom, MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2003, 4326, NULL,MDSYS.SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1003,1),
MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(-1.524454,51.492470,
1.524454,51.492470,-1.524454,51.996423,-1.008726,51.996423,
1.008726,51.996423,
-1.008726,51.492470,-1.524454,51.492470)))='TRUE';
1.524454,51.492470)))='TRUE';
358 results in 53 ms.

•

Query D2:
D2

SELECT name, geom
FROM points
WHERE type='pub'
AND SDO_INSIDE(geom,MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2003,
MDSYS.SDO_GEOMETRY(2003, 4326, NULL, MDSYS.SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1003,1),
MDSYS.SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(-1.384372,50.216711,
1.384372,50.216711,-1.384372,52.768513,1.148099,52.768513,
1.384372,52.768513,1.148099,52.768513,
1.148099,50.216711,-1.384372,50.216711)))
1.384372,50.216711)))='TRUE';
9328 results in 726 ms.

•

Query A1:
A1
SELECT Z.name, COUNT(p.osm_id) AS no_points
FROM Natural Z, points P
WHERE SDO_CONTAINS(Z.geom,
(Z.geom, P.geom)='TRUE'
AND Z.type='forest'
GROUP BY Z.name;
775 results in 727360 ms.

•

Query N1:
N1
SELECT P.name
FROM points P
WHERE P.type='pub'
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT Q.*
FROM points Q
WHERE SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE(Q.geom,
SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE(Q.geom, P.geom, 'distance=5 unit=KM') = 'TRUE'
AND Q.type='bus_stop' );
935 results in 221245 ms.
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9.2.2 Tests in PostgreSQL/PostGIS
tgreSQL/PostGIS
DBMS
PostgreSQL 9.1, PostGIS 1.5.3

OS version
Linux Debian 6.x
squeeze (64-bit)

CPU
Intel Core i7-3820 with
4 (virtual) CPU cores

RAM

Disk space

8 GB

40 GB

Conversion of existing shapefiles into SQL insert statements was carried out with utility shp2pgsql
offered by PostGIS. Then, bulk loading was executed through command-line
line interface psql in PostgreSQL.
Thus, 3456000 records from all three layers were imported into spatial tables in PostGIS.
Regarding spatial indexing,
ing, R-trees
R trees based on GiST structures were created with typical CREATE INDEX
statements on the spatial attributes.
Queries were executed using psql utility of PostgreSQL. Next, we provide their syntax and some
remarks:
•

Query L1:
L1
SELECT osm_id, ST_AsText(geom)
FROM points
WHERE name = 'Westminster Abbey';
8 results in 63 ms.

•

Query L2:
L2
SELECT osm_id, name
FROM points
WHERE ST_CONTAINS(geom, ST_GeomFromText('POINT(-0.1305258
ST_GeomFromText('POINT( 0.1305258 51.4991461)',4326));
1 result in 5 ms.

•

Query R1:
R1
SELECT osm_id, name, ST_AsText(geom)
FROM points
WHERE ST_WITHIN(geom,
geom, ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON ((
((-1.332893
1.332893 51.739361, -1.332893 51.785259,
-1.176338
1.176338 51.785259, -1.176338 51.739361, -1.332893
1.332893 51.739361))',4326));
2200 results in 14 ms.

•

Query R2:
R2
SELECT osm_id,
d, name, ST_AsText(geom)
FROM roads
WHERE ST_INTERSECTS(geom, ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON
ST_GeomFromText(
((-2.81643
2.81643 51.6576, -0.277148 51.6576,
-0.277148 54.1969, -2.81643 54.1969, -2.81643
2.81643 51.6576))',4326)
51.6576
);
918949 results in 12964 ms (time without reporting results!).

•

Query SJ1:
SJ1
SELECT R.osm_id, R.name, Z.osm_id, Z.name
FROM roads R, "natural" Z
WHERE ST_CROSSES(R.geom, Z.geom);
132290 results in 295462 ms.

•

Query SJ2 is running, but very slowly with no results after 2 hours. So, a LIMIT 100 modifier was used in
variant SJ2a:
SJ2a
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SELECT P.osm_id, P.name, Q.osm_id, Q.name
FROM points P, points Q
WHERE ST_DISTANCE(P.geom::geography,
(P.geom::geography, Q.geom::geography)<=50
AND P.osm_id < Q.osm_id
LIMIT 100;
100 results in 140896 ms.
.

•

Query kNN1a
ditional condition like FILTER (?dist < 20000) in GeoSPARQL, can be used to
NN1 a: An additional
narrow down candidates and make it equivalent to the same query submitted to triple stores:
stores
SELECT name, ST_DISTANCE(geom::geography,
(geom::geography,
ST_GeographyFromText('SRID=4326;POINT( 0.1305258 51.4991461)')) AS dist
ST_GeographyFromText('SRID=4326;POINT(-0.1305258
FROM points
WHERE ST_DISTANCE(geom::geography,
(geom::geography,
ST_GeographyFromText('SRID=4326;POINT( 0.1305258 51.4991461)'))<=20000
ST_GeographyFromText('SRID=4326;POINT(-0.1305258
51.4991461)'))
ORDER BY dist ASC
LIMIT 3;
3 results in 1756 ms.

•

Query kNN2:
kNN2
SELECT R.name, p.Name, ST_DISTANCE(P.geom::geography,
ST_DISTANCE(P.geom::geography, R.geom::geography) AS dist
FROM roads R, points P
WHERE R.osm_id = 456
ORDER BY dist ASC
LIMIT 3;
3 results in 12150 ms.

•

Query G1:
G1
SELECT ST_AsText(ST_Intersection(geom, ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON((-2.278685
ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON(( 2.278685 53.059966,
-2.269199
2.269199 53.088424,-2.231255
53.088424,
53.094748,-2.137976
2.137976 53.097910,-2.137976
53.097910,
53.097910,
-2.017820
2.017820 52.991983,-1.995686
52.991983,
52.884475,-2.133233
2.133233 52.862341,-2.221769
52.862341,
52.911352,
-2.277104
2.277104 52.938229,-2.343505
52.938229,
52.950877,-2.394097
2.394097 53.014117,
-2.383030
2.383030 53.077357,-2.278685
53.077357, 2.278685 53.059966))',4326))) AS ovlpSegment
FROM roads
WHERE ST_INTERSECTS(geom,
(geom, ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON((-2.278685
ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON(( 2.278685 53.059966,-2.269199
53.059966,
53.088424,
-2.231255
2.231255 53.094748,-2.137976
53.094748,
53.097910,-2.137976
2.137976 53.097910,
-2.017820
2.017820 52.991983,-1.995686
52.991983,
52.884475,-2.133233
2.133233 52.862341,
-2.221769
2.221769 52.911352,-2.277104
52.911352,
52.938229,-2.34350
2.343505 52.950877,
-2.394097
2.394097 53.014117,-2.383030
53.014117,
53.077357,-2.278685
2.278685 53.059966))',4326) );
14569 results in 1133 ms.

•

Query G2:
G2
SELECT ST_AsText(ST_Union
ST_Union(geom)) AS concat
FROM roads
WHERE name='Barnaby Road';
1 result in 14335 ms.

•

Query G3:
G3
SELECT ST_Buffer(geom::geography,
(geom::geography, 50) AS buf
FROM roads
WHERE name='Barnaby Road';
3 results in 385 ms.

•

Query D1:
D1
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SELECT name, ST_AsText(geom)
FROM points
WHERE type='pub'
AND ST_WITHIN(
( geom, ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON((-1.524454
ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON((
51.492470,-1.524454
1.524454 51.996423,
-1.008726
1.008726 51.996423,-1.008726
51.996423,
51.492470,-1.524454
1.524454 51.492470))',4326));
358 results in 20 ms.

•

Query D2:
D2
SELECT name, ST_AsText(geom)
FROM points
WHERE type='pub'
AND ST_WITHIN( geom, ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON((-1.384372
ST_GeomFromText('POLYGON((
50.216711,
-1.384372
1.384372 52.768513,1.148099 52.768513,1.148099 50.216711,-1.384372
50.216711, 1.384372 50.216711))',4326));
9321 results in 136 ms.

•

Query A1:
A1
SELECT Z.name, COUNT(p.osm_id) AS no_points
FROM "natural" Z, points P
WHERE ST_CONTAINS(Z.geom,
(Z.geom, P.geom)
AND Z.type='forest'
GROUP BY Z.name;
778 results in 21001 ms.

•

Query N1 was running, but no results emitted after 30 minutes. So, a LIMIT 100 modifier was specified:
SELECT P.name
FROM points P
WHERE P.type='pub'
AND NOT EXISTS (SELECT Q.*
FROM points Q
WHERE ST_DISTANCE(P.geom::geography,
ST_DISTANCE(P.geom::geography, Q.geom::geography)<5000
AND Q.type='bus_stop' );
LIMIT 100;
100 results in 248759 ms.
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